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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The huge surplus of grain in recent years has increased the
interest in the maintenance of quality in stored grain. As of December
1, 1987, there were 75 million bushels of wheat stored on farms and
over 342 million bushels of wheat stored off the farms. Losses from
the lack of proper management of this stored grain have ranged from a
few dollars for invisible moisture shrink to hundreds of thousands of
dollars when large quantities of grain are allowed to become severely
damaged, because of excess moisture or insect activity (Kiser, et. al.,
1986).
When the producer decides to store grain on the farm, managing the
stored grain becomes a responsibility. The producer must make
decisions regarding management practices which will maintain the
quality of grain and at the same time control storage pests. For an
individual producer, price discounts are the main economic incentive to
maintain the quality of stored grain. According to Reed (1986), 73.3
percent of the producers surveyed felt the costs of the loss and
penalties for infested and/or damaged wheat were greater than the cost
of controlling pests in stored wheat.
Producers are faced with decisions regarding what method of pest
management should be used to control insect activity and at the same
time reduce the probability of receiving a lower net income. This
decision may be based upon the costs of the chemical, the potential
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loss if a chemical is not used, time and labor involved, and cond:
of grain when stored.
Justification for Study
Kansas has a long history of studies of on farm storage of wheat.
The first studies of stored grain began in 1907. The Kansas
agricultural experiment station in 1916 began working on studies which
concentrated on the storage characteristics of various farm bins. In
the mid 1940's Cotton and Winburn (1941) investigated field infestation
of wheat by stored grain insects while Walkden (1951) investigated the
economic consequences of insect infestation in farm stored grain.
Wilbur and Warren (1958) surveyed more than 300 central Kansas farms in
the late 1940' s and early 1950' s to determine the effectiveness of
various chemical treatments against stored grain insects and to
identify potential sources of stored grain infestation.
During the late 1970' s and early 1980' s, most of the work was
conducted in the area of insect densities in stored grain and chemical
application to control insect infestation. However, Reed (1986)
described on farm wheat storage facilities and pest control practices
which were substantially different than those used in the late 1950's.
This particular study was not only prompted by the significant changes
in on- farm grain storage, but by the increases in reserve stocks and
the ban on several commonly used grain fumigants. In this analysis,
emphasis was placed on determining types and location of on farm grain
storage, insect densities, chemical treatments and timing patterns of
treatment application and insect activity.
It is evident that the basic concerns of these researchers were in
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the areas of identifying the grain storage insects and what strategies
could be used to control them. However, many of the insecticides and
possible treatments have either been taken off the market or can only
be applied by certified pesticide applicants. The choices for
controlling insects on stored grain are dwindling to the point that
producers have very few options available.
Decisions regarding management of grain are part of the high risk
environment in which agricultural producers operate. Every day
producers are faced with some type of decision regarding what crop to
plant this year based upon expected forecasts, whether to sell the crop
after harvest, or to store the crop until prices become more
profitable. Storing the grain seems to be one solution at this
critical time in agriculture in order to take some of the pressure of
surplus grain out of the market place. However, in order to guarantee
the higher price without getting discounted for poor quality or most
importantly, infestation, the producers must make wise pest management
decisions
.
Most producer decisions can be determined by the relative cost and
performance of each option. Risk may also be a concern for the
decision maker. Producers who are risk averse may adopt less
profitable options when they are less risky. Producers may have a
vague idea of the probability of the result of each strategy available,
so the decision is also influenced by their own or neighbors experience
commonly gained by trial and error.
Description of Data Sets
In this study, three primary data sets were used. The first
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data set was a result of an on-farm study. Since listings of producers
in counties who had wheat stored on the farm was not available, sample
selection was randomized on the basis of location. All Kansas
counties, whose production from 1979 to 1984 was at least 50 percent
higher than the statewide average, was used as the criteria.
Each selected individual owning or living at the chosen location
was contacted by phone to determine whether wheat was produced and
stored at the chosen site. Individuals who stored more than 900
bushels of wheat on the farm for three months or more were asked to
complete a mailed questionnaire. If the individual agreed, then a
questionnaire was sent with a coded, stamped return envelope.
Respondents were asked to answer all questions relative to wheat only
and not other farm-stored grain. Also, the producers were asked about
the types of pest control methods used and when treatments were
applied. Approximately 250 questionnaires were mailed and 170 were
returned.
The completed questionnaires were stratified by the pest control
strategy used for farm-stored wheat according to the following
categories: (1) Minimum/No Treatment - no pest control chemical
applied to the wheat; (2) Grain Protectant Treatment (Malathion or
Chlorpyrifos-methyl) insecticide applied to the wheat during bin
filling; (3) Fumigation Treatment - wheat treated with fumigants later
in the storage period; (4) Fumigation and Grain Protectant Treatments -
wheat treated with protectant and also fumigant. Twenty-eight Kansas
counties were randomly selected which included 55 farm locations in six
district areas: northwest, west, southwest, north central, central,
and south central (Figure 1.1).
In July, investigators sampled 79 bins from the originally
identified farms where wheat was produced and stored. Samples were
taken from the bins and analyzed to determine the quality of the grain
and also the insect activity at that particular time period. These
selected bins were sampled at two month intervals from July, 1986 to
March, 1987.
The second data set was from an elevator study. This included
data gathered from elevators in locations including all major wheat
production areas of Kansas. Six terminal and eleven country elevators
were selected based on their location and history of cooperation with
stored-grain research.
Elevator operators were asked to collect samples of on-farm stored
wheat delivered to market. The operators collected samples from
randomly selected farmers with on-farm storage. Approximately 1000
grams were retained in plastic containers and kept at room temperature
at the elevator until picked up by researchers. A sample card was
supplied for the elevator operator to report sample identification and
date, the approximate size of the lot, the value of the discount, and
the reason for the discount.
Samples were collected at intervals of no more than 10 days apart
from November 1986 through May 1987 and transported to the laboratory
for analysis. Moisture content, test weight, dockage, fine material,
and insect counts were recorded. Finally, insect-damaged kernels were
then determined by Food And Drug Administration criteria (Wingfield and
^
—s= -
Pederson, 1985) and expressed as number per 100 grams. In wheat, 32 or
more insect-damaged kernels per 100 grams is the current. FDA "defect
action level .
"
The third data set was the chemical cost data. Costs were
gathered from interviewing 49 grain elevators, cooperatives, and
agricultural services located in the central, northwest, and southwest
areas of Kansas. Out of the 49 surveyed, 33 were cooperatives, nine
were grain elevators, three were terminal elevators, three were local
department stores and one was an agricultural service. Only 69.4
percent of those surveyed sold some type of treatment that farmers
could use on their stored grain.
Objectives and Organization of Thesis
The objective of this study was to analyze the pest management
decisions the producer must make regarding control of insects in stored
grain. In order to analyze this decision, three types of data were
combined. First, data on the costs of the different treatments were
needed. Second, data from samples of grain in farm bins were used as
estimates of the insect activity in bins when different treatments are
used. Third, data from samples collected at elevators were used to
indicate the discounts received for insects in stored grain. Finally,
since there are substantial differences in discounts received and in
levels of insect activity, the pest management decisions were analyzed
in a framework that allowed consideration of the risk associated with
the decision.
The remaining chapters are organized in the following way.
The literature cited in Chapter 2 concentrates on the biological and
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chemical aspects of grain storage insects. Most of the previous
research was related to the production side of agriculture rati
economic studies. This study was an economic study of the selection of
management strategies for maintenance of quality in stored grain. The
methods used for analysis as well as the theory relevant to the
analysis are discussed in Chapter 3. The results and implications of
the analysis are discussed in Chapter 4. Summary and discussion of
needs in future research are discussed in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Most research has concentrated primarily on biological studies and
chemical control of insects which infest stored grain. There has been
very little research on the economics of insect infestation. Moreover,
little risk analysis or decision making analysis regarding the choice
of pest management strategies for storage insects has been reported.
Therefore, a brief overview of studies reported in the biological area
and possible causes of outbreaks of insect infestation is presented.
Secondly, some economic studies related to economic thresholds, and
risk and decision making analysis are discussed.
Biological Studies
Reports of problems faced by Kansas wheat producers storing grain
started in the late 1930's and the early 1940's. Investigations of the
outbreaks of infestations and factors causing infestation were
conducted during this time and have continued until the present.
Winburn (1940) reported that 25 of 27 bins surveyed in late October in
one central Kansas county showed more or less heavy infestation. In
October, 1971, Bell et al . (1972) sampled 154 bins of Kansas farm-
stored wheat and found that 88 percent of those bins were infested.
McGaughey et al. (1978) investigated single bins of wheat at 58
farm sites and two bins at four sites in a 23 county area in central
and south-central Kansas. Only bins containing wheat harvested that
year were examined. Inspection period was from August to
Throughout this period, 79 percent of the bins became infested.
Eighteen of the 32 non- infested bins became infested between August and
November. No new infestations were found during the February to
visits, but evidence that larval activity had occurred during the
winter months was noted in several infested bins. At each visit,
evidence of Indian meal moth infestation was noted by visual
examination of grain surface and exposed areas of the bin walls and
roof.
During the four visits to the farm, the incidence and severity of
Indian meal moth in prior years were established by interviewing the
producers. When infestation history was compared with infestation
during the study, the results were similar. Twenty-one percent of the
non- infested bins had had no previous problems and none had had severe
problems. However, 15 percent of the infested bins had a history of
severe infestation, and only two percent had a history of no
infestation. This tendency toward a history of more severe infestation
for infested bins was consistent regardless of bin construction.
McGaughey et al. concluded that the Indian meal moth infestation
is a much greater problem than what was initially assumed. Infestation
began in the early months immediately after harvest and through the
fall months. The frequency and severity of infestations can be
predicted by evaluating prior experience at the bin site. Thus,
effective control and preventive measures for the Indian meal moth are
needed.
Samples from more than 8000 farm bins were examined by Storey et
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al. (1983). They found live insects in 25.1 percent of the wheat.
Mean insect densities of the 20 samples examined from several states
ranged from 1 to 135/1000 grams. The mean insect density of the
samples from Kansas was 15 insects per 1000 grams.
On three-month intervals beginning in July, Reed (1986) sampled
bins from 40 farms. The frequency of infested farm-stored wheat was
highest in late fall. The insect densities within the grain mass were
also highest in November and were reduced during the winter. Bran bugs
were the most commonly found stored-product insects, and were present
in over 75 percent of the infested bins. The more destructive insects
(internal- infesting insects) were not as abundant as the other species.
Only 15.5 percent of the insects present in the samples were classified
as weevils, and this primarily because one bin was heavily infested.
Causes and Control of Insect Outbreaks
The more important factors affecting the rise or fall of insect
populations in stored grain are food supply, temperature and moisture,
and control or prevention measures. With the large quantities of
stored grain on the farm, the availability of food supplies for insects
is always at hand. Wilbur and Warren (1958) surveyed 335 Kansas farms
during the late 1940' s and early 1950' s and found that stored
marketable wheat in close proximity to feed grains and/or ground feeds
was infested on more than one-half of the farms. On every farm
surveyed, insect- infested grain and feed in bins, adjacent buildings
and equipment were found to be potential sources of contamination.
Temperature and moisture are the most important factors affecting
the prevalence of stored-grain insects. Most of the insects
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thought to be of subtropical origin and do not hibernate. Therefore,
storage insects are more likely to cause considerable damage when high
temperatures and moisture contents are noticeable.
Wilken (1985) found that stored grain insect pests require minimum
temperatures (54° to 64° F) , depending upon species, to complete tl
life cycles. Optimum temperatures for maximum rates of reproduction
range between 80° and 104° F.
Oxley (1948) found that when dry grain heats, insect infestations
are the cause, and the source of heat is the metabolism of the insects
themselves. This ability of insects to heat grain enables them to
breed throughout the winter in areas where normal grain temperatures
would be too low to support insect development.
The insect pests of stored grain are dependent upon their food
supply for the moisture requirements to carry on their life processes.
For this reason grain moisture is an important factor in their life
cycle. Cotton et al. (1960) investigated storage conditions on central
Kansas farms and reported that from 1946-1950 the majority of farm-
stored wheat contained from 11 to 13 percent moisture content. They
found a positive correlation between moisture content and insect
infestation. In fact, when moisture content was between 12 and 13
percent, insect populations were substantially higher than when
moisture content was 11 to 12 percent.
The type of pest control and other physical and sanitation
conditions may affect the ease with which the quality of stored grain
is maintained. Storey et al. (1984) examined 4,171 samples of wheat
submitted from 27 states. According to the information submitted with
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the samples, less than 10 percent had been fumigated and only 15
percent of the samples were treated with malathion protectant.
In a study of farm-stored corn and wheat in Minnesota, Barak and
Harein (1981) reported that less than 10 percent of the wheat had
received a "post-harvest treatment". All surveyed bins had been
cleaned before newly-harvested wheat was added, but less than 10
percent were treated with insecticide and none of the wheat had
received a protectant treatment during bin filling.
The percentage of wheat bins equipped for aeration was found to be
32.8 and 52.5 percent, respectively, when Prickett et al . (1983)
sampled Oklahoma farms in 1982 and 1983. Insect densities were
substantially lower in aerated than in non-aerated bins, while no
reduction in insect density was found in grain treated with protectant.
Aeration is not always available as a pest management strategy,
however. In a study of farm-stored wheat in Kansas, Reed (1986) found
that only one- third (35.9 percent) of the producers surveyed reported
having aerated storage. Another 37.1 percent reported having both
aerated and non-aerated bins, and 27.1 percent had only non-aerated
storage capacity.
It was also determined that the storage location of the newly
harvested grain relative to old grain in storage, may be another factor
increasing the risk of deterioration and loss in farm-stored wheat.
While only 8.2 percent of the respondents reported having stored wheat
from two crop years in the same bin, 37.3 percent of the producers had
stored old and new crop wheat close together.
Moreover, Reed found that producers who used the protectant
13
treatment method were more common and collectively stored more on-
I
wheat than producers who used other treatment strategies. The use of
both grain protectant and fumigation was selected by the fewest
producers, but these producers had 18.6 percent of the total quantity
stored. Essentially, producers who indicated using the grain
protectant and fumigation treatment method tended to report large
storage capacities. However, this survey suggests that about one- third





Establishing economic thresholds and the need to use an
insecticide or to intervene in any way is of foremost importance. The
economic threshold is not a fixed level, but a dynamic concept, the
density level satisfying the concept depends upon a variety of
circumstances which may vary markedly with the location and time during
the season.
Palti and Ausher (1986) suggested two types of thresholds:
(1) the economic damage threshold is the point at which any factor
whether biotic or abiotic begins to reduce the value (quantity or
quality) of the yield, and (2) the treatment (control) threshold is the
point at which the value preventable by farmers' operations exceeds the
cost of control operations; the extra yield obtainable by such
operations promises an income higher than control expenses.
According to Sill (1982), to develop a realistic economic
threshold, a constant monitoring of population is required and then
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control decisions must be made. Furthermore, if farmers are highly
averse to risk, they want to avoid even the slightest reduction in
yield or price, especially those having high value crops. Therefore,
there is a tendency for "insurance" treatments often applied very
protectively.
Barak and Harein (1981) surveyed Minnesota producers who stored
grain on their farm in order to gain insight into purchasing policies
regarding infested grain bought out of farm storage and to learn how
this influences integrated pest management decisions. Information
acquired from the questionnaire regarded: (1) discounts for
infestation, (2) insect threshold numbers, (3) grain inspection and
sampling methods, (4) estimated rates of infestation, and (5) estimates
of pesticide treatments required.
Insect counts can be utilized as threshold action levels. For
example, if corn and wheat are detected to have 15 and 5 live adult
"bran bugs," respectively, in a sample, then officially the lot would
be considered "special grade" weevily. In the case of the Barak and
Harein survey, the economic threshold level was 2.7 live adult insects
per sample. When threshold levels were stated in units of insect
density, the mean was 5.3 live adult insects per kilogram of grain with
a range of 0.5 to 22.0 per kilogram. Without an estimate of the pest
density that can be tolerated without significant crop loss (or
penalty) there can be no reasonable safeguard against over treatment
with insecticides or unacceptable crop damage. Furthermore, the use of
insecticides when they are not needed is contrary to the principles of
an integrated pest management program.
15
Decision Matrix Method:
Newton and Leuschner (1974) illustrated the potential of applying
formal decision making under risk to major pest management decisions.
Using a hypothetical pest management problem of the southern pine
beetle, they developed decision matrices and expected values to account
for risk and provide a useful decision guideline. The southern }
.
beetle was detected on corporate -owned land. The regional manager felt
that an appropriate strategy should be used to reflect prognosis of
infestation, the prevailing managerial philosophy, and financial
position of the firm.
The only control methods employed by the firm were to salvage the
infested spots, or to fell the infested trees and cut the limbs and
tops from the central stem. The problem was broken down to two states
of nature. The first state was a condition that limited the spread of
infection and little forest damage was expected. The second state of
nature was an outbreak condition where the spots was centers of
infestation. The manager develops a formal decision matrix of outcomes
to facilitate decision making.
By using a decision matrix, the analysis of decisions under risk
can be more readily understood. The matrix has n rows which are the
alternatives under consideration and the m columns are the states of
nature which are the decision maker's control and are thought to
determine the outcome associated with each alternative.
The frequency with which the different states of nature occur is
described by a discrete probability distribution. In this example,
L6
historical data was used as the most frequent source of probability
distributions
.
The values of the outcomes were placed on the pest management
problem by quantifying the control cost and damage outcomes for each
alternative and state of nature. This procedure provided a value for
each outcome which was weighted by the probabilities to obtain an
expected value.
However, this procedure may not be usable because outcomes
concerning upper management feelings and public interest are not
considered. Secondly, data to estimate the amount of damage may be
unavailable. In these cases, a utility schedule may be of assistance.
Utility theory was founded on the concept that an individual's
preference for some consequence reflects the utility of that
consequence. In other words, utility represents the measure of
satisfaction derived by an individual from a situation. Thus, a
preferred consequence has a greater utility value than a less preferred
consequence
.
In examining risky alternatives, utility analysis provides a means
whereby subjective preferences can be quantified and the decision
process simplified. Since the utility schedule is useful in assigning
values to the individual's preferences, the decision maker is then able
Co maximize expected utility consistent with the expressed preferences.
The utility schedule can be developed for the outcomes because the
utility function is unique to a particular problem, manager, I .
place. Thus, the matrix will be different every time the place,
or manager changes.
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Finally, in this analysis, decisions about complex pest management
problems must be made regularly, and these decisions are usually being
made under risk and commonly without complete knowledge. Therefore,
utility functions have a place in the decision-making process where
dollar values cannot be satisfactorily estimated, and expected ut i
.
should be used until a more sophisticated method is developed to make
more accurate pest management decisions.
Expected Utility Model:
The expected utility model provides a single-valued index that
orders action choices according to the preferences or attitudes of the
decision maker. Anderson et al . (1977) outlined the components of a
decision problem that included a set of action choices, a set of
monetary outcomes, and a probability density function.
A decision maker's attitude toward risk is related to the slope of
his utility function. A linear utility function implies a risk neutral
individual, a concave function implies a risk averse person, and a
convex function implies a risk preferring attitude. Anderson et al.
(1977) noted that empirical evidence suggests that most decision makers
are risk averse.
A concave utility function has a non-negative first derivative,
[U' > 0] , and a negative second derivative, [U" < 0]. This implies
that as the producers wealth increases, his marginal utility declines.
Therefore, a risk averse individual would prefer an action that would
assure him a certain return rather than an equal, but uncertain,
expected return.
Most comparisons of risk aversion among decision makers are valid
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only at specific monetary outcomes. Since one decision maker may be
more risk averse than another at different monetary outcomes, it is
very difficult to compare decision makers over a wide range of wealth
positions. In addition, problems of inaccuracy may exist in
formulating utility functions. Shortcomings in interview procedures,
problems in statistical estimation, and an individual's lack of
knowledge about their preferences may hinder the estimation process
(King and Robison, 1981).
Musser et. al (1984) described the formulation of risk programming
models that incorporate activities for production, marketing, input
acquisition, investment, credit consumption, and taxation. These
models may be applied as risk efficiency criteria without estimating
the decision maker's risk preferences.
Concepts of Stochastic Efficiency
Newton et al. (1974) explained the difference between a decision
made under certainty and one made under uncertainty. When the manager
knows the exact outcome of each alternative, then the decision is made
under certainty. On the other hand, decisions made under uncertainty
are those for which each alternative has a series of possible outcomes
and there is little reason to assume one outcome will dominate another.
This situation exemplifies most management decisions.
In particular, pest management decisions are usually probabilistic
and therefore are decisions made under risk. The use of a stochastic
dominance criterion provides a useful decision-making framework. The
stochastic dominance analysis uses pair-wise comparisons to evaluate
strategies and to derive the most efficient set of strategies. Given
19
specified restrictions on the decisions maker's preferences, an
efficiency criterion provides a partial ordering of these strategies.
The greater the number of restrictions placed on preferences,
greater the discriminatory power of the criterion. However, this
requires more specific information about the preferences which may not
be available. Fewer restrictions, which are easier to apply as a
criterion, may reduce the ability of the criterion to eliminate choices
from consideration, making it of little use as a decision making tool.
Different stochastic dominance rules depend on different
assumptions regarding the utility function of the decision maker.
First degree stochastic dominance (FSD) holds for all decision makers
who prefer more to less, ie . their marginal utility of income is
positive. No assumptions are made regarding risk preferences. This
decision criteria holds for most decision makers. However, the
usefulness of FSD is somewhat limited because in some applications, few
of the choices are eliminated for consideration using FSD rules.
The selection process can be done either mathematically or
graphically. Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are used to do
pair-wise comparisons. Mathematically, the criterion for FSD
efficiency can be stated in the following:
Given two CDF's, F(y) and G(y) , strategy F can be said to
dominate strategy G, if F(y) < G(y) for all y and if the
inequality is strict for some value of y.
Graphically, strategy 'F' dominates strategy 'G' if the cumulative
distribution function for 'F' is never above and is below that of 'G'
20
for at least one point. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, where
strategy F dominates strategy G.






Second degree stochastic dominance (SSD) is more discriminating
than FSD and holds for all decision makers whose utility functions have
positive, decreasing slopes at all outcome levels. In other words,
individuals receive more satisfaction from equivalent increases in
income at a lower level of base income, than at higher levels of base
income. This implies that the individual is risk averse. Second
degree stochastic dominance is particularly useful to rank alternative
choices given that risk aversion is believed to be the general form of
behavior.
Given two cumulative distribution functions, F(y) and G(y)
,
strategy F dominates strategy G for all who are risk averse if:
P' .*> F(y)dy < p .«, C(y)dy, for all values of y,
and if the inequality is strict for some value of y.
21
Graphically, strategy 'F' dominates strategy 'C if the ...
the cumulative distribution function of 'F' never exceeds and is
some point less than the area under the cumulative distribution
function of 'G'. This is shown in Figure 2.2, where F dominates G
under SSD, but there would be no dominance under FSD criteria because F
is above G in one area.






Biological studies show that insect infestation is still a major
problem in stored grain. Because of the importance of good quality
grain in the export market and the large amount of grain in storage in
recent years, the issue of storage management has become very
important. In particular, the decisions regarding on farm use of
techniques to control insects in farm stored grain have become very
important. This study uses stochastic dominance as the framework for






This chapter includes a description of the methods used to
calculate the probabilities and outcomes required to apply the
stochastic dominance criterion. It explains in detail how three
different data sets were combined to derive the cumulative distribution
functions for the various quality conditions and time periods.
Finally, it discusses the procedures used to select which strategies
would remain in the efficient set.
Variables Used in the Analysis:
Basically, this study's objective was to analyze the decision a
wheat producer must make regarding the type of treatment to use on his
stored grain. The strategy selected should consider the probability of
receiving a discount as well as the size of the discount. Both
probabilities and size of discounts affect the distribution of net
income received by the producer. These distributions must be estimated
for each treatment for each time period when samples were taken and for
different wheat quality conditions, if possible. In order to obtain
these distributions, three data sets were combined.
Essentially, the farm analysis data set contained information
about the type of treatment used by the producer during four separate
sample times. In this analysis, time was a very important factor
because the length of storage may affect the choice of pest control
23
measures (Reed and Pederson, 1987). It was also found chat
approximately three-quarters of the respondents stored wheat for at
least six months, and nearly half usually intended to store for up to
nine months. A significant (p < 0.05) association was observed between
intended length of storage and the choice of pest control measure. As
would be expected, those who intended to store for a short period of
time usually opted for the least expensive measures.
The farm data included the number of insects found in each sample
taken. The number of insects found per 1000 gram sample was
categorized as follows: insects, < insects < 1, 1 < insects < 5,
and insects > 5. The probability of having the number of insects in
one of these categories was calculated for each treatment strategy in
each sample time.
Table 3.1 shows the probabilities calculated from the farm data
for three treatment strategies during the September sample period.
Each probability can be expressed as the following:
P(number of insects | time of sampling and treatment strategy applied).
In other words, each number in the table is a representation of the
probability of falling in one of the four categories of insects given
the sample time and the treatment strategy applied. The probabilities
sum to one across the table for each treatment strategy.
The elevator study contained information on the size of the
discounts given by various elevators. The study also provided
information on the reasons why the wheat was discounted. When the
samples from the elevators were analyzed, insect counts were recorded.
24
Table 3.1: Probabilities of Getting Insects Using
Different Treatment strategies during
the September Sample Time.
Insect Categories
Treatment
Strategies il = < I < 1 1 < I < 5 I > 5
No Treatment 15.79 34.21 26.32 23.68
Protectant 37.50 25.00 25.00 12.50
Fumigation 9.09 36.36 36.36 18.18
1 I - Number of Insects
The same insect categories were used in this study as were used in the
farm analysis. However, insects were not the only factor contributing
to the marketed wheat receiving a discount. Many of the discounts were
given for reasons other than insect infestation. Furthermore, it was
found by using a step-wise model that moisture content and test weight
were significant at an a = .15 in determining the likelihood of
receiving a discount. Therefore, in order to consider these
characteristics, the probabilities of discounts were calculated using
different wheat quality groups. Test weight was divided into three
separate groups: TW < 56 , 56 < TW < 58, and TW > 58. Moisture content
was also separated into four different groups: MC < 10, 10 < MC < 11,
11 < MC < 12, and MC > 12 . Thus, there was a probability for each
discount for a certain category of insect infestation within a specific
wheat quality group.
Table 3.2 shows a set of probabilities calculated when test weight
was greater than 58. Each number in the table is the probability of
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receiving a certain discount given the number of insects
quality. This is expressed as the following:
P(discount | wheat quality and number of insects).
These probabilities sura to one down the column for each category of
insects
.
Table 3.2: Probabilities of Receiving a Discount for
Certain Insect Categories When Test Weight




< I < 1 1 < I < 5 I > 5
$0,000 67.27 63.64 45.45 40.00
0.005 13.94 18.18 18.18 13.33
0.010 10.30 4.55 0.00 0.00
0.020 1.82 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.030 1.21 0.00 0.00 6.67
0.050 2.42 0.00 9.09 0.00
0.060 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.070 2.42 0.00 18.18 6.67
0.080 0.00 4.55 0.00 6.67
0.090 0.00 0.00 9.09 0.00
0.100 0.00 4.55 0.00 20.00
0.185 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.67
0.190 0.00 4.55 0.00 0.00
1 I - Number of Insects
It needs to be noted that the discounts in Table 3.2 are all the
possible discounts charged to producers within that particular
category. Therefore, there is a separate set of discounts for each
category.
The third data set included the costs of the treatment strategies




In the following sections, an example will be used to better
illustrate the procedure used to calculate a cumulative distribution
function associated with a group of outcomes for a particular category.
Each category consisted of one of eight wheat quality conditions for
one of four treatment strategies within one of four sample times. The
category selected for this example was minimum/no treatment strategy,
wheat at a test weight greater than 58, and the September sample
period.
Combination of Data Sets:
The farm data with information on treatments and insect numbers
were combined with the elevator data which had information on insect
numbers, wheat quality, and discounts. In order to combine data sets,
a common variable was used. In this case, the common variable used was
insect categories because the same insect categories were used in both
data sets.
The first step in combining the data sets was to multiply the
probabilities of receiving the different discounts given insects and
test weight greater than 58 by the probability of getting insects
given the September sample time and using minimum/no treatment
strategy. Table 3.3 illustrates this procedure where the final product
is the probability of receiving different discounts given insects,
using minimum/no treatment strategy and test weight greater than 58
during the September sample time. This procedure was used to calculate
probabilities for each category of insects for each treatment strat
wheat quality condition, and sample time.
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Table 3.3: Combination of Data When Minimum/No Treatment
Strategy was Used, Test Weight was Greater
Than 58 and Insects were Found.
Probabilities Combined
Discounts from Elevator Data Probabilities Discounts
$0,000 67.27 6.40 $0,000
0.005 13.94 1.33 0.005
0.010 10.30 0.98 0.010
0.020 1.82 0.17 0.020
0.030 1.21 0.12 0.030
0.050 2.42 0.23 0.050
0.060 0.61 * 15.79/100 0.06 0.060
0.070 2.42 0.23 0.070
0.080 0.00 Probability of 0.00 0.080
0.090 0.00 insects from 0.00 0.090
0.100 0.00 farm data 0.00 0.100
0.185 0.00 0.00 0.185
0.190 0.00 0.00 0.190
The probabilities for each column of insect categories were then
cumulated and sorted from small to large according to the net incomes.
The net incomes were calculated by taking the November cash price of
$2.48 and subtracting the discount. If costs were incurred for using a
particular treatment strategy, then they were subtracted from the cash
price
.
The probabilities were then added across the rows to get a total
probability for a given discount size. The total probabilities column
is better known as the cumulative distribution function for a given set
of outcomes within a certain category. This is basically the
probability of receiving a discount given the minimum/no treatment
strategy when test weight was greater than 58 for the September sample
time. Table 3.4 illustrates the calculations discussed above.
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Table 3.4: Probabilities Calculated for a Given Set of
Criterions: Test Weight was Greater Than 58
and Using Minimum/No Treatment Strategy
During the September Sample Period.





= o 1 < I < M 1 < I < 5 I > 5 |prob. 3 | Disc . Chem. D Costs
$0,190 0.00 1.56 0.00 0.00 1.56 2.29 $2.29
$0,185 0.00 1.56 0.00 1.58 3.14 2.295 $2.30
$0,100 0.00 3.12 0.00 6.32 9.44 2.38 $2.38
$0,090 0.00 3.12 2.39 6.32 11.83 2.39 $2.39
$0,080 0.00 4.68 2.39 7.90 14.97 2.40 $2.40
$0,070 0.38 4.68 7.17 9.48 21.71 2.41 $2.41
$0,060 0.48 4.68 7.17 9.48 21.81 2.42 $2.42
$0,050 0.86 4.68 9.56 9.48 24.58 2.43 $2.43
$0,030 1.05 4.68 9.56 11.06 26.35 2.45 $2.45
$0,020 1.34 4.68 9.56 11.06 26.64 2.46 $2.46
$0,010 2.97 6.24 9.56 11.06 29.83 2.47 $2.47
$0,005 5.17 12.46 14.34 14.22 46.19 2.475 $2.48
$0,000 15.79 34.22 26.30 23.69 100.00 2.48 $2.48
1 Disc. - Discounts
2 I - Number of Insects
3 Prob . = Probabilities
4 Inc - Income
5 Che m. = Chemical
In this analysis for each of the sample periods analyzed, the same
cash price of $2.48 was used. Since this analysis compared discounts
received by the producers for different treatments at a given marketing
point (i.e., September, November, January, or March), the cash price
was really immaterial. The number used as the cash price had no
influence on the selection of treatment strategy. Basically, the cash
price could be higher or lower than $2.48 and the treatment decision
would be the same because it depends l the discounts received for each
treatment
.
Table 3.5 shows the cumulative distribution functions calculated
using the above procedure associated with a set of outcomes for each
treatment strategy within a specific category.
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Table 3.5: Probabilities of Receiving a Discount
Different Treatment Strategies During the September


























































1 Methyl - Chlorpyrifos-methyl
Overall, a total of 128 data sets were calculated for this study.
These data sets were combined into 32 data sets which included the
probabilities of receiving a discount within a given category. These
probabilities and outcomes were used for the pair-wise comparisons
between treatments necessary for selection by stochastic dominance
criteria.
Stochastic Dominance Criterion:
In chapter 2, it was shown that second degree stochastic dominance
criterion (SSD) is one method used in determining which strategy or
practice is most efficient or, at least, included in the most efficient
set of strategies. A common method used to examine the cumulative
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distribution functions and to select the dominant treatment strategy is
graphical analysis.
This method essentially takes the cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) calculated previously and plots them on a graph with
probabilities designated along the y-axis and outcomes designated along
the x-axis. This enables the analyst to examine the CDFs regarding the
probability of receiving a discount from the $2.48 quoted cash price.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a 0.75 probability of receiving a net income
that is less than $2.42 when using minimum/no treatment during
September when the test weight was greater than 58. Also, there is a
0.25 probability of receiving a net income below $2.36 under the same
category. Even though these are hypothetical figures, the same
conclusions are achieved when the actual data is used.












By plotting two cumulative distribution functions on a
decision can be made based upon the area under the CDF. The strategy
with the smaller area along the entire function is considered donll
and remains in the efficient set.
However, the graphical analysis is somewhat limited in its
accuracy, especially when two cumulative distribution functions being
compared have probabilities that are very close. In other words, it is
very difficult to select the strategy that would remain in the
efficient set when the areas under the CDFs are indistinguishable.
A more precise procedure to more accurately select the strategy
that follows the guidelines of stochastic dominance criterion is a
mathematical method. Given the formula below, a pair-wise comparison
was made for each treatment strategy under each wheat quality category
for each sample time.
P- co F(y)dy < J7 .„ G(y)dy, for all values of y.
This formula provided a means to measure the area under each
cumulative distribution function. Basically, at each point the area
under strategy F was compared to the area under strategy G. If the
area under strategy F was less than or equal to the area under strategy
G, then strategy G was eliminated from the efficient set. However,
many times the area changed at one or more points along the CDF, where
the area under strategy F was larger than the area under strategy G.
In this case, neither strategy dominated the other. Therefore, both
strategy F and strategy G remained in the efficient set as long as one
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or the other was not dominated by any other strategy being compared
under different comparisons within a particular category.
The following example will help explain how the areas were
calculated and analyzed in order to determine which strategy dominated
for the particular analysis. Table 3.6 shows the results from the
stochastic dominance criterion pair-wise comparison of two treatment
strategies during the September sample period when test weight was
greater than 58.
Table 3.6: Stochastic Dominance Criterion Pair-Wise
Comparison Between Minimum/No Treatment
and Grain Protectant - Malathion
Given: The Sample Period of September
and Test Weight was Greater than 58
Prob. of Prob. of No Trt Mala




$2.30 3.14 1.14 0.003 0.002 0.001
$2.36 3.14 1.14 0.218 0.080 0.138
$2.37 3.14 1.14 0.249 0.091 0.158
$2.38 9.44 5.61 0.280 0.103 0.178
$2.39 11.83 7.88 0.375 0.159 0.216
$2.40 14.97 9.85 0.493 0.238 0.255
$2.41 21.71 16.14 0.643 0.336 0.307
$2.42 21.81 16.37 0.806 0.457 0.348
$2.43 24.58 19.55 1.078 0.662 0.416
$2.44 24.58 19.55 1.324 0.857 0.467
$2.45 26.35 20.83 1.570 1.053 0.517
$2.46 26.64 21.51 1.833 1.261 0.572
$2.47 29.83 26.51 2.095 1.472 0.623
$2.48 100.00 100.00 2.145 1.517 0.628
1 No Trt - Minimum/No Treatment strategy
2 Mala - Grain Protectant - Malathion Treatment strategy
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The outcomes or net incomes the producer receives for his stored
grain is shown in column 1. At several points along the set of
outcomes, the probabilities were constant. In order for the pair-wise
comparison to be done when each category has its own set of outcomes,
the outcomes must be combined. In several cases the same outcome did
not exist for both treatment strategies. Therefore, the probability
remained constant over those outcomes until the probability changed
within the treatment strategy.
Column 2 and column 3 show the cumulative distribution functions
for minimum/no treatment and grain protectant - malathion treatment,
respectively. The fourth and fifth columns are the measurement of the
areas under the CDFs . The area is calculated as the width times the
height, that is, the change in outcome times the probability. This
area was added to the previous area calculated. This was done for each
treatment strategy and wheat quality condition within a specific sample
time
.
The final column is the area calculated in column four minus the
area calculated in column five. If this column contains all positive
numbers, then the treatment strategy in column five is dominant and
remains in the efficient set. On the other hand, if the final column
contains all negative numbers, then the treatment strategy in column
four is dominant, and therefore remains in the efficient set. However,
if the column contains both positive and negative numbers, then both
treatment strategies remain in the efficient set. In this example, the
final column contains all positive numbers. Therefore, the grain
protectant - malathion treatment strategy is dominant and remains in
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the efficient set. This procedure was conducted for every treatment
strategy within each category.
Overall, this decision making tool compares and evaluates each
treatment strategy in order to select the strategies that are




This chapter describes different pest control strategies and
analyzes the outcomes of grain management strategies using a stoc).
dominance criteria. It identifies the efficient set of treatment
strategy(s) that would be preferred for a risk averse individual. Tin-
analysis is also applied to different wheat qualities so that an
appropriate treatment strategy can be identified when the stored grain
is of a certain quality.
The next section describes the different pest control practices
used by producers in Kansas and the risks involved if a certain
pesticide is used.
Pest Control Practices
Today, many varieties of pesticides are on the market. However,
the selection of pesticides for use in grain bins and elevators has
been fairly limited because of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations. Only a few
different chemicals are available to control stored grain insects.
Since grain protectants (raalathion and chlorpyrifos -methyl ) and
fumigants were the most commonly used, this study focused upon the
wheat producer's decision to use one or all of the these products.
Nearly all respondents from the initial survey indicated that they
accomplished the less expensive, general sanitation practices such as
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cleaning the storage structure, spraying with insecticide before adding
new wheat and removing spills from around the bin and in the auger.
Table 4.1 shows the different methods used to keep the infestation
level down and the percentage of producers who used these methods.














Empty and sweep bins before filling
Treat bins with insecticide before filling
Use grain spreader when filling
Clean wheat before storing
Apply protectant to wheat when filling
Apply protectant to wheat surface after filling
Level wheat after filling
Remove spills around bin and debris from auger
Use insecticide strips above grain or in door
Fumigate wheat as a precautionary measure
Four simplified pest control practices were identified from the
above results:
(1) Minimum Treatment - may consist of bin cleaning and surface
spraying, but does not include a chemical
treatment to the grain.
(2) Grain Protectant Treatment - consists of the minimum treatment
plus the application of a grain
protectant during bin filling.
(3) Fumigation Treatment - consists of the minimum treatment and a
preventive fumigation even if no
significant insect infestation is
observed.
(4) Grain Protectant and Fumigation Treatments - a combination of
all treatments.
From the actual sampling of the bins, the percentage of producers
using the four pest control practices are shown in Table U.2. Since
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only one producer used strategy 4, the grain protectant ..
strategy, this strategy was not included in the analysis.
Table 4.2: Percentage of Producers Using the Four Basic Pest
Control Practices Identified By On-Farm Sampling.




Protectant and Fumigation 0.6
Grain protectants are products designed to be admixed with insect
free grain entering storage. Most labels advocate application of grain
protectants to the grain as it is entering the auger. Some grain
protectants may also be used as bin wall sprays.
Grain protectants are designed to retain insect-toxic properties
for extended intervals. They are most appropriately used where new
summer harvested grains are stored or where fall -harvested grains are
stored through the warmer portion of the next summer. They should not
be applied before high temperature drying or to hot grain, if long term
protection is desired. Overall, the use of grain protectants should
not be considered a substitute for continued thorough and frequent
inspection of grain.
Fumigation is reserved for stopping infestations that are known to
exist and appear to be capable of causing economic loss. Once
infestation is detected, a fumigant should be applied. Fumigants
penetrate into infested kernels and should eliminate all life stages if
applied properly. However, fumigants do not provide residual
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protection, so reinfestation can occur immediately after gas
concentrations drop below lethal levels. All legal fumigants are
"restricted use" products requiring state certification of the user.
Results and Discussion
This section discusses results from the elevator study, farm
analysis survey, and from analysis of the decision problem using
stochastic dominance.
Elevator Study:
In the elevator study, six terminal elevators and five country
elevators participated in the sampling. From the 465 samples taken,
271 (58.3%) received a discount and 194 (41.7%) did not receive a
discount. The mean discount was 4.5 cents per bushel over the entire
sample period.
The Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) sets official grading
standards. For wheat to be graded U.S. number one, hard red winter
wheat, it must meet the following criteria:
Test weight should not be less than 58
Damaged kernels should not be greater than 2.0%
Dockage or non-grain substances should not be greater
than 0.5%
Shrunken and broken should not be greater than 3.0%
Depending upon the type of insects identified when the wheat
sample was examined, the official grade could have been affected when
two or more live weevils were found in the sample or when more than one
live weevil and more than five other live insects (OLI) are idem
.
For this analysis, insect counts from the samples were combined
(weevils and OLI). Data indicated that, even though a sample did
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have Insects, the producer had a 56.81 chance of receiving a discount
However, if two or more insects were found in the sample, then the
producer had at least a 65. 3Z chance of receiving a discount. Table
4.3 shows the probability of receiving a discount under the four
different insect categories.
Table 4.3: Probability of Receiving or Not Receiving a
Discount Depending Upon the Insect Number
Insect Number D iscount No Discount
insects 56.8 43.2
< insects < 1 56.8 43.2
1 < insects < 5 65.2 34.8
insects > 5 75.7 24.3
As can be expected, when the insect counts increased, the
probability of receiving a discount increased and the probability of
not receiving a discount decreased.
This trend can also be seen when wheat quality factors are
examined. As the quality of wheat diminishes, discounts are more
likely to be given (Table 4.4).
Even though in the elevator study, lot size was not significantly
associated (p < 0.05) with the probability of receiving a discount,
Reed (1986) reported that the lot size did appear to influence whether
price was discounted because of quality factors. In this study, the
probability of receiving a discount for a lot size less than 250
bushels was 552 while it was 57. 4Z when the lot size was 750 bushels or
greater. If the lot size was between 250 and 750 bushels the
likelihood of receiving a discount was higher (61. 5X).
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Table 4.4: Probability of Receiving a Discount Based on
Wheat Quality Factors - Test Weight, Moisture
Content, Dockage, and Damaged Kernels.
Wheat Quality Factor Percent
Test Weight:
less than or equal to 56 79.5
greater than 56 and less than or
equal to 58 76.6
greater than 58 41.4
Moisture Content:
less than or equal to 10 44.9
greater than 10 and less than or
equal to 11 59.4













This tendency is consistent with the information supplied by the
elevator operators relative to how deteriorated wheat is handled.
Small quantities of deteriorated wheat may be blended with wheat of
higher quality in such a way that the elevator suffers no price
reduction when the wheat is resold. On the other hand, larger lots of
wheat would be more difficult to blend for resale and additional cost
to the elevator for fumigation and cleaning would be assumed.
Farm Analysis Results:
In the farm analysis, treatment strategies associated with Li











likelihood of infestation using three general treatment strategic
shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Probability of Having Insects Using Different

















Insect development and reproduction is adversely affected when
grain temperatures decline. Many insects die from starvation because
they are unable to remain active and feed at low temperatures. When
the outside air becomes cooler, the grain inside the bin becomes
cooler. So, as the colder months approach, insect activity lessens.
Also, if aeration equipment is used, grain can be cooled by circulating
the cool outside air into the bin and removing the heat from the grain.
Throughout the sample period (July through March), grain was
moved out of farm storage. At the beginning of this study, 79 bins
were regularly sampled. By March, only 18 bins were sampled from the















of bins sampled dropped by almost 30 (37%) , because producers needed
the on- farm storage space for fall harvested grain.
Finally, in order to make the analysis complete, an income figure
was calculated. This income figure was used to determine the amount of
risk the wheat producer was willing to take to reduce the likelihood of
receiving a lower income because of discounts in cash price. Ideally,
economic profit for net returns should have been used. In this
analysis, the income figure (net income) was calculated for each
probability by taking the November cash price per bushel of $2.48 minus
the discount, minus the cost of the treatment strategy used. Of
course, for the minimum treatment/no treatment strategy, chemical cost
was not incurred. This is illustrated in the following equation:
$2.48 - $/bu. discount - $/bu. treatment strategy used.
Various costs for the chemical treatments were gathered by
interviewing several elevator operators, cooperatives, and agricultural
services in the grain sampling area, who either used or sold the stored
grain chemicals. Application costs were then computed based on mean
chemical costs and mean recommended dosage per 1000 bushels. For grain
protectants, a dilution rate of 3.5 gallons of water per 1000 bushels
were assumed. The cost of the application was reduced to reflect the
value of the water added, assuming that all was absorbed. The costs of
each chemical were then calculated into costs per bushel. These costs
are the following:
Malathion grain protectant - 0.17 cents per bushel
Chlorpyrifos -methyl grain protectant - 1.65 cents per bushel
Fumigation - 0.9 cents per bushel.
These costs, however, do not reflect custom application costs.
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Use of the Stochastic Dominance Criteria:
Stochastic dominance involves pair-wise comparisons. In order to
do pair-wise comparisons, cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
calculated for each treatment.
Two main stochastic dominance criterions can be used to
the best or most efficient strategy. First degree stochastic dominance
(FSD) is the easiest criteria to use and holds for most decision
makers. However, its usefulness is somewhat limited, since few of
choices are eliminated from the efficient set. In fact, none of the
treatments would be eliminated from the efficient set, (one strategy
would not dominate), if FDS was used in this analysis. Therefore,
second degree stochastic dominance was used.
Second degree stochastic dominance (SSD) , is widely used as an
efficiency criterion. It holds for all decision makers whose uti.
functions have a positive non- increasing slope at all outcome levels.
In other words, decision makers are assumed to be risk averse.
Risk averse individuals are generally characterized as more
cautious individuals who prefer less risky sources of income and
investment. Anderson et al. (1977) noted that empirical evidence
suggest that most decision makers are risk averse.
When deciding upon which strategy should remain in the efficient
set, the areas under the CDFs were analyzed. Basically, when the
under strategy A was less than or equal to the area under strategy B
for the entire range, strategy A would dominate strategy B and strategy
B would be eliminated from the efficient set. On the other hand, if at
any point the area under strategy A was greater than the area under
strategy B, then neither strategy dominates the other and therefore,
both strategies remain in the efficient set. But, if more than two
strategies are being compared and strategy A becomes dominated by
strategy C, then strategy A is eliminated from the efficient set.
Also, two necessary but not sufficient conditions must hold for a
strategy to be selected in the efficient set using second degree
stochastic dominance. They are as follows:
1. the lowest must not be lower
2. the average must not be lower
The efficient set consists of all the strategies that will reduce
the wheat producers likelihood of receiving a very low cash price for
his grain when brought to market. Several strategies may fall into an
efficient set. This indicates that more than one strategy could be
used to maintain the quality of grain affected by infestation and at
the same time protect the producer against a lower cash price when the
grain is marketed.
Results from Stochastic Dominance Analysis:
Since a producer prefers a treatment strategy that would limit the
risk but at the same time control the problem without decreasing his
income, the chlorpyrifos -methyl grain protectant would not be the best
choice. Not only did it not appear in the efficient sets, but it was
the most costly to use. Therefore, grain protectant - malathion will
be the general grain protectant used in this analysis.
By using the sample times as a criteria for selection, a more
accurate decision can be made regarding when to apply treatments for
best results and reduction in the probability of receiving a discount
because of infestation. Furthermore, depending upon how long the wheat
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producer decides to store his grain, time may influence his decision
regarding the type of treatment strategy to use. As indicated before,
some producers move their grain between September and November to
room for the fall harvested grains.
Also, most producers store their grain under loan. This loan
could either be a nine-month storage loan or a three year loan cal
the "farmer owned reserve" (FOR). The major objectives of the FOR
to assure adequate supplies of farm commodities and to reduce
variability of market price and income.
If the producer acquires a loan in July, the nine-month loan will
mature in March. However, the producer has the option to either sell
the grain at that time or request to have his grain put into the :
owned reserve. If the producer decides to put his grain in the FOR and
the grain is not substituted by newly harvested grain, then this
commodity could be in storage for an estimated three or more years.
With this in mind, maintaining the quality of the grain, which is one
of the criterions for keeping the loan, could be a challenge. If the
quality starts to deteriorate, then the producer has the option to
either rotate or substitute the grain.
Time is an important factor in deciding what treatment strategy
would reduce the risk of receiving a lower net income when using the
loan program or moving the grain to make room for other seasonal grain.
Summarization of results from the Stochastic Dominance Analysis is
shown in Table 4.6. The "x" under each treatment strategy denotes Che
strategy that was dominant for a certain wheat quality category and
during a specific period of time.
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Table 4.6: Second Degree Stochastic Dominance Criterion









56 < TW < 53
TW > 58
MC < 10
10 < MC < 11





56 < TW < 58
TW > 58
MC < 10
10 < MC < 11




TW < 56 X
56 < TW < 58 X
TW > 58 X
MC < 10
10 < MC < 11 X
11 < MC < 12 X
MC > 12 X
March
No Quality
TW < 56 X
56 < TW < 58
TW > 58
MC < 10 X
10 < MC < 11 X
11 < MC < 12 X
MC > 12
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Since the July sample period did not include questions regarding
the type of treatment used on the producer's stored grain, the
started with the September sample period.
treatment, 21. IX used a grain protectant on the grain, and 28. 9% used a
fumigant
.
Grain protectant - malathion was the only treatment strategy
considered to be in the efficient set in every category except win
wheat had a moisture content less than or equal to 10 percent. Minimum
treatment strategy remained in the efficient set when wheat had a
moisture content of less than or equal to 10 percent. When moisture
content was between 10 and 11 percent, no treatment, grain protectant -
malathion, and fumigation, were considered to be non-determinant and
therefore, all three strategies remained in the efficient set. In
other words, one strategy did not dominant another strategy in the
comparisons
.
It needs to be noted that fumigation is not recommended for
application until later in the storage period which may explain why
this strategy did not remain in the efficient set in more categories
during the September sample period. Producers may have used a fumigant
after the sampling took place in September, thus the treatment may not
have effectively controlled insects in the stored grain since it had
not yet been applied.
The November sample period had 48 bins in the sample; where 43. 8X
of the producers used no treatment, 14. 6Z used some type of grain
protectant, and 41.61 used fumigation. The increase in fumigation use
is possibly due to the awareness of insect activity.
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From the analysis, it was found that the no treatment strategy
remained in the efficient set when moisture content was less than or
equal to 10 percent and when moisture content was greater than 12
percent. In fact, no treatment, grain protectant - malathion and
fumigation were all in the efficient set in all other categories
including no quality specifications.
Only 36 bins were sampled during January. It was found that 44.5%
of the producers used no treatment, 11.0% of the producers used a type
of grain protectant, and 44.5% of the producers used fumigation.
There is less insect activity during the colder months of
December, January and February. This is due to the fact that insects
thrive in a warm, moist environment favorable to their activities,
i.e., 70 to 90°F and greater than 12 percent moisture content.
Based upon the stochastic dominance criterion, it was concluded
that the no treatment strategy would remain in the efficient set when
moisture content was greater than 12 percent. On the other hand, grain
protectant - malathion was dominant over the other treatment strategies
when the moisture content was less than or equal to 10 percent. No
treatment, grain protectant - malathion, and fumigation were considered
to be efficient in three areas: No quality considered, test weight
less than or equal to 56 and moisture content between 10 and 11
percent. However, no treatment and grain protectant - malathion were
efficient when wheat quality was the following: test weight between 56
and 58, test weight greater than 58, and moisture content between 11
and 12 percent.
By March, only 18 bins out of the original 79 bins still had wheat
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stored to be sampled. Forty- four percent of the producers usi
treatment, 5.6X used a type of grain protectant, and 50% used
fumigation to treat their grain. This sample period was quite
different from the others because fewer than five insects were found
during the sampling. In fact, there was a 77. 8Z chance of having no
insects from January to March, 16. 6% chance of getting less than or
equal to one insect, and only a 5 . 5X chance of getting greater tha
and less than or equal to 5 insects when sampling.
In this case, grain protectant - malathion treatment strategy was
in the efficient set when the producer was not aware of the quality of
his wheat. However, if the quality of the stored wheat had a possible
test weight of 56 to 58 or greater than 58, or the moisture content was
greater than 12 percent, then grain protectant - malathion treatment
strategy remained in the efficient set. It was also found that no
treatment strategy remained in the efficient set when the moisture
content was less than or equal to 10 percent. Again, no treatment and
grain protectant - malathion were in the efficient set in two areas:
test weight greater than 56 and moisture content between 10 and 11
percent. Fumigation, no treatment and grain protectant - malathion
were in the efficient set when moisture content was between 11 and 12
percent
.
Basically, producers can choose from three general treatment
strategies that will enable them to maintain the quality of the grain
and at the same time reduce the probability of receiving a lower cash
price due to either some quality discount or insect infestation
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discount. However, producers' decision may be influenced by the amount
of risk they are willing to take.
In this analysis, several treatment strategies remained in the
efficient set for a specific category because one strategy did not
dominant another when a pair-wise comparison was done. Therefore, both
strategies remained in the efficient set. In over half of the cases,
there was more than one strategy in the efficient set. In fact, during
November and January sample periods, more than one strategy (primarily
minimum/no treatment and grain protectant - malathion) remained in the
efficient set six out of eight (75%) times for each month. In this
case, second degree stochastic dominance criteria gave no guidance in
selection between the two strategies. In other words, the decision on
the specific treatment strategy to apply on the stored grain for a
certain quality of wheat and time of year, may have to be based on more
than just the assumption that the producer is risk averse.
For instance, during the month of January, the grain protectant -
malathion treatment strategy dominates at the lower end of the CDF
while the minimum/no treatment strategy dominates at the upper end of
the CDF. This seems reasonable because when no discount occurs, a cost
will still need to be included from applying the grain protectant -
malathion and therefore, the grain protectant strategy would be
slightly to the left of the minimum/no treatment strategy at the upper
end of the CDF. Furthermore, grain protectant - malathion should have
more of an effect on controlling insects than "doing nothing" and thus,
reduces the probability of receiving large discounts due to insect
infestation. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Cumulative Distribution Functions for Grain
Protectant - Malathion Treatment and Minimum/No







On the other hand, an interesting result occurred during the
November sample period. In this case, the minimum/no treatment
strategy dominates at the lower end of the CDF. However, grain
protectant - malathion treatment strategy dominates through the middle
of the CDF. The only explanation that could be found for this
phenomena is that when the producer used the grain protectant -
malathion, the grain was heavily discounted and/or a small number of
samples are causing grain protectant - malathion to be slightly to the
left of the minimum/no treatment at the lower end of the CDF. This
situation is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Overall, it must be noted that grain protectant - malathion and
minimum/no treatment strategies have fairly identical probabilities
associated with the outcomes. This makes it relatively difficult to
separate the two strategies and choose the appropriate treatment
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Figure 4.2: Cumulative Distribution Functions for Grain
Protectant - Malathion Treatment and







strategy to be applied to stored grain under various quality
conditions
.
Finally, fumigation was never selected as a part of the efficient
set unless the efficient set also included minimum/no treatment and
grain protectant - malathion treatment strategies. In other words,
fumigation was not a dominant strategy, even though it was the most
widely used treatment strategy by the wheat producers. This could be
attributed to the cost of the chemical and the fact that producers may
use fumigation only after infestation has started rather than as a
prevention strategy, i.e., the grain had already become infested, so it
was fumigated. This may explain why fumigation had a greater
probability of receiving a discount for insects than the other




This study focused on the producers' dilemma of attempting to make
correct pest management decisions based upon their risk preferences and
the probabilities of receiving discounts. A stochastic dominance
criterion was used as an analysis tool. This criterion addressed the
producer's problem of selecting a treatment strategy that would be
economical in terms of treatment costs, control of insects in the
grain, and potential discounts for damaged grain.
Review of Data Sets and Decision Making Tools Used
Three data sets were used in this analysis in order to study the
selection of treatment strategies. The first data set was from a study
of on- farm storage where 79 bins were monitored. The farm study
provided data on four different treatments used by the producers,
insect counts, and the date samples were collected.
The second data set included samples collected by elevator
operators. A total of 465 samples were collected from wheat marketed
by producers in the area. The samples were analyzed for wheat quality
conditions and insect counts. Test weight and moisture content were
found to be significant in determining discounts and therefore, were
the two major wheat quality factors used in this study. Also, elevator
operators provided information on the discounts charged to the
producers and reasons for discounting. Essentially, this data provided
information needed to calculate the discounts likely for insect damage.
The third data set included the costs of the treatment strategies
used for this analysis. The costs were gathered by interviewing
several elevator operators, cooperatives, and agricultural services in
the grain sampling area, who either used or sold the stored grain
chemical. An average price per bushel was calculated for each
chemical. The net income (outcome) was calculated by subtracting the
discounts and the treatment strategy costs from the quoted November
cash price of $2.48.
After probabilities were calculated for the farm analysis and
elevator study, these data sets were combined by multiplying the
probabilities that corresponded with each insect category. The
probabilities were then cumulated. Thus, a cumulative distribution
function was generated which was associated with a group of outcomes
for a specific wheat category.
The stochastic dominance criterion was used to eliminate pest
management strategies. This procedure was accomplished by using the
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) and outcomes to calculate the
area under each CDF in order to do pair-wise comparisons between
treatment strategies. Basically, if the area under strategy F's CDF
was less than or equal to the area under strategy G's CDF, then
strategy F is dominant and remains in the efficient set. Those
strategies remaining in the efficient set are strategies that a risk
averse individual would prefer to use on his stored grain.
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Summary of Results
In this study, grain protectant - raalathion and minimum/no
treatment strategies were the most widely selected strategies. Since
grain protectant - malathion is a very inexpensive treatment strategy
to use, the area under the cumulative distribution functions for I
the grain protectant - malathion and minimum/no treatment strategies
were very similar. In this case, both treatment strategies remained in
the efficient set and would be preferred by a risk averse decision
maker. Consequently, in most of the comparisons, there was not one
particular strategy that could be suggested for use during a certain
time period for a specific wheat quality.
Another interesting result was that during the month of November,
in all categories except when moisture content was less than or equal
to 10 and when moisture content was greater than 12, fumigation
remained in the efficient set. However, minimum/no treatment and
grain protectant - malathion treatment strategies also remained in the
efficient set for those categories mentioned. This suggests that a
risk averse producer could use any one of the possible treatment
strategies analyzed. In this situation, the analysis suggests that
several treatment strategies could be used by the producers since they
are not greatly different in terms of controlling insects in the grain,
potential discounts for damaged grain, and costs.
Limitations
Several key assumptions were made in evaluating which treatment
strategy the producers should select for use on their stored grain.
First, decision makers were assumed to be risk averse. Second degree
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stochastic dominance only selects those strategies preferred by risk
averse individuals. However, producers may not be risk averse,
depending upon their preferences and financial situation. These
individuals may find the other strategies more appealing.
Secondly, even though the grain is out of the field and weather
should not be a factor in determining the quality of the wheat, weather
patterns throughout the year can have some impact on the rate of wheat
deterioration. In fact, during the past two years, the weather has
been abnormally warm during February which is somewhat unusual for the
state of Kansas. This increase in temperature on the outside of the
bin could cause adverse affects to the stored grain by increasing the
temperature in the bin and possibly encouraging insect activity. This
factor could be added into the analysis, if there was some way to
measure this effect.
In addition, it seems that many producers treat their stored grain
because of a history of insect infestation on their particular farm.
In this case, producers would apply a particular type of treatment just
because they expect to have problems from past experiences. On the
other hand, producers that do not have a history of insect problems in
their stored grain may not apply a treatment. Essentially, without
gathering historical data on each bin sampled or carefully monitoring
bins with similar conditions, this factor could not be appropriately
added into this analysis.
Furthermore, it was assumed that consistent discounts were charged
to different producers by county elevators, terminal elevators, and
even within itself according to a grading standard. It was disc*
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by interviews and the data sample available, that this assumption may
not be entirely appropriate. With this in mind, producers may 1..
other decisions to be made besides what treatment to use to reduo
probability of receiving a lower net income. These decisions may
include which elevator they should deliver their grain to and is
transportation costs an important factor in selecting where to market
their grain.
Also, fixed costs for equipment used in treatments were not
considered, nor was the labor associated with application of chemicals.
This tends to be an advantage for chemical treatments in the analysis.
However these costs are relatively small in most instances, so the
biases for using chemical treatments would also be fairly small.
Finally, the conceptual framework of this analysis was that
producers make a choice regarding the treatment strategy to use when
the grain goes into storage. This analysis did not consider a
sequential framework on a flexible strategy where fumigation could be
used only if needed. In other words, producers could decide not to
apply a treatment to their stored grain when it enters the bin and
later decide to use a fumigation treatment. This flexible strategy
cannot be analyzed in this stochastic dominance approach, yet it may be
an alternative strategy for producers.
Future Research
Future research might address the incentives needed in order to
encourage producers to become more aware of the affects of insect
activity on stored grain. First, what kind of a discount schedule or
premium schedule for high quality grain would be needed to give
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producers an incentive to control insect infestation and be more
concerned about the quality of wheat they market? Another approach
would be to subsidize the cost of certain chemicals for use in
controlling insects in stored grain, thus reducing the cost to
producers. This would reduce the disincentives to producers to use a
chemical to control insect infestation.
Finally, an analysis of costs of insect damage farther into the
marketing chain could be very valuable. A social trap problem might
exist where producers and elevators continue to do something to their
advantage that is collectively damaging to the group as a whole.
Without investigating the entire marketing chain, problems regarding
incentives may not be recognized. Who bears the cost as insect damaged
grain moves through the system and what are the incentives for
controlling insects in stored grain further into the marketing chain?
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APPKNDIX A
Appendix A shows the probabilities calculated for the farm
analysis data. These probabilities are grouped in sets specified by
sample period. In each sample period group, a probability is




flooendix ft: Probabilities Calculated froi tie rare Analysis
Prooabilitilies Calculated for Each Treatment Method During Seoteaoer
Treat«ent Insects = < Insects ( 1 1 < Insects ( 5 Insects ) 5
No Treatment 15.79 34.21 26.32 23.68
Protectant 37.5 25 25 12.5
^ungant 9.99 36.36 36.36 18.18
Probabilities Calculated for Each Treatment Method During November
Treatment Insects = < Insects < 1 1 ( Insects ( 5 Insects > 5
No Treat lent 9.52 14.29 23.81 52.38
Protectant 28.57 28.57 28.57 14.29
c u«igant 25 48 30 5
Probabilities Calculatea for Each Treatment Method During January
Treatment Insects = ( Insects < 1 1 < Insects ( 5 Insects ) 5
No Treatment 56.25 18.75 18.75 6.25
Protectant 25 75
Fuiigant 56.25 25 6.25 12.5
Probabilities Calculated for Each Treatment Method During Marcn
Treatment Insects = ( Insects ( 1 1 ( Insects ( 5 Insects ) 5
NO Treatment 75 25
Protectant IN I
ungant 77.78 11.11 ll.n
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APPKNDIX B
Appendix B shows the probabilities calculated for the elevator
study. These probabilities were calculated for each wheat quality
condition within a specified insect category. Two wheat quality
conditions included test weight and moisture content. Also,
probabilities were calculated when no wheat quality condition was
specified.
flooendix B-l: Probabilities Cal.culated for R*reiving a Certain Discount
When Wheat Quality Is Not Soecified
Probability Probability Probability Probability
Discount Insects =00 < Insects < 1 1 ( Insects ( 5 Insects ) 5
u.m 43.23 42.86 34.88 24.24
$0,005 7.49 9.52 6.98 9.09
$O10 9.80 2.38 4.65 0.00
$0,015 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00
$0,020 9.80 11.90 4.65 0.00
$0,029 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.03
$0,030 7.49 2.38 9.30 9.09
$0,040 4.32 2.38 2.33 3.03
$0,050 8.07 7.14 6.98 3.03
$0,055 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00
$0,060 2.31 0.00 6.98 0.00
$4,070 3.75 7.14 4.65 9.09
$0,040 0.58 2.3fl 0.00 3.03
$0,090 0.29 0.00 4.65 0.00
,
$0,100 0.29 2.38 6.98 15.15
$0,110 0.58 2.38 e.00 3.03
$0,120 0.00 0.00 4.65 3.03
$0,130 0.58 0.00 0.00 6.06
$0,150 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.03
$0,160 0.00 2.3fl 0.00 0.00
$0,135 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.03
$0,190 0.00 2.38 0.00 0.00
$0,200 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00
$0,220 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00
$0,230 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.03
$0,380 0.00 2.38 0.00 0.00
$0,600 0.00 0.00 2.33 0.00
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APPKNDIX C
After the probabilities were calculated for each data set, the
probabilities were combined by multiplying each probability
corresponding to an insect category. The probabilities were then
cumulated and sorted by outcome from small to large. Appendix C shows
how the stochastic dominance criterion was used to select which
strategies remained in the efficient set. For each strategy, there is
a cumulative distribution function associated with a group of outcomes.
Pair-wise comparisons are shown for each set of factors specified in
the analysis. The areas under the strategy's CDFs are shown along with
the difference between the areas compared.
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(2.37 18.43 7.57 8.863 8.679 8.184 (2.37 18.43 13.19 (.863 6.874 -8.(11
(2.38 16.72 11.92 8.968 8.733 8.213 •2.38 16.72 14.39 6.968 1.8M -8.(39
(2.39 17.99 13.19 1.135 8.874 8.261 12.39 17.99 19.64 1.133 1.138 -(.(15
12.41 19.61 14.39 1.313 1.(86 8.3(9 82.48 19.61 21.38 1.315 1.349 -8.834
(2.41 26.81 19.U 1.511 1.158 8.361 (2.4! 26.(1 21.61 1.511 1.364 -8.633
•2.42 28. 21 21.58 1.771 1.349 (.422 (2.42 28.21 31.74 1.771 1.7M -8.8(9
(2.43 28.26 28.56 2. Ml 1.383 (.496 (2.43 26.26 38.62 2. Ml 2.129 -(.(48
(2.44 37.35 3L74 2.336 1.842 (.493 (2.44 37.33 39.M 2. 336 2.477 -(.141
(2.45 43.94 38.62 2.789 2.16( 1.5*9 (2.43 43.94 46.93 2.7(9 2.K7 -(.158
(2.46 31.5* 46.82 3.148 2.546 (.682 (2.46 31.38 1M.M 1.144 3.336 -8.1M
(2.47 55.13 51.37 3.633 3.8(3 8.648 •2.47 53.13 1M.M J. 613 4.316 -6.663
(2.48 1M.M 1M.M 3.747 3.(92 8.633 (2.48 1M.M 1M.M 3.747 4.4tt -8.739
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE C0«°A»!SW
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - "BLPTMlOd <*0 PROTECTRnT - CH.0RPVR1F0S «€THYl
Proo. of Proo. of mil Mttfiyl
OUTCOMES «*1» (Njtiyl AREA • A AREA • B P-B
(1.86 6.M 6.38 6 6 6
(1.87 6.M 6.58 6(N 8.(84 -8.(84
(1.88 6.58 6.56 (.641 6.616 -8.616
(2.64 6.58 6.58 (.892 1.1(1 -8.8(9
12.M 6.58 1.18 6.118 (.126 -8.889
(2.89 8.58 1.16 6.123 (.136 -8.614
(2.18 1.16 1.16 6.128 6.147 -8.619
(2.19 1.16 1.16 8.231 6.23( -(.619
82.21 1.16 1.16 6.243 (.242 -8.619
(2.22 1.18 1.18 6.266 (.284 -8.619
(2.23 1.18 1.56 6.283 (.3(3 -8.619
(2.24 1.16 1.67 6.297 (.321 -(.821
(2.23 1.56 1.67 6.3(6 (.133 -8.M7
(2.26 1.67 1.69 (.323 (.334 -8.K8
(2.27 1.67 2.49 (.142 (.372 -8.638
(2.26 1.89 2.67 (.335 1.191 -8.836
(2.29 2.49 2.67 8.378 (.426 -8.8*9
•2.38 2.49 3.47 6.481 (.434 -(.832
(2.31 2.49 3.65 6.428 (.491 -8.842
•2.32 3.47 3.63 6.4*7 (.319 -8.672
(2.33 3.83 4.63 6.49* (.367 -8.677
(2.34 3.83 6.37 (.529 (.616 -8.M7
(2.33 4.83 7.57 (.547 (.679 -(.112
(2.36 6.37 11.92 (.616 (.733 -8.144
(2.37 7.57 13.19 6.679 (.874 -8.195
(2.36 11.92 14.39 6.733 I.8M -8.231
(2.39 13.19 19.44 6.674 1.138 -(.276
(2.4( 14.39 21.3* 1.8(4 1.3*9 -6.141
(2.41 19.M 21.61 1.158 1.364 -(.414
(2.42 21.3* 11.74 1.149 I.7M -(.431
(2.43 26.36 11.62 1.563 2.129 -(.3*4
42.44 31.74 19. M 1.842 2.477 -8.614
42.45 34.62 *6.93 2.16* 2.M7 -8.767
(2.44 «6.M 1M.M 2.544 3.334 -8.798
(2.47 51.37 IM.M 3.8(3 4.316 •1.111
(2.48 1M.M 1M.M 3.892 4.4(4 -1.394
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:<m:*»ci :jmm:s» S'ocxsnc o»i*<i u*>m:s»i
• u • M 1 M 1 1 I
. 1 M I.B • 1 •
II.M LM • 13 1 IM INI 4 M4
«.4* 1 .. LM LM7 LIU -4. »»*
' " • 41 • 13 LIS • M -1.133
w.n 1 II 1.71 nn • -4. M7
it.il :.»3 :.7i LIS 1242 -4.447
«.:1 : «J i.Ji 12M i.ai -4.4V
•2.24 I.U i.Ji tm LM •4.115
12.22 . *J I.TI • 313 • il -4. ill
•2.23 : 1] 1.71 i.ia 1*34 -4.113
tin •J i.r IJ4 • "4 -4. IM
*i.a tl« 2.21 1334 l.«45 •4.11*
tt.n Lll i.r> 1377 1*13 -1. Hi
n.n Lll i. a LM 1.5:1 <
M.M 2.21 i.a l»lS • 514 -t I
•2.21 3.W 3.77 I. «»« I.J7J -1.134
« j» J. II i.n 1*73 1.112 -4.137
«.ii 111 «.4« 1.5.
J
1.4*1 -1.134
u.u • 42 5. Il 1.3*2 i.a* -1.1*2
•2.3J 5.3* 5.11 LM 1.7*1 -4. 1*1
•2.3* 5.3* 4.3* 1.413 I.Mi -1.1*1
•2.35 4.17 • 54 • ,7M • 144 -4.154
•2.34 Lll i.e 1.775 • 154 -1.175
•2.37 • • ILM I.I4J i.m -4.::'
•2.31 14.72 ;4.% • 941 i.m -1.23
•2.31 I7.M ll.«3 1.133 I.34J -1.221
•2*1 till 2*.7i I.M 1.5*7 -4.2J2
»2.*i Ji.li v.* 1.511 1.79* -4. 213
W.»* 21.21 27. «i i.ni LM -4.294
«.»J 21.24 34.57 INI 2.371 -4.214
«.»• 37. 33 **. 13 2. 1)4 2.7M -1.313
•2.*5 .3.9* 51.11 2.711 3.1*2 -4.«33
«2.*4 Si.9 5i.4» 3.1*1 3. 451 -4.541
M.4I U. :J MM LIS «. :4* -4.511
»2 *l MM MM 3.7*7 • 13* -4.547
'J»€i «*i* «i|»l W • > MU • 1 B-l
• 1.14 1 M I.M • • •
• » I M • r. • • •
11.14 • 54 • i: LM • M4 -1.441
•2.4* • 54 • 13 • rw 1.1*1 -4. 4*1
•2-M • .34 • n LIU 1. IM LM
•2.W I 31 1.71 4. l23 1.114 -4 44*
•2.11 l.ll 1.71 1.121 1 242 -4.17*
till l.ll 1.71 1.23: I 332 -4.12!
12.24 l.ll 1.71 • 2*3 1.341 -4.124
12.22 l.ll 1.71 1.244 • *4J -4.137
• 2.23 l.ll 1.71 I 215 • «34 -Ll«
12.2* l.ll 2.27 1.217 1.441 -4 ;3I
12.23 l.3i 2.21 1.344 l.*43 -4.131
•2.24 1.47 2.21 1.323 I..13 LIM
12.27 1.47 2.33 1.3V LSM 4.1 7*
•2.21 I.M 3.22 • 333 1.33* -1.171
•2.21 2*1 3.77 • 371 1.573 -4.113
tl.i* 2 «1 3.77 LM Lit! -•241
12.31 2.*1 «4* l.«2l • 4*1 -4.221
•2.32 3.*
7
5.11 L44I • 44* -1.237
»2.33 3.13 5.11 • *M 1.7*1 -1.231
•2.3* 3.13 I. J* • 521 1 Ml -4.272
•2.33 *.»3 • 34 1.547 I.M* -4.217
•2.34 4.37 LM 1.414 • 931 -1.13*
•2.37 7.57 15.2* 1.471 1.4*1 -1.341
•2.31 11. 92 14.14 1.733 1.113 -4*34
•2.31 13.11 11. «3 1.17* 1.34J 4*M
•2.*! 1*.31 2*. 71 1.M4 1.3*7 -1.5*1
It.41 11.11 27. *4 1.134 1.7* 4.4**
«2.*2 21.51 VM 1.3*1 2.141 -4.724
»2.»3 21.54 34.57 1.543 2.371 -4.714
•2.** 31.7. **. 15 1.1*2 2.7M -••II
• 2.»3 34.42 51.41 2.144 3.1*2 -1.942
»2.»4 *4.I2 5l.4« 2.3*4 3.431 •Lll!
»2.»7 51.37 1M.M 3.443 «.I4* -I.l»
»2.»4 :M.M 1M.M 3.192 «.3J* -1.2*2
5-xx«':: x»:*Mn OMMM
r<i« b4otkt»»t - :xo«>t«i'« «n*m. »*o rjusa*:
x:xs >t-. »«H««l a»[j • a iv.a • • ft-l
ILM • 51 LM • • 1
• 1.17 • 54 • .13 • 44* LM I.M*
»..U LM • S3 l.lll IM «.M£
•2.1* LM • 13 1. Ill 1 1*1 -I 1*4
•2-M l.ll 1. S3 LIM 1. IM -4.132
•2.M l.ll 1.7! 1.134 1 114 • 134
•2.11 l.ll I.7| 4.1*7 t.!K -1.433
«.:1 • 1.71 I.234 1.332 -4. Ill
•2.24 II 1.7! 1.242 1.341 -*. 117
a.u II 1.7! LMI l.»43 -4. 117
•2. 23 1.34 1.71 1.313 LM -LIM
•2.2' 1.47 2.27 i.'Jt l.**4 -4.127
42.23 1.47 2.21 1.333 • *45 -1. 132
•2.24 ill 2.21 1.33* 1*93 -1.1*4
•2.27 2..1 2.33 t-jTJ 1.3:4 •LIM
•2.21 2.17 3.22 1311 133* -4.1*3
42.21 2.17 3.77 L«M 1J73 -1.1*7
•2.31 3.»7 3.77 L4M LM -4.154
•2.31 3.15 *.4» • «« 14*1 -4.131
•2.32 3.13 3.11 1.5:1 1.44* -4.143
•2-3J «.!3 LSI 1.547 1.7*1 -4.112
•2.3* 4.37 4.3* LM I.MI -4.113
•2.33 7.S7 1.54 LMI I.M* -1. .13
•2.34 II.M I.O 1733 1934 -1.113
•2.37 ILU 15.2* 117* LMI -1.144
•2.34 ILM 14.% LM l.:13 -4.117
•2.31 ILM IL4] 1.134) 1.343 -4.2:2
•2.*! 21.51 2*. 71 1.3*1 1.5*7 -4.1*4
•2.*: 21.41 27. *4 1.34* 1.71* -4.234
•2 »2 • 2'.*1 I.M 2. Ml -4.2H
«2.«3 34.42 34.37 2.121 2.371 -1.2*2
•2." 31. m **.:3 2.. 77 2.7M -1.223
»2.*3 *i.U 31.41 2.147 3.1*2 •4 m
H.« M M 31.4* 3.3JI 3.431 -1.^2
1 • M M IM M 4.Ill LIM LIS
•2.H « M M N * »4i *.3> • 52
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C-2: Secora Oegr*« Siociiitic Do«iMnct Criterion for PM SeKwor-
*i: • PtrioC HWa Tn t -f . -: is lnt tntn or r... Co 56
STX*S-!C DO-INftCH C3IW6P1S*
iWSS NO TOCflTKCVT (MO PWT-CTSKT - KftJWON
STOCHASTIC DWlNfWE CWMISOn
KTWSE1 NO T^flTn£«(T ftNj PROTECTANT - OiJMWOS »£THY'_
»roo. o' 1>roD. of No Trt. •t.t Oroo. of 1>roS. Of No Trt. ttnyl
outcomes no in ill 1)4£fl • 1MEA • 8 A-B 0UTCWB no Frl ««yl aqcp, . a H£A . 6 A-B
11.44 I.M I.M 1 1 1 • 1.44 I.M 1.32 1 4 6
11.47 I.M I.M 1 1 1 • 1.47 I.M 1.32 I.IM 6.616 -4.616
• 1.44 1.34 1.32 1 1 1 • 1.44 1.31 1.32 6.8M 6.822 -6.622
•2.23 1.34 1.32 1.419 1.443 1.825 •2.23 1.34 2.45 6.489 1.464 I.M1
•2.2* 1.34 1.32 1.513 1.474 8.825 •2.24 1.34 2.44 6.583 1.513 -8. Ill
12.23 3.5* 2.45 1.514 1.444 8.824 •2.25 3.54 2.44 6.514 1.534 -6.821
12.24 3.71 2.44 1,545 1.511 8.835 •2.24 3.71 2.44 6.545 1.541 -6.615
•2.36 3.71 2.44 1.717 1.435 1.172 •2.38 3.71 4.M (.767 1.444 6.621
12.31 3.71 2.41 1.7*4 1.444 I.8M •2.31 3.71 7.14 8.744 1.744 -6.M2
•2.32 7.99 4.M 1.772 1.445 8.844 •2.32 7.99 7.14 6.772 1.799 -6.627
12.33 11.14 7.14 1.472 1.741 1. Ill •2.33 18.14 9.63 6.872 1.444 -6.617
•2.3* 11. 1» 7.14 1.973 1.432 8.141 •2.34 18.14 11.97 6.973 1.987 -6.614
12.33 14.43 9.43 1.174 1.913 8.171 •2.35 14.43 12.11 1.674 1.8% -6.622
• 2.34 14.74 11.97 1.221 1.M2 8.219 • 2.34 14.74 13.84 1.221 1.216 8.M3
•2.37 14.33 12.11 1.319 1.111 8.277 •2.37 14.93 15.68 1.369 1.334 6.632
12.34 26.49 13.44 1.574 1.232 8.345 •2.38 21.49 14.82 1.578 1.512 6.864
•2.39 22.13 15.41 1.743 1.371 8.412 • 2.39 22.85 22.48 1.743 1.672 6.111
12.*8 22.23 14. 82 2.813 1.527 1.474 •2.41 22.23 27.41 2.M3 1.896 6.167
»2.»1 29.55 &.* 2.225 1.447 1.534 •2.41 29.53 49.43 2.223 2.172 6.853
t2.*2 34.2* 27.41 2.521 1.911 1.411 •2.42 34.24 41.34 2.521 2.667 -6.146
«2.«3 54.17 49.45 2.496 2.215 8.443 •2.43 5*.87 72.44 2.696 3.342 -4.4*4
12.44 44.54 41.34 3.344 2.448 8.724 •2.44 44.54 73.42 3.344 3.994 -6.616
«2.*5 75.31 72.44 4.138 3.273 4.754 •2.45 75.5! 48.85 4.638 4.738 -6.781
»2.*6 M. II 77.47 4.785 3.998 1.747 •2.44 81.11 1M.M 4.783 5.531 -6.746
»2.»7 42.(1 M.IS 5.345 4.579 8.4*4 •2.47 42.11 1M.M 5.365 6.261 -6.895
12.44 1M.M 1M.M 5.944 5.144 1.821 •2.44 1M.M 1M.M 5.984 7.811 -1.627
stochastic do»!na«e oottasw
BETICEN OSOTfXTBNT - nAlATm'On AO B«0T£CT9NT - C-JWYdPOS "ETHYL
ArOO. of »ro3. of
OUTCOMES «*!• "•thyl -•: • A »oea • b A-B
• 1.46 6.M 1.32 1 I 6
• 1.47 6.M 1.32 6.M8 1.616 -6.6:6
• 1.44 !.32 1.32 I.MC 6.822 -6.622
•2.23 1.32 2.45 6.445 6.468 -6.624
•2.2* 1.32 2.48 6.*78 8.513 -8.635
•2.25 2.45 2.48 6.*44 1.534 -6.846
•2.26 2.48 2.66 6.518 I.S4I -1.856
•2.34 2.64 6.M 6.433 1.646 -6.851
•2.31 2.44 7.14 6.664 1.746 -1.842
•2.32 4.M 7.14 6.643 1.799 -4.114
•2.33 7.1* 9.43 6.746 1.444 -6.126
•2.34 7.14 14.97 6.432 1.947 -6.155
•2.35 9.63 12.11 4.963 1.196 -6.193
•2.34 16.97 13.44 1.662 1.218 -4.216
•2.37 12.11 15.66 1.111 1.336 -6.245
•2.34 13.44 16.62 1.232 1.512 -6.2M
•2.39 13.46 22.46 1.371 1.672 -6.361
•2.46 16.62 27.61 1.527 1.696 -6.369
•2.41 22. *6 49.45 1.667 2.172 -8.445
•2.42 27.61 61.36 1.911 2.667 -6.756
•2.43 »9.«5 72.44 2.2:5 3.3*2 -1.127
•2.44 61.36 73.62 2.64* 3.994 -1.334
2.45 72.*4 M.63 3.273 4.736
-l.«57
•2.44 77.47 :m.m 3.994 5.331 -1.533
•2.47 M.63 1M.M ».579 6.261 -1.762
•2.46 1M.M IM.M 5.144 7.611 -1.8*7
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„ . , . - . . ..
s-x-oc:: »:<*xf :j»*miio»
>*o4. a' a-o*. o' « M 1'•i|*»i 1MM :' >-o». al Ml SatMM
Ou^tS w •',. .MJW 1Hji • • i4**A • 1 »-| 3utc»« •III .»>t*»t i«.l(»«l» . | »-l
11.M 1 M t M • I • turn • M 1 M I I I
lull 1 M 1.1: 1 1 1 • r I M : M I • I
II M u« IM # 1 4 i H.M .32 :.i: I Ml • I ' -4.117
nil J M: 1.411 1.112 -4.211 42.23 ;32 :.i: 1.445 1.4V -1.22*
42.24 \.n 3.J7 • 5*J 1. 7:i -1.241 42.24 ua 1.57 4.4 71 • ' -4.213
42.25 j.j» 1.44 i • . I 711 -4.225 42.25 2.45 3.44 1 441 1.714 -1 254
42.2* 3.7: 1.44 •.5*5 •
•
-4.224 42.24 2.M LM 1.51 1.771 -1.241
42.3* n\ urn 4 •• I.1M -4.224 42.14 2.41 l.U 1.435 1.134 -4.215
UK L7I 4.2: 1.74* 1.1*7 -4.223 42.31 2.41 1.2: 4.444 4.147 -4.3*3
42.32 i.n 1.44 • "2 :.421 -4.217 42.12 4.44 1.44 1.4*5 :.421 -4. 1*1
42.13 • • 1.44 4.171 :.:12 -4.2M 42.31 7.14 1.44 1.74* 1.152 -4.311
42.3* It. :• :1.27 I.V3 i.m -4. 2*7 42.34 7.14 13.27 1.432 1.254 -4.4:1
42.35 14.4] 14.*. U(M 1.1*1 -I.341 42.35 1.43 14.12 I.W3 :.3*3 -4.4M
42.3* tt»H :4.57 1.221 1.532 -4.1:2 42.14 11.17 14.57 I.M 1.532 -•.531
42.37 :». 9J •il 1.3*1 I.M -4.141 42.17 12.11 17.54 LM -4.517
t2.il 24. 4i :1.» 1.571 1.174 -*294 42.31 n»* 11.51 1.232 1.174 -4.441
42.11 22. r :1.41 1.713 2. ri -4.217 42.11 15.44 11.41 1.17! 2.471 -4. 411
42.4* 22. 11 24.44 l.Hi 2.2*4 -4.2*3 42.44 :4.*2 24.44 1.527 2.2*4 -4.744
42.4* n. ss 32.45 2.225 2.5M -4.345 42.4: 22.44 32.45 1.447 2.53* -4.44]
42.42 3*. 24 52.* 2.521 2.155 -4.334 42.42 27.41 52.12 1.111 2.455 4.1*1
42.*] 54.17 42.54 2.(16 3.4J7 -4.531 42.41 41.45 42.54 2.2:5 3.437 •:.ZU
42.44 44.54 71..
1
11*4 4.MJ* 4.611 42.44 C. 34 71.(1 2.444 • Ml -1.34*
42.45 77.71 VIM 4.714 41H 42.45 72.44 n.7i 1.27] 4.7» -:.443
42.44 44. :• MM 4.715 5.5:4 -4.721 42.44 -' .' MM l.U* 5.514 - ,M
42.*: 42.1: :M.M 5.345 ». ::4 -1.721 42.47 -i K :M M 4.571 1.114 -:.533
42.4* M M :M.M 5.14* 1.144 -4.444 42.41 MM IM.M ltd 4.444 -:.***
STX>49S T !C DO*!***?. CX6HS0.
- •»:-. • ..- a*5 . a »4*fl • I 3-8
4:. 44 1.32 I.M • I 1
41.47 ..ii 1.11 •HI I.M* l.lll
41. 44 1.32 1.11 • 422 1.117 I.M5
42.23 2.45 1.11 1.444 I.4K -4.244
42.24 2.4* 1.57 4.513 1.7)1 -4. Ill
42.25 2.4* 1.44 1.534 1.73* -4.244
42.24 2.44 1.44 1.541 *.77l -•.211
42.11 4.M 1.44 1.444 I.1M -4.245
42.11 7.14 4.21 1.74* 1.947 -4.221
42.32 7.14 1.44 in 1.I21 -4.221
42.33 l.U I.M 4.441 1.152 -t.tu
42.34 11.17 :l.27 4.1*7 1.25* -4.2*4
42.15 12.11 14.12 i.n* 1.3*3 -•.247
42.14 13.** 14.57 1.21* 1.532 -1.315
42.17 15.4* 17.5* 1.35* 1.4*4 -.342
42.3* 14. e ;1.H 1.512 1.(7* -4.342
42.31 22.44 11.41 1.472 2.171 -4.317
42. 44 27.41 24.44 1.1% 2.2*4 -*]••
42.41 41.45 32.45 2.172 2.53* -1.35*
42.42 41.34 V.K 2.447 2.155 -*.:*!
42.43 "2.44 42.54 1.142 1.437 -4.«5
42.44 •1*2 73.41 1194 4.4M -I.M4
42. «5 M.e 77.71 4.73* 4.7K t\M
42.44 :M.M MM 5.531 5.514 4.117
42.47 :M.M :M.M 1.241 1,114 1. 147
42.4* MM 1M.M 7.111 4.444 1.147
;:
Sfcono D»qr»« Stocu4tic Do»in«rct Cntr-ion /or t">t Sestwotr
Suolt P*riO0 '-t* Ttft -f:;-: it ;ti.i- than Si
ire lrs» tnin or wu»l to 54
STocMRSTic dw!n<k£ co*o«is»
BETuaN NO TRCflT«£l(T a*;. PROTECTANT - NOLP.THI0N
5"X40ST:c D0n!nA«CE DMBHISOi
between no tjebtnent ao protectant - c-,o»Y8iros i
Proo. o/ Proo. of No Trt. •ill l>ro0. o/ Pros, o' no Trt. «nyl
OACOOCS No Tit mil AREA • a area • t O-B OUTCOKS no Trt Ktnyl 1S*EA • B 1>»£» • 1 o-l
12.N I.M I.M 1 I 4 •2.44 4.44 2.44 4 1 4
•2.W LM I.N I i 1 •2.49 (.44 2.44 4.4N 4.416 -4.416
•2.1* 2.85 2.M 1 I 9 42.11 2.85 2.44 4.4N 4.134 -4.434
•2.26 2.85 2.H 1.466 4.3*1 4.125 •2.26 2.85 2.89 4.466 4.374 8.492
12.27 2.85 2.M 4.447 1.336 4.131 •2.27 2. 85 2.89 4.447 4.396 4.491
•2.28 3.19 2.89 1.513 4.373 4.134 •2.28 3.19 2.89 4.513 4.422 4.191
2.33 3.19 2.89 1.644 4.529 4.154 •2.33 3.19 3.34 4.644 4.377 4.147
•2.34 3.19 2.89 1.715 4.354 4.157 •2.34 3.19 7.15 4.715 4.614 4.116
•2.35 3.36 3.31 (.747 4.547 (.164 •2.35 3.36 14.44 4.7*7 4.641 (.466
•2.34 7.41 7.15 1.781 4.624 (.161 •2.36 7.41 17.46 4.741 4.742 -4.N1
12.37 11.61 11. *4 1.437 4.674 (.163 •2.37 14.64 l7.*i 4.437 4.913 -4.476
(2.3a 2I.»2 17.46 1.969 (.799 (.|7( •2.34 21.42 17.47 4.969 1.131 -4.162
•2.39 21.42 17.46 1.183 4.974 (.249 •2.39 21.42 25.44 1.143 1.3*9 -4.126
•2.44 21.59 17.87 1.397 1.144 (.249 •2.44 21.59 27.43 1.397 1.564 -4.166
2.41 31.35 25.4* 1.613 1.327 (.246 •2.41 31.35 27.46 1.613 1.434 -4.221
12. 42 32.13 27. IS 1.921 1.576 4.344 •2.42 32.43 27.46 1.921 2.143 -4.143
2. 43 32.21 27.87 2.247 1.852 4.395 • 2.43 32.24 39.13 2.247 2.344 -4.136
12.4* 32.2* 27.87 2.569 2.131 4.434 • 2.44 32.24 61.57 2.369 2.775 -4.2*6
2.*5 42.18 39.13 2.891 2.414 4.442 • 2.45 42.14 61.96 2.691 3. Ml -*.5N
2.46 62.71 61.57 3.313 2.441 4.512 •2.46 62.74 144.44 3.313 4.411 -4.694
2.47 62.87 69.5* 3.927 3.4« 4.323 2.47 62.87 144.44 3.927 4.991 -1.463
2.48 1M.M 1N.M 4.43* 3.523 4.512 •2.44 144.44 IN. 44 4.43* 5.161 -1.126
STOCHASTIC. DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - OUTHION A"0 PROTECTANT CHJWY«IPOS "ETHYL
0UTCO>€S UU %tnyl AREA • AREA • 8 A-B
2.N 4.N 2.H 4 4 4
2.49 4.N 2.N I.4N 4.416 -4.416
•2.14 2.M 2.M 4 Mt 4.434 -4.434
•2.26 2.M 2.89 4.344 4.374 -4.434
•2.27 2.44 2.49 4.336 4.396 -4.4*4
•2.28 2.89 2.89 4.375 4.422 -4.447
•2.33 2.89 3.34 4.529 4.577 -4.447
•2.34 2.89 7.15 4.334 4.614 -4.452
2.35 3.34 14.4* 4.547 4.641 -«.*94
2.36 7.15 17.46 4.62* 4.742 -t.162
2.37 14.4* 17.46 4.674 4.913 -4.239
2.34 17.46 17.47 4.799 1.131 -4.332
•2.39 17.46 23.44 4.974 1.3*9 -4.336
2.44 17.67 27.43 1.144 1.564 -4.414
2.41 23.44 27.46 1.327 1.43* -4.547
2.42 27.45 27.46 1.576 2.143 -4.527
2.43 27.47 39.13 1.432 2.34* -4.531
2.44 27.47 61.57 2.131 2.773 -4.644
2.45 39.15 61.94 2.41* 3.391 -4.941
2.46 61.57 1N.N 2.4*1 4.411 -1.2*9
2.47 69.3* 1N.N 3.4*3 4.991 -1.346
2.44 1N.N 1N.N 3.523 3.161 -1.634
7 I
<KfKt CrtUrn
iv«« o- rr-jl to U
ITKMnt 5»:*»a ^>«m:s» raws-:: »:*»« :t>»»*!S0»
1*w>. o» 1>-08. »» «o M, ' «,«»«
x'::ws «o in, i •
-
a«a . a *to> . i *-(
•2.44 1 M • M • i (
U.41 I M ] (J • • (
•2. .( 2.13 ].U 1444 (.(27 -(.•27
•2.24 i.e 1.(1 (.4*4 (.321 -1437
•2.27 2.43 3.2] 1.417 1V3 -( .434
•2.24 3.H 3.23 15:1 (.J7» -4.44:
«.U J. H 1.23 144* (.7*7 -(.(44
«.14 a. ii 3.33 17|J (. 7M -(.(44
•2.B j.* 1.92 1.7.7 (.CI -(.(45
M.31 12. :3 1 1 t.<m -(.121
•2.37 • »i 22.11 4.437 (.993 -(.157
W.U 21. 42 22.13 l.«1 1.2M -(.111
• 2.31 21.42 21. 43 i.m 1.5*1 -(.124
•2.41 21.51 - *• um 1.7J1 -(.142
•2.41 3:.B 32.47 1.411 2.(44 -(.447
•2.42 12.41 32.57 1.921 2.171 -(.451
•2.43 12.2* 32.57 2.247 2.711 -(.441
•2.44 32.24 42.21 2.541 J (14 -(.447
•2.43 42. ,1 42. U 2. Ml 3.439 -4.347
•2.H 42. '( 42."2 1.1:1 «.(«5 -4.771
•2.47 42.17 :M.M 3.927 «.7M -4.772
•2.41 MM :M.M *.m 4.(7( -4.(13
1I*, o' 1>T0». 0' «•!• 1 -,»*M
X7CWJ Kit 1 <aii*M A*XA • ( IMM • ( »-(
12. M • M • M • • 1
(2.41 • M 1.41 ( • 1
(2. !( 2.41 1.41 ( M* (.427 -(.427
•2.24 2.44 in (144 (VI -4. .42
42.27 2.M La (.134 (.343 -4. 141
42. 2( 2.41 1.21 (.373 (.574 -4.244
12.11 2.41 1.21 (.321 (.747 -4.2:(
42.14 2.(1 1.11 (.331 (.7(4 -4.2*1
42. B 1.14 (.« (.347 4.(1] -4.224
42.14 7.15 12.13 (424 (.9(2 -4.2(2
•2.17 :(.44 22.11 (.474 4.713 -4.324
il.it 17.44 22.1 J (.771 :.2M -4.411
•2.39 17.44 an (.174 1.341 -1.313
•2.44 17.17 12.44 1.144 1.731 -4.311
•2.41 23.44 12.47 1.327 2.(44 -4.733
•2.42 27.43 12.57 1.574 2.37( -4.142
«,«! 27.(7 12.57 1.(32 2.711 4 '•>
• 2 .44 27.(7 42.21 2.131 MX -4.443
•2.45 34.13 42.42 2.4K ;.4« -1.441
•2.44 41.37 42.72 2.(11 4.443 -:.2(4
•2.4 7 41.54 :(4.N 1.443 4.7H -:.2T5
STQ0«t;c D0»!«M3 aj*MIS0N
BC^QN tXOTErOff - CHJ)(PYl!COS <Tkr. MD ri*HS*7
>i-00. o' »-oa. o< •n-»: Rh4|M
XTCJCS
*4(*f| : ui;qw>l MM • a MU • ( »-!
•e.H 2.41 (.44 ( ( (
•2.41 2.44 1.41 (.414 (.444 (.(14
42.14 2.44 3.43 4.434 (.427 (.447
*ia 2.41 3.43 (.174 4.523 -4.144
•2.27 2.41 3.23 (.3% (.345 -4.141
•2.21 2.(1 3.23 (.422 (.574 -4.132
•2.33 1.34 3.23 (.377 (.747 -4.171
•2.34 7.13 3.13 (.4:4 (.744 -4.174
42.33 14.44 192 4.641 4.(13 -4.132
•2.34 17.4* It 13 4.742 (.9*2 -4.121
•2.37 17.44 22.13 (.1:3 (.113 -4.4(1
4i.ll 17.47 22.13 1.131 1.244 -4.149
%i.n 23.44 21.43 1.3*9 1.349 -4.244
•2.44 27. B 12.44 1.344 1.739 -4.174
V2.41 27.44 32.47 1.(14 2.444 -4.224
•2.42 27.44 32.57 2.143 2.374 -4.273
•2.43 31.13 32.37 2.344 2.711 -4.327
•2.44 41.37 42.23 2.773 3.434 -(.241
•2.43 41.14 42.42 3.311 ].4«9 -(.441
•2.44 MM 42.72 4.411 «443 -4.174
•2.47 MM 1M.M 4. Hi 4.744 1.291






n Test Mugit is grtjt
for tie SeoteNoer
STKHflSTic DONlUXCI COoOflSISON
BETWEEN NO TREA T «ENT ANO PROTECTANT - hAlATMO*
STOCHASTIC DONIn&nCE CDMHI8BI
between « treatbent and HBItLHWI - ChlOR»y«IF0S "EThyi.
Proo. of Proo. of No Trt. ill ProO. of Prop, of No Trt. rthyl
OUTCKS NO Trt i.j 8REA • a aREA . b A-B OUTCOMES NO Trt Ntthr l a^s • a 3REA • B ft-B
•2.27 (.M I.M 1 1 1 12.27 I.M l.H I 1 1
12.28 I.M I.M 1 1 1 12.28 I.M 1.97 I.IM I.M9 -I.M9
•2.29 I.S 1.14 1 1 1 12.29 1.36 1.97 I.IM 1.133 -*.«13
12.M 3.11 1.14 I.M3 I.M2 I.N1 •2.34 3.14 1.97 I.M3 1.136 -4.134
12. 36 3.U 1.11 1.218 1.181 1.138 12.36 3.H 5.61 1.218 1.171 LW
•2.37 3.11 I.M 1.219 1.191 1.158 12.37 3,14 7.M 1.219 1.227 1.(22
42.38 9.44 5.61 I.2M 1.113 1.178 12.38 9.44 9.85 I.2M 4.346 -•.426
12.39 11.83 7.88 1.373 1.139 1.216 12.39 11.83 16.11 4.375 1.483 -4«34
•2»* 11.97 9.85 1.193 1.238 1.255 12.11 14.97 16.37 1.193 1.566 -*.|73
12.11 21.71 16.11 1.643 1.336 1.317 12.41 21.71 19.53 1.643 1.73* -4.M7
12.42 21.81 16.37 1.8*6 1.457 1.348 12.42 21.81 19.33 I.8K 1.876 -«.|7*
12.13 21.58 19.53 1.178 1.662 1.416 12.13 24.58 21.63 1.178 1.121 -*.»42
12.44 21. 58 19.55 1.321 1.857 1.467 12.44 21.38 21.51 1.321 1.329 -a. Ms
•2.15 26.33 21.83 1.571 1.133 1.517 12.15 26.33 26.51 1.371 1.544 1.126
12.16 26.64 21.51 1.833 1.261 1.572 12.46 26.64 1M.M 1.833 1.819 1.121
12.17 29.83 26.51 2.(95 l.»72 1.623 12.17 29.83 1M.M 2.195 2.789 -•.695
12.18 1M.H 1M.M 2. H5 1.517 1.628 12.U 1M.M 1M.M 2.115 2.939 -1.114
STOCHASTIC DCWNflNCT C9O0SIS0N
between wo treahent ono funisant
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE CDXWISON
BETWEEN P80TECTOHT - %«_;•-;> ANS FKUShmT
aroO. of ftroo. of No Trt. 1 : u»igint Proo. of Proo. of Kilt ciuig<nt
ouTcoes No Trt. F uigtnt BRED ' 9 AREA • 8 ft-B arrears 111* u«ig»nt 158EB . a AREA • B ft-B
12.27 I.M I.M • 1 1 •2.27 I.M I.M ( • (
42.28 I.M 1.53 1 I ( 42.28 8.M 1.63 • • (
12.29 1.36 2.86 I.M* t.*2t -*.*2» •2.29 1.14 2.86 (.M( l.(2( -*.*2I
42. 38 3.14 2.86 I.M3 • .•25 -«.*23 42.3* 1.14 2.86 (.M2 1.(23 -4.(23
12.36 3.11 2.86 1.218 1.221 -4. (43 42.36 1.14 2.86 I.IM (.221 -4.141
12.37 3.11 8.15 8.219 •.25* -•.Ml 42.37 1.14 6.15 (.(91 (.23* -(.138
•2.3* 9.44 11.16 I.2M 1.331 -•.(31 • 2.38 5.61 11.46 (.1(3 (.331 -8.228
•2.39 11.83 U.32 •.375 1.446 -4.(71 42.39 7.88 U.32 (.159 (.445 -8.287
12. 4* 14.97 22.36 •.493 1.589 -4.(96 •2.44 9.83 22.36 (.238 (.389 -8.331
12.11 21.71 22.42 1.643 1.813 -t.171 42.11 16.11 22.42 (.336 (.813 -4.476
12.12 21.81 25.95 • .8*6 •.981 -(.175 42.12 16.37 23.93 (.437 (.981 -4.523
•2.13 21.38 23.93 1.878 1.345 -•.227 42.13 19.55 23.95 (.6(2 1.3(3 -4.543
•2.44 24.58 27.27 1.321 1.553 -(.244 42.44 19.55 27.27 (.837 1.363 -4.7(7
•2.15 26.33 27. 44 1.571 1.837 -(.267 •2.15 21.83 27.44 l.(33 1.837 -4.784
12.46 26.64 31.13 1.833 2.112 -(.278 42.46 21.51 31.(3 1.251 2.112 -8.858
12.17 29.83 1M.M 2.I95 2.1*5 -•.311 42.17 25.51 1M.M 1.172 2.4*6 -4.934
12.18 1M.M 1M.M 2.113 2.576 -(.131 12.48 1M.M IM.M 1.317 2.375 -1.(39
STOCHASTIC DONINAnG COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - CHLORPYRIFQS NETWYL AND FUP16ANT
STOCHASTIC WINAtCE C0NOARIS0N
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - NflLATHIDN AND PROTECTANT - CH-ORPYRIFOS NETHY.
Proo. of Proo. of •ttnyl Fuigtnt
0UTC0NES •ttttyl >'u»ig«nt AREA • A AREA • B
•2.27 1.14 I.M 1 I
42.28 1.97 1.55 I.M9 I.M4
•2.29 1.97 2.85 (.(33 *.*24
42.34 1.97 2.85 (.(36 •.(23
•2.36 3.61 2.84 (.171 1.221
•2.37 7.88 8.15 (.227 •.254
•2.38 9.85 11.46 1.3(5 4.331
42.39 16.14 11.32 (.4*3 •.445
•2.44 16.37 22.36 (.566 (.589
12.11 19.33 22.12 1.734 (.813
•2.12 19.33 23.93 •.176 8.941
•2.13 2(.83 23.93 1.121 1.343
•2.44 21.51 27.27 1.329 1.563
•2.13 26.31 27.14 1.344 1.837
•2.15 1M.N am 1.649 2.112
•2.17 IM.M IM.M 2.789 2.445
•2.44 1M.44 IM.M 2.939 2.576
1too. of 1Voo. of fell ttnyl
OUTCONES "11 Nfthyl MB • A AREA • 1 A-B
•2.27 8.M 1.1! ( 4 (
•2.28 I.M 1.97 8.M4 8.N9 -*.M9
•2.29 1.11 1.97 4.444 (.833 -*.*33
42.34 1.14 1.97 4.442 8.(36 « 1 •
42.36 1.11 5.61 4.M4 (.171 -(.(91
•2.37 1.14 7.84 4.491 (.227 -(.135
42.34 5.61 9.83 8.183 (.345 -(.243
42.39 7.88 15.14 (.139 8.445 -4.245
42.44 9.83 16.37 (.238 (.355 -4.124
•2.M 16.11 19.53 8.335 (.734 -4.393
•2.12 15.37 19.53 8.157 4.876 -4.419
•2.13 19.33 24.83 (.552 1.121 -4.159
42.44 19.33 21.31 (.857 1.329 -4.171
42.15 24.83 25.51 1.433 1.344 -4.191
42.46 21.51 IM.M 1.261 1.M9 -4.548
42.17 25.51 1M.M 1.472 2.7(9 -1.317
•2.18 1M.M IM.M 1.317 2.939 -1.142
75
•mttmm • mm .iriwVmwiinir
4*Mlt s»»iM *«• "tiiim Co«i«m i "i <
s'OP«s-:: »:**cr ^»-- - vxw.z d»!«p« cd**i:s»
. « - - ~. • - ». Knu« * twrtcrr a* moic*t - ch-CXPtiito «t«l
*•*. o' *-o%. •' •» (ft, **U »*o«. »' »-»•. o' *a Tn •»
XTCWS •» 't Mil UU . a tt«« • I ft-l OUIOCS «o -n. «M»,1 MU>IMU<I H
w.n 4 M • M • I • •2.31 • M 1 1 • •
w.44 • M 1 M • • 1 M.M • M 3.» I Ml • I • 4 • •
42.41 4 43 urn • I 1 •2.41 4.43 I.4J I Ml MM -4.4*4
«.*! • U 3.31 • M> • 1 • -4 Ml 42.42 4.42 1.64 • M* • ;V -t.l4
42-43 3.M Ml • «« I .464 •.M M.4J 1M • • IN MM -4. H4
12.4* 4.33 1.64 MM (.:52 -4.4*3 •2.4* 6.13 :vn • r i M •4.2*
42-43 I V is. 24 • . :"] • ;«i <Mt •^•5 :l.1* n.jt 1.1 n i - -4.421
42.44 :2.43 ii. 21 M 1*41 -4.1:1 tt.44 12.63 :MM 1.2*2 MP -4.5:5
42. *7 :J.M lM MM MM -». :(4 «.' M :M.M MM i.m -i.:ti
42.44 MM M M (.421 4.623 -4.114 42. a MM MM 4.424 l.*7 -1.311
mo«TK »:*>*n :»««:s> stc«t:c »:«c cj«»«:so«
*t*£, « •«•«*• M • ji.i*- RIM* MJHCM - «*t_»T,,;i>, m IMM
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«.* 12.(3 u.ii (.212 1.4*4
•2.47 :3.M 1M.M 4.4*6 1.311
42. 4| MM MM MM 1.731
OUTOKS **U <:«:i*M MU • 1
•2. J1 I M IN • I
i2.4l I.M 1 23 I I
M.41 l.tl 3.71 1 Ml MM
42.42 3.31 6.4* • 111 1.131
•2.43 1.63 5.61 4.K6 1.124
•2.44 1.(4 12.M 1.132 MM
«2.«3 13.24 11 3* 1.241 1.3:3
•2.44 IMS Hi: 1.411 1.4*4
•2.47 24.3* IMM I.5M MM
•2.41 MM 1M.M 4.523 1.731
s-x-os-:; x»:*»cl r>e«!S* ermasrc boiimm? i»«ii»K-*£4 MO-ttT-T
- CHLWPT.I.OS *T-rv IM, WBWT ^ plo^^^tTi^ioW-J, - D^Mr.irtS «MR
-D<S •»f»; ;<- tUt» • i MCA • | a-l
•2.J1 l.li I.M 1 • •
«2.4» 3.31 I 23 •.III MM MM
•2.41 MJ 3.71 MM MM MM
•2.42 1.(4 5.44 1:32 I.IH I.M3
42.43 :i.24 4.61 1.241 1.124 1.123
12.44 11.21 12.31 1.441 1.111 1.2:1
42.43 n.» .3.34 MM 1.313 MM
42.44 :M.M 13.61 MM 1 4*| 1.341
42. 47 MM 1M.M I.7T7 • 311 i.m
42.4* M M MUM 1.147 1.731 I.IK
0UTOJ*S till MM/1 MEa • a a•W • 1 a-l
42.31 I.M 1.41 I 1 I
12.44 1 M 3.51 MM III -4. Ill
42.41 1.41 I.6J MM l.ttt -4.(66
42.42 3.51 1.6* 4.414 4.132 -4 42
42.43 1.41 13.24 4. Mi 1.241 -4.1U
42. 44 1.64 11.21 4.152 1.441 -4.241
42.43 13.24 24.34 1.241 1.314 -4.J43
42.44 11.21 1M.M 1.441 1717 -4.316
42.47 24. 3» IMM 4.514 1.777 -1.147
42.44 1M.M 1M.M 4.623 1.1*7 -I.J22
^
conn Deqree Stooattic Ni«»"cf Criterion for tit Seote
Saiole Perioo .-f- noittur* Content it greater tian II
ana Ini tian or ecu*, to 11
STOCHASTIC DOMINANT COrMRlSON
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT ftND 0«0T£CT«WT - NftJWON
stochastic yj>:*«i cd*mis»
BETWEEN M I«I«C(T <MD PWaiMI - CHL0WS.IF0S "ETHYL
&roo. of Proa, of No Trt. <ali 1>ro0. Of l>roB. Of No Trt. Nttnyl
TC0"ES NO Trt •ala -;- • a -'- • | a-B OUTCOMES NO M •etnyl a«a • a a*a . i a-B
•2.26 I.N I.N I 1 • 12.24 I.N 1.23 1 1 4
•2.27 I.M I.N 1 8 I 12.27 I.N 1.23 I 1.4*2 -I.N2
•2.2s l.ll 1.23 1 1 i •2.28 l.ll 1.23 I.N4 I.N* -I.N*
•2.34 l.ll 1.23 I.N2 I.NS -4.N3 •2.34 l.ll 1.27 4.4*2 I.N9 -4.N7
t2.il l.ll 1.23 4.443 I.N8 -4.N4 •2.31 l.ll 2.31 I.N3 4.422 -4.419
•2.32 1.53 1.27 I.N* I.N9 -I.N5 •2.32 1.5J 2.31 I.N* 1.139 -4.435
•2.33 3.5» 2.31 1.123 1.125 -I.N2 •2.33 3.54 3.81 1.423 1.168 -4.4*5
•2.3* 3.5* 2.31 1.158 l.»49 l.lll •2.34 3.54 6.94 1.458 4.1*6 -4.4*8
12.35 5.66 3.8! 1.193 1.172 1.(22 •2.35 5.66 9.25 4.493 1.176 -4.442
•2.36 J. 95 6.9* I.I 51 Mil 1.1*1 •2.36 6.95 13.9* 4.154 1.268 -4.116
•2.37 12.43 9.25 1.217 (.162 1.115 •2.37 12.45 13.94 4.217 1.373 -4.156
•2.38 2t.t2 13.9* 1.329 1.245 1.184 •2.34 24.42 13.9* 4.329 1.498 -4.169
•2.31 21.12 13.94 1.599 1.433 1.166 •2.39 21.42 11.97 4.599 1.646 -4.N7
•2.** 24.42 13.94 1.799 1.573 1.227 •2.41 21.42 23.47 4.799 4.476 -4.477
•2.41 2S.1I 18.97 I.M 1.712 1.288 •2.4: 25.14 29. *2 1.4N l.lll -4.111
•2.42 28.97 23.47 1.251 1.912 1.3*9 •2.42 28.97 33.6* 1.251 1.443 -4.15*
12.43 33.99 29.42 1.541 1.138 1.444 •2.43 33.99 41.52 1.5*4 1.7*1 -4.2*1
•2.44 37.76 33.64 1.8M 1.431 1.45* •2.44 37.76 8.22 l.SM 2.147 -4.266
•2.45 44.17 41.52 2.258 1.767 4.491 •2.45 44.17 53.31 2.258 2.629 -.371
i2.it 51.37 48.22 2.7N 2.172 4.527 •2.46 51.37 1N.N 2.7N 3.162 -«.*62
12,47 53.51 53.31 3.2*3 2. 6*5 1.558 •2.47 53.51 1N.N 3.243 4.1*2 -•.939
•2.48 1M.M 1N.N 3.294 2.733 1.559 •2.44 1N.N 1N.N 3.29* 4.312 -1.4)1*
STOCHASTIC DOdlNANCS C0"0MISON
BETWEEN BfWJTECTaHT - NALATMlON AND PQ0TECT8NT - CHL0WY«1F0S "ETHYL
[TOO. Of I>roo. of (111 ethyl
OUTCOMES mil «tthyl ME*. . a ansa . 8-B
•2.26 4.N 4.23 4 ( (
•2.27 4.N 8.23 ( 4.N2 -4.N2
•2.28 4.23 8.23 4.N4 (.*** -4.N*
•2.3* 4.23 1.27 1.445 (.N9 -I.N*
•2.31 4.23 2.31 1.444 (.422 -l.ll*
•2.32 1.27 2.31 4.N9 4.439 -4.434
•2.33 2.31 3.81 4.*23 (.(68 -4.443
•2.3* 2.31 6.9* 1.4*9 (.1*6 -4.458
•2.35 3.81 9.25 4.(72 •.176 -4.144
•2.36 6.94 13.9* (.IK (.268 -4.158
•2.37 9.25 13.9* (.162 (.373 -4.211
•2.38 13.94 13.9* (.245 (.498 -4.253
•2.39 13.9* 18.97 (.433 8.686 -4.253
•2.** 13.9* 23. *7 (.573 (.676 -4.343
(£.41 11.97 29. »2 (.712 1.111 -4.399
•2.42 23.47 33.6* (.9*2 1.4*3 -4.5*3
•2.43 29.42 **. 52 1.136 1.741 -«.6*S
•2.44 33.6* *«.22 1.431 2.147
-*.7l6
•2.45 4.52 53.31 1.767 2.629 -*.862
•2.46 *4.22 1N.N 2.172 3.162 -8.99*
•2.47 53.31 1N.N 2.6*5 4.142 -1.497
•2.48 1N.N 1N.N 2.733 4.312 -1.576
7 7
*~< 5%-fW Stoo*iti ... 'Kw'or
i-inr ii»» II
s-xxs*: X»:<*M2 C9«M S» 5'0O4»t: »:*<[ owoi'so
**:* < '4t4T«n x PWHM ir*i« no'ira^ . MVB'-toa 6«e 'j>;f*n
*~M- of Vm o' «0 IH. <a:|l«t EVoa. o' »r>*. of •«:i • ,'-
x:a<s «C IMj, MMj* mis • a MC* • 1 H MM *4 1 ... -- • 4-4
un • M 1 M • • • 12.24 • M I M • • •
w V I M • M • I • %i.V • M • 44 • • •
wit < :l • 44 • m* IN: -4.441 12.24 1.23 • 44 • 444 4.441 -4.441
W.3* • • • 44 MM 1 442 • 444 *2-34 123 1 44 Ma I 442 MM
*2.3i 1. :l ua 1 MJ • Mi 4.441 •2.31 4. 23 ua 1.444 • 443 «.4t3
12. 32 :33 Ml • M* • • M -••:• .a 1.27 3.41 1.441 MM -•.443
12.33 La 141 4.42J I.43J HI «. 3J 2.31 3.41 4.425 • 433 -•424
W.3* LSI «. 71 • 454 1.44* -4.424 42.3* 2.31 *.7l 1.4*1 • 444 -4.433
M.33 5.44 Mi •.H3 1.131 -•434 .a um 1.24 4.471 1.131 -4.431
.a I.T3 12.33 4. 134 1.22* -«.•'* •2.34 ka 12.33 4. Ill 4.224 • •
n.y :i.«5 H.I7 4.2:7 HM -4.m •2.37 1.23 11.17 1.142 MM -4. :5*
12.34 .1.42 11.17 • 321 • *41 •4.144 •2.34 13.1* 11.17 1.2*5 t.»41 -4.2**
%t.n 24.42 11.17 4. 511 • 7*4 -4. 1*4 •2.31 13.1* 11.17 1.433 • '*! a.m
12. »4 24.42 KM 4.m 4.131 -4.1*4 • 2.*4 13.1* 2*. 11 1.573 1.131 -4.347
«.»: 23.14 21.71 1.44* 1. 1*7 -4. Ill 41 14.17 21.74 1.712 1.117 -4.473
«.v? 24. 17 33.34 1.251 l.*4* -4.23* t2.*2 23. «7 33.54 1.1*2 l.*4* -4.543
W.«J 33.11 31.74 1.5*4 1.1*4 -4.344 «2.»3 21. *2 31.7* 1.134 1.4*4 -4.74*
«.»« n.n 43.43 1.444 2.237 -4.337 •2. »• 33.4* 45.43 1.431 2.2J7 -4.447
.49 »*.l7 51. 34 2.254 2.6% -1.434 •2-*5 «4.52 33.34 1.747 2.4« -4.121
12. *4 V.. 17 5*.»l 2.'M 3.221 -4.334 •2-»4 1.22 5*.4l 2.: -2 3.221 -1.437
12.47 5151 144.44 3.243 3.745 -4.542 •2.47 53.31 144.44 2.4*3 3.743 -1.124
.41 MM M M 129* 3.133 -4.4*1 •2.44 MM 144.44 2.733 3.133 -UNI
--: r *»
*rt>0. Of »-06. o' atari r*v.q»"t
x:j*£5
•*4*f| : «i9*nt SKA • : MUI 1 »-l
12.24 1.23 1.44 I • 1
12.27 4.23 1.44 1.524 Ma 4.521
12.24 1.23 1.44 1.531 1.4*1 1.53*
12.34 1.27 1.44 1.533 4.442 1.53*
12.31 2.31 1.54 • 5*4 Ma 1.5*4
12.32 2.31 3.41 1.544 1.1:4 4.531
12.33 3.41 3.41 1.51* 1.433 1.5*1
12.1* - * 4.71 1.433 1.44* 1.5*1
12.33 1.23 1.24 1.742 4.131 1.571
12.34 13.1* 12.33 i.m 1.224 1.571
12.37 13.1* 11.17 1.491 1.314 I.5A3
12.34 13.1* 11.17 1.424 1.441 1.534
12.31 14.17 11.17 1.213 1.7*4 l.*43
12. *4 2147 24.11 urn 1.131 4. 443
12.41 21.42 21.74 1.437 1.117 1.45*
12.42 33.4* 33.54 1.131 1.44* 1.44)
12. 43 •4.52 J1.7* 2.244 1.4*4 1*21
12. 4* *4.22 45. 43 2.473 2.237 l.*35
12. »5 5J.3I 53.34 3.153 2.414 1.451
12. »4 MM 54.11 3.444 3.221 I.4J1
12.47
.44.44 144.44 4.444 3.743 1.943
12. *4 144.44 144.44 4.434 3.933 1.943
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C-7: Ucort Otjrtt Stoc-mtic Dobiwci Criterion for tit StItfNStr
Suoll Ptriofl Untn «oistur» Content if ;r*4trr tiin 1]
tnc .m :-»- or fflu«l to 12
STOCHASTIC W-INP/CE co*a«isc«
KTWEEN WO T8£flT«£wT £WD PROTECTANT - CHJMPWIPQS
Proo. of 1>roo. of No Trt. mi*
OUTCOMES NO Trt mu UREA • A AREA • 1 H
• 1.86 I.N I.N 1 • 1
«1.«7 I.N I.N 1 • 1
II. M 1.33 1.47 1 • 1
2.23 1.53 1.47 1.547 1.321 1.827
2.24 1.35 1.47 8.363 1.334 1.128
•2.25 3.92 2.72 1.574 1.343 1.129
•2.24 «.H 3.13 1.619 1.371 I.I4I
•2.33 4.15 3.13 1.917 1.792 1.115
2.34 4.13 3.13 1.937 1.815 1.122
2.33 6.42 4.21 1.988 1.853 1.133
2.36 6.42 4.28 1.132 1.196 1.157
2.37 6.53 4.59 1.117 1.939 1.178
2.38 6.11 6.46 1.182 1.984 1.198
«.» 11.21 9.N 1.263 1.145 1.218
•2.44 17.25 13.37 1.373 1.133 1.244
•2.41 27.61 21.34 1.548 1.2(9 1.279
•2.42 27.74 21.69 1.824 1.483 1.341
•2.43 27.87 33.32 2.129 1.721 I.4W
•2.44 39.73 34.55 2.3N 2.121 1.339
•2.45 44.71 39.73 2.777 2.367 I.4M
12.46 57.28 51.76 3.224 2.764 1.461
2.47 37.41 58.19 3.786 3.271 1.514
•2.48 1N.N 1N.N 3.883 3.371 1.513
Pros, of Pi-00. of No Trt. Nrtftyl
OUTCOMES No Trt uttnyl i-<-•- JREA • 1 M
11.86 I.N 1.47 I 1 I
11.87 I.N 1.47 I.N4 1.111 -4.111
tl.U 1.53 1.47 I.N4 1.424 -4.424
«2. 23 1.53 2.72 1.347 1.544 1.443
•2.24 1.33 3.43 1.363 1.571 -4.N9
•2.25 3.92 3.43 1.374 1.594 -4.424
•2.26 4.13 3.43 1.649 1.621 -4.412
2.33 4.13 4.28 1.947 1.844 1.163
12.34 4.(5 4.26 4.937 1.176 1.162
•2.33 6.42 4.59 1.968 1.929 1.459
•2.36 6.42 6.K 1.432 1.973 4.477
2.37 6.53 9.N 1.117 1.436 I.N1
2.38 l.ll 13.37 1.182 1.126 1.136
•2.39 11.24 21.34 1.263 1.264 1.443
•2.41 17.23 21.69 1.373 1.473 -4.194
2.41 27.61 22.N 1.348 1.694 -4.143
2.42 27.74 34.33 1.824 1.911 -4.N7
•2.43 27.87 39.73 2.129 2.294 -4.162
2.44 39.73 44.94 2.3N 2.644 -4.268
2.43 44.7! 52.47 2.777 3.458 -4.281
2.46 57.28 1N.N 3.224 3.574 -4.354
2.47 57.41 1N.N 3.786 4.338 -4.773
2.48 1N.N 1N.N 3.883 4.728 -4.845
STXHASTIC OOKlNflNCE DkWMMON
8ETMEEN PROTECTANT - nflLflTMlC* MO PROTECTANT - CnORPYRIFOS "ET-f.
Prot). of 1>roo. of Hill «*t«yl
TCONES ill «4tlyl AREA • A AREA > 9 A-B
1.86 4.N 1.47 1 1 4
• 1.87 I.N 1.47 I.8N 1.111 -4.411
• 1.88 1.47 1.47 I.4N 1.424 -4.424
2.23 1.47 2.72 4.524 1.344 -1.424
2.24 1.47 3.13 1.534 1.571 -4.437
2.25 2.72 3.43 4.545 1.594 -1.148
2.26 3.13 3.13 4.574 1.621 -4.451
2.33 3.13 4.21 4.792 1.844 -4.431
2.34 3.43 4.26 4.815 1.876 -4.461
2.35 4.28 4.59 4.633 6.929 -4.176
2.36 4.28 6.46 4.896 1.975 -4. IN
2.37 4.59 9.N 1.939 1.436 -4.197
2.38 6.K 13.37 1.944 1.126 -4.141
•2.39 9.N 21.38 1.445 1.264 -4.215
•2.44 13.37 21.69 1.133 1.473 -4.338
•2.41 21.38 22. N 1.269 1.694 -4.422
•2.42 21.69 34.53 1.443 1.914 -4.426
•2.43 33.32 39.73 1.721 2.294 -4.569
•2.44 34.33 44.94 2.421 2.644 -4.627
•2.45 39.73 32.47 2.367 3.438 -4.691
•2.46 51.76 1N.N 2.764 3.578 -4.815
2.47 58.49 1N.N 3.271 4.534 -1.287
2.48 1N.N 1N.N 3.374 4.728 -1.359
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... :-'i wrw* :»!'»• Stot-«ot .... lorio* for 1 t: r. <
SmIi ** I0>) «*0« •• , .» |-»«1P t>0» II
* ... .• r . I* 12
jtooosuc »:K*a :»«M:i* 1S'X*«T]C 7»\fC\ : c9«m::»
1MB « . . , i — ICTtOn MOTinWT - ojfcj «:» mc i jus*'
*^. if ;>i>04. of •» M. A»>»*«• .>*oa. of (Vst. of «*U 1 -• I"'
N «o M. i •ll|Vl .*....*-., »-| X'SXS Kola 'm -..- .«•.... Ml* • 1 0-4
11.14 1 M 1 M I I • • 1.44 I.M 4 M i 4 4
• r 1 M kl4 • I I • 1.17 • M 2.1* • • •
II.M 1.55 1. 1< I Mi lit -4.(11 tl.M l.*1 2.1* • 4M 4.411 -4.411
42.21 • LM 1.5*7 4.774 -4 221 42.21 l.«7 2.1* 4.524 4.774 -4.234
42.24 :.S3 L« r»9U •.717 -4.215 12. 2« l.«7 1.44 4.514 4.717 -4.24J
w.a l.« • 41 4.37» 1.127 -4.231 •2.23 2.72 • 41 4.5*3 4.427 -4.241
•2.24 •n > VM 1H -1.25* i2.24 1.41 4.41 4 574 4.441 -4.211
w.31 « e k.n 4.%7 1.131 -1.232 42.11 1.41 4.41 4.712 1.131 -4.147
W.J» •.43 5.15 4.117 1.1% -4.232 42.1* 1.41 5.43 4.1:3 1.1% -4.17*
42.33 t« LM • %4 1.241 -*.ir> 42. JS 4.24 3.43 4.431 1.24J -4.«I4
W.34 L*J 5.92 1.432 1.12: -1.241 •2.J4 4.24 S.K 4.4% l.»l -4.*23
42.17 4.55 4.44 1.117 1.1M -1.24* 42.17 • 31 4.44 4.111 1.1M -4.»*2
Wit 1. II 12.14 1.142 i.«4l -1.271 42.14 4.44 12.1* 4.14* l.*4l -4.»77
«.n \um 17.* uw 1.5*4 -4.321 42.11 I.M 17.15 UM 1.34* -4. 311
«.«• n.a J'.'. 1.173 1.74* -4.141 «.»4 11.17 27.7* LIB :.-4* -4.421
«.»; n.u 2T.il UM 2.(41 -4.«9« 42.«1 21.14 27.41 1.241 2.MI -4.771
42.42 27.7* P.M i.42« 2.311 -4.«% 12. »2 21.41 27. M !.*4U 2.111 -4.417
«.«J v.n 44.55 Lia 2.424 -4.«17 12. »1 1X12 4.53 1.721 2.424 -4. 443
42.44 31.73 45.11 2. IN 2.111 -1.4II •CM 1«.35 3.1! 2.421 2.111 -4.174
•2.45 37. 34 2.777 1.4*2 -1.445 »2.»3 11.7] 37.14 2.K7 l.**2 -1.474
K.4I 57.24 57. »5 3.22* «.4l4 M 42.44 51.74 5 .«'. 2.74* • .414 -1.232
•2.47 P.M '.M.M J. 714 ».371 -4.79] 42. «7 54.41 MM 1.2-1 • .571 :.m
•2.44 :M.M MM 1.441 «.7»1 -1.144 42. *4 MM IM.M LOT ».7»1 -I.J71
smo«sT !c ooi-oacj a*o«is*
VMS Mta.1 i tfMN MM • a »** • 4-1
11.14 :.«7 1 M 4 1 1
11.47 l.»7 2. 1* 4.411 4.4M 4.411
• I.M l.«7 2.1» • 424 4.419 4.443
42. 2J 2.72 2.M 4.5*4 t.m -4.212
•2.24 1.41 a.% 4.371 4.797 -4.224
12.23 1.41 .41 4.31* 1.427 -4.213
i2.24 1.41 • .43 4.421 4.443 -4.242
42.11 • 24 • .41 4.4** 1.159 -4.3:4
•2.1* • .24 3.43 4.474 1.1% -4.114
«2.13 .31 3.43 1.921 1.241 -4.333
12.14 4.44 3.92 4.973 LSI -4.344
42.17 IN 4.44 1.414 I.1M -4.345
•2.14 11.17 12.1* 1.124 l.*4l -4. 313
n.n 21.14 17.15 1.244 1.54* -4.123
•2.44 21.41 27.7* I.*7] 1.74* -4.2%
42.«l 22.44 27.11 1.4% 2.4*1 -4.331
42. *2 1*.33 27. 44 1.914 2.319 -4.449
•2-U 31.71 •4.53 2.2% 2.424 -4.314
•2. a •4.% •5.11 2.4*4 2.191 -4.343
•2. «3 V.17 37.11 1.454 l.**2 -4.144
I2.*4 IM.M 57. «3 1.574 4.414 -4.417
«.«7 MM 1M.M 334 4.571 -4.424
42. *4 ;M.M M.M .721 4.749 -4.424
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Aooeneu C-8: Second Deqrte Siocmtic Do»irv*nc« Criterion for lm
Stfolf Ptriod Mirn »oiiture Content n jmttr tnin 12
STOCMflSTic DOMINANCE CDWHISON
BETWEEN HO TREATIES AND 5R0TSCTAKT - «ALATWI0»
STOCHASTIC M»lSf»CZ C0*O8ISON
BETMEEN NO TBmSn AND PROTECTANT - C-tOWYR^OS «£TWV.
Aro3. of AroD. of
OUTCOMES «0 Trt Mil -J- ' A AREA • ! A-B ourcwes No Trt •etiyl 3R£A • A ARIA • 8 A-B
2.44 *.84 8.N 4 8 8 12.89 8.M 6.25 8 8 1
2.49 8.84 8.M » 8 8 12.89 8.N 6.25 t.M* (.8*7 -«.»*7
te.ii 8.55 6.25 8 8 8 »2.18 8.55 6.25 8.8*4 •.113 -4.183
2.24 8.55 6.25 1.398 1.822 8.376 •2.26 8.55 7.69 1.394 1.125 •.273
2.27 8.55 6.25 1.162 1.869 8.39* •2.27 8.55 7.69 1.162 1.143 • .248
•2.28 9.14 7.69 1.539 1.125 8.111 •2.28 9.16 8.9* 1.539 1.232 8.287
2.29 9.16 8.9* 1.661 1.227 (.13* 2.29 9.16 8.9* 1.661 1.371 8.294
2.34 11.53 6.91 1.677 1.213 *.«3* •2.3* 11.53 6.9* 1.677 1.346 8.291
2.3* 11.53 8.91 2.236 1.676 8.56* •2.31 11.53 11.19 2.236 1.42* 1.416
2.35 11.53 8.9* 2.322 1.713 •.579 2.35 11.53 18.19 2.322 1.896 8.*26
12.34 13.9* 18.19 2.»66 1.855 8.612 •2.36 13.9* 28.7! 2.*66 2.(23 B.**3
\z.n 13.9* 18.19 2.685 1.957 1.6*9 2.37 13.9* 38.15 2.6*5 2.311 8.295
2.36 36.57 28.71 2.718 2.833 8.676 •2.3a 36.57 3*. 15 2.71* 2.537 8.173
12.39 37.18 38. 15 3.167 2.392 8.775 •2.39 37.18 32.8* 3.167 2.91* 8.253
12. 1* 37.18 38.' 15 3.1*6 2.618 (.827 •2.1* 37.18 32.8* 3.**6 3.168 8.246
2.11 4*.l6 32.8* 3.918 2.995 (.915 •2.41 *(.16 38.61 3.91* 3.570 8.3*8
2.i2 K.16 32.81 1.312 3.321 (.989 •2.»2 »8. 16 *«.19 *.3l2 3.956 8.356
12. »3 12.59 38.61 1.711 3.652 1.862 12.13 2.59 56.65 *.714 1.394 (.3:5
12.14 16.78 **.19 5.182 1.877 1.186 •2.1* *6.78 68.98 5.182 5.821 1.161
12.15 59.13 56.65 5.6*3 1.47* 1.129 2.45 59.13 67.23 5.683 5.578 •.•33
12.»6 68.95 68.98 6.195 3.1*1 1.15* •2.»6 68.95 188.88 6.195 6.2*3 -*.*»*
«2.«7 78.66 71.92 6.792 5. 638 1.153 •2.»7 78.66 18*. (4 6.792 7.223 -4.431
12.»8 1*4.86 184.84 6.926 5.766 1.16* • 2.18 188.8* 188.8* 6.926 7.393 -4.447
STOC-ASTic DOIHANCE CC-OORISON
BETWEEN OROTECTANT - «OUIThI0n AND PROTECTANT - CtOROYRlFOS "ETHYL
>roo. of »ro3. Of •ill etlyl
OUTCOKES Ull etny! 1M£A > A AREA . B A-B
•2.44 8.88 6.25 • 8 8
•2.49 8.N 6.25 8.444 8.8*7 -8.847
12.18 6.25 6.25 8.444 8.183 -4.183
•2.26 6.25 7.69 1.422 1.125 -4.143
•2.27 6.25 7.69 1.469 1.183 -4.11*
•2.28 7.69 8.9* 1.125 1.252 -4.127
•2.29 8.94 8.9* 1.227 1.371 -4.143
2.38 8.94 8.9* 1.2*3 1.346 -4.143
2.34 8.94 11.19 1.675 1.424 -*.143
2.35 8.94 14.19 1.743 1.496 -4.153
2.36 18.19 28.71 1.833 2.423 -4.164
2.37 18.19 31.15 1.957 2.311 -4.35*
2.38 28.71 34.15 2.833 2.537 -4.543
2.39 38.15 32.8* 2.392 2.91* -4.521
2.44 38.15 32.6* 3.6:8 3.164 -4.5*2
2.41 32.44 38.61 2.995 3.574 -4.573
2.42 32.44 44.19 3.32* 3.956 -4.633
2.43 34.61 56. 63 3.652 4.394 -4.7*6
2.4* 44.19 68.94 4.877 5.421 -4.9*5
2.15 56.65 67.23 4.474 5.574 -1.496
2.*6 68.94 144.44 5.8*1 6.243 -1.242
2.47 74.92 144.44 5.63* 7.223 -1.5*4
2.44 184. 84 144.14 3.766 7.393 •1.627
8]
.J«".»-.t % |r*«trr !>•« ;t
5-X-«T!C xm;**< C0««4!K»
9799 scciw - •w«:» *e <^:s*'
62.M l.M I M • 1 1
tt.ri IN 1.9 • 1 1
«.:• 1.33 1.9 I.4M 4.442 -4.442
w.24 I.SS 1.9 1.19 \.m 4 •
•2.27 IU 1.4* 1.44* :.4J4 < •
•2.24 111 1.4* :.5J1 1.91 -4.142
«.n 1.14 11.9 l.ttl :.4*7 -4.144
•2.14 11.9 IU9 i. in 1.444 -4.111
M.J* ii.ll 11.9 ia 2.412 -4.174
42.13 11.9 an j.ia 2.444 -4.174
•2.14 11.94 U.9 2.444 2.444 -4. 11J
62.17 119 it.a ;.nj 2.711 -4.14J
w.u 14.37 it.u 2.':l J •'• -4.164
w.n J?. It 14.61 J. 147 3.54: -4. J*
62. *4 9.11 »4.M J. *44 3.134 -4.4«3
«.•: HM M. M i.m 4.91 4.49
62. »2 9.11 42.21 4.91 4.79 -4.434
«.o 42.31 43.47 1.714 3.194 -4.477
62.44 *4. '1 9.71 S.IK 3.444 -4.34*
62 43 9.11 9.9 5.64J 4.224 -4.424
62.44 64.13 79.21 6.193 4.411 -4.4J7
42.47 '1.64 :M.M 4.79 7.441 -4.114
tea MM IM.M 4.«4 7.771 -4.431
0UTC9CS '. , . . 4-4
42.44 •,9 4.9 1 • •
42.41 4.44 1.41 • 4 4
42.14 6.23 1.41 1 4M I 442 -4.442
42.24 4.23 1.41 1.422 :.344 -4.3*4
42.27 4.23 1.4* 1.441 1.414 -4.347
42.24 7.41 1.** 1.123 1.721 -4.314
42.21 1.1* 11.24 1.227 1.447 -4.4:1
42.14 IV ;:.24 1.24] 1.444 -4.42J
42.1* 4.1* 11.24 1.476 2.*:2 -4.714
h.h 4.* 11.44 1.74] 2.4% -4.731
42.14 116 11 11.44 1.433 2.444 -4.443
42.17 14. 11 14.21 I.T37 2.711 -4.4J*
62.14 24.7: 9.9 2.411 1.474 ..4*3
42.11 14.13 14.41 i.m 1.341 -1.141
9.9 14.13 44.44 2.411 J. 134 -1.212
62.41 12.4* 44. M 2. 113 4.144 -1.143
42. »2 12.4* 42.24 1.124 4.764 -:.**5
62. »1 14.41 45.47 1.432 3.114 -1.314
62.** 44.11 31.71 4. in 3.444 -1.414
62. «3 34.43 44.74 4.474 4.22* -1.7*1
62. *4 64.94 71.21 3.4*1 4.411 -1.794
62.47 74.12 19.9 3.414 7.444 -1.174
62.44 144.44 IM.M 3.744 7.774 -2.412
s-ao«s-!C oa»:»*««n co*x>«is»




































































































Seconc Oiijrrt StociMtic Domimhc* Crittrion for f\« "to
Swolt 3*rioo Mn»n .iiii Omhty li Not Sotofita
STXM0ST1C DOMINANCE COmOARISON
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT AND PROTECTANT - MAlAThIOn
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT &k£ PROTECTANT - CHLORPTRIPOS «TH»l
ttroo. of Proo. of NO Trt. ml*
OUTCOMES no Trt •ill AREA • A AREA • B A-B
11.86 8.M I.M 8 6 6
11.87 8.88 8.H 8 8 8
• 1.88 8. S3 8.67 8 > 6
•2.88 8.33 8.67 8.113 6.133 -6.623
•2.89 8.55 8.67 8.117 8.146 -8.623
82.11 8.89 1.35 8.122 8.147 -6.825
•2.23 8.83 1.33 8.241 6.326 -6.685
•2.24 8.89 1.33 8.258 6.346 -6.889
•2.23 2-48 1.78 8.237 6.336 -6.693
12.28 2.51 1.B8 8.288 6.372 -6.684
«2.27 2.31 1.88 8.313 6.391 -6.877
»2.28 2.37 2.83 8.332 6.4*3 -*.673
•2.29 2.91 2.71 8.364 6.42? -6.666
12.38 4.38 3.14 8.393 6.437 -8.664
•2.31 4.38 3.14 8.438 6.4*8 -6.65*
•2.32 4.84 3.82 8.472 6.512 -6.848
12.33 8.43 4.25 8.533 6.566 -6.627
12.3* 8.43 4.23 8.597 6.6*2 -6.8*5
•2.33 9.88 5.29 8.661 6.645 6.617
•2.36 12.38 7.83 8.756 6.697 6.661
•2.37 14.38 8.33 6.882 6.768 6.114
•2.38 24.33 13.24 1.623 6.851 8.174
•2.39 25.47 14.63 1.269 6.984 6.265
12.48 27.48 15.93 1.523 1.136 6.393
2.41 34.71 21.67 1.736 1.289 6.5*8
•2.*2 38.39 24.32 2.145 1.3*6 8.639
•2.43 38.82 33.17 2.547 1.774 6.774
•2.44 44.53 36.18 2.877 2.672 6.863
•2.45 52.57 42.96 3.323 2.434 8.888
•2.46 57.98 58.92 3.848 2.864 8.985
•2.47 57.93 55.81 4.416 3.363 1.653
•2.48 1N.N 1M.M 4.8*4 3.737 1.667
*TO0. of ProB. of No Trt. Nfthyl
TCONES No Trt N»tHyl UREA A >REA • 8 A-B
• 1.86 6.6* 6.67 6 6 1
• 1.67 6.6* 8.67 B.»8* 6.663 -8.6*5
• 1.88 6.55 6.67 6.6*6 6.611 -6.611
•2.88 8.55 1.35 6.113 6.147 -4.634
•2.69 8.55 1.35 6.117 8. 157 -6.646
•2.16 6.89 1.35 6.122 6.178 -6.648
•2.23 6.89 1.78 8.241 6.33* -8.168
•2.24 6.89 1.86 6.256 6.368 -6.117
•2.25 2.48 1.86 6.237 6.382 -6.125
•2.26 2.51 2.83 6.288 6.4*3 -6.117
•2.27 2.51 2.71 6.313 6.425 -6.112
•2.26 2.57 3.14 6.332 6. 445 -6.113
•2.29 2.91 3.14 6.364 6.484 -6.126
•2.38 4.56 3.62 6.393 6.516 -6.123
• 2.31 4.56 4.25 6.438 6.554 -6.116
•2.32 4.84 4.25 1.472 6.586 -6.114
•2.33 6.43 5.29 6.533 6.639 -6.166
•2.3* 6.43 7.65 6.597 6.692 -6.695
•2.35 9.66 8.33 6.661 6.762 -6.161
•2.36 12.36 13.24 6.758 6.846 -6.688
•2.37 14.36 14.65 6.882 6.978 -*.697
•2.38 24.33 15.93 1.(23 1.123 -6.699
•2.39 25.47 21.67 1.269 1.284 -6.615
•2.46 27.46 24.32 1.523 1.561 6.623
•2.41 34.71 26.46 1.798 1.744 6.654
•2.42 36.39 36.18 2.145 2.6*8 6.137
•2.43 36.62 42.96 2.547 2.4*6 (.142




•2.46 57.9* 1*6.6* 3.848 3.736 (.112
•2.47 57.93 1*8.66 4.416 4.716 -(.3(1
•2.48 16*. 6* IN.** 4.514 4.866 -6.372
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - MALATHION AnO PROTECTANT - CWUWPV6IF0S NETHY1.
OUTCOMES Nil* Nftnyl AREA • A AREA . B A-B
• 1.86 *.** 6.67 6 ( 8
• 1.87 (.66 6.67 6. 6*6 (.*65 -6.6*3
• 1.86 6.67 6.67 6.6M 6.611 -*.*11
•2.68 6.67 1.33 6.133 6.147 -*.*12
«.*9 6.67 1.35 6.14* 6.137 -«.*17
•2. 16 1.33 1.35 (. 147 6.176 -*.»23
•2.23 1.35 1.78 8.326 6.336 -6.624
•2.24 1.33 1.86 6.34* 6.368 -6.628
•2.25 1.78 1.86 6.35* 6.3*2 -6.632
•2.26 1.86 2.83 (.372 6.463 -6.633
•2.27 1.86 2.71 (.311 6.423 -6.634
•2.28 2.63 3.14 (.4*3 6.443 -6.641
•2.29 2.71 114 (.429 6.4*4 -6.(34
»2.3( 3.14 3.82 (.437 6.316 -(.639
•2.31 3.14 4.25 (.488 6.334 -6.666
•2.32 3.82 4.23 6.512 6.3*6 -6.674
•2.33 4.25 5.29 6.566 •.639 -6.679
•2.34 4.25 7.63 6.6*2 6.692 -6.69*
•2.33 5.29 8.33 (.643 (.762 -6.118
•2.36 7.63 13.24 (.697 (.846 -6.146
•2.37 6.33 14.63 (.764 6.978 -6.216
•2.38 13.24 13.93 (.651 1.123 -6.273
12.39 14.65 21.67 (.9*4 1.284
-6.3N
•2.4* 15.93 24.32 1.13* 1.3*1 -*.37»
«2.4| 21.67 26.4* 1.2(9 1.744 -8.434
•2.42 24.32 36.16 1.3*6 2.6*6 -6.3*2
•2.43 3J. 17 42.96 1.774 2.4*6 -•.632
•2.44 36.16 43.39 2.(72 2.732 -6.726
•2.43 42.96 31.6* 2.434 3.226 -6.792
•2.46 36.92 1*6.66 2.(64 3.736 -6.673
•2.47 33.(1 1*6.6* 3.363 4.716 -1.334
•2.46 166.66 1*8.66 3.737 3.3*6 -1.63*
83
H: imx 9*f*« Stocijitie taiwct C'it»
x'=m$ «» -m. '«>,•« •««
t: 4. • M 1 M • • I 11.
M
1 M • M • • •
11 »• 1 M 1. 71 1 • • 11.17 • M 1.71 • • •
II.
M
•.S3 1 I • Ml HM «M II. (.47 • 71 • Ml • M4 -4.M4
•2.M IS 1 1 1.111 «. :H 4M •2.M •.47 •.71 1.113 •. :*1 -1 •:]
MM •.53 1.43 •.117 ••15* « •2.11 1.47 1.43 l.|4« 1.15* -1.1:1
• • 1.11 1.43 1.122 1.141 -•.••7 •ill 1.33 1.43 1.14? 1.141 -1.K2
«.JJ l« l.U 1.211 •.Ml -*.1H •2. 23 l.B 1.43 • 124 • Ml -l.MJ
•2.24 *.« l.M 1.254 1.444 -1.153 •2.2* 1.33 l.M 1.3*1 1.414 -1.M4
«.n 2.4! 1.17 1.257 • ill -1.142 •2.25 1.71 1.17 !.» 1.411 <M
12.24 2.51 i.n «.2M 1.**] -1.15* 12.24 l.M 1.17 1.372 •.4*1 -4.1't
•2.27 2.31 l.U t.313 *.*tl •MM •2.27 l.M 2.12 t.311 1.441 -1.171
•2.21 2.5? 2.17 1.132 t.i't -•.:•• •2.21 2 11 2.17 • 415 • ,i'4 -1.172
42.21 2.11 3.12 l.M* •.5:3 -1. Hi •2.21 2.71 3.12 1.421 1.513 -l.MJ
Mil • M J.: 2 i.ru •.5*5 -1.151 •2.M l.U 3.12 1.457 1.5*5 -l.M!
till • 34 .17 • •it t.37t -1.137 •2.31 1.H • .17 t.4M 1.374 -1.M7
M.ii • M 4.22 1.172 •.Mt -1.13* •2.32 1.12 •22 1.512 > -4.194
•2.3J 4.43 1.22 1.513 • 431 -1.124 till • .25 *.ll I.5U •.451 -t.tm
•2.34 4.4] 1.47 • 517 (.7(1 -1. IM •2.3* 1.25 1.47 1.412 1.711 -4.191
«.n l.M (.22 •.ttl (.714 -«.M7 12.15 3.21 4.22 • 4i3 1.7*1 •4. Ill
12.14 I2.X 7.17 • 751 • .1:1 -1.132 •2.14 7.15 7.47 1.417 1.111 -•.in
•2.37 H.lt 11.34 I.M2 IMS H.M3 t2.17 1.13 11.3* 1.7U • MS -1.U7
•2.M 2i.ll 12.11 1.123 •.m • 127 12. M 13.21 12.11 1.131 1.9% -1.147
u.n 23.47 i*.M 1.2M 1.124 1.1*2 12.11 H.43 II.
M
l.M* 1.124 -1.141
•2.41 27. 4t 11.72 1.523 1.217 1.23t 12.41 15.13 11.72 I. Ill 1.247 -1.1J7
•2.i: 34. 7| 22.31 i.m l.U* •.IK •2.11 21.47 22.31 1.211 1.444 -1.175
12.42 36.51 22.4 2. H5 I.4M •.57 12. »2 21.32 22. 4t I.5M 1.4M -1.112
«.«J 34.42 32. it 2.5*7 1.133 1.412 12.11 33.17 32.44 1. 774 1.U3 -1.141
12." 44.53 37.52 I. IT! 2.227 1.431 t2.** 34.11 3'. 52 2.172 2.227 -1.153
N.49 52.57 it. 21 3. 123 2.413 in 12.15 42. It 44.21 2.414 2.M3 -1.111
12.44 17. K it. 33 1.1*4 3. MS 1.7U 12.»4 51.12 44.35 2.M* 1.143 -1.212
«.•' 57.13 MM i.i:t 3.521 1.1% •2.47 35.ll 1M.M 1.14J 1.521 -1.137
•2.44 :H.M 1M.M l.M* i.lM 1.4:* •2.41 :M.M :M.M 1.737 *. Ill -1.451
STCXkTlC 0O»!**C L3OMI50*!



























































































































































C-lli Stcond Dtqrn Stocu«tic Do«irunct Oit»rion for tr*
..: . !>trioa Wit" T«t atljnt it Int tn«n or routl to 54
STOCHASTIC DOkINAHCE COMPARISON
or«€-N NO TREATMENT AND PROTECTANT - NALATHION
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT AND PROTECTANT - CHLOWTHlfOS METHYL
Proo. of Proo. of NO Trt. Malt Proo. of Proo. of No Trt. Nftnyl
OUTCOMES NO Trt mil AREA • A AREA • 8 A-B OUTCOMES No Trt ttNfl MEA • A AREA • 1 A-l
• 1.86 I.N t.M 1 I • tl.86 •.*• 1.5* ( ( t
• 1.87 l.M i.N 1 t 1 • 1.87 t.M 1.5* (Wt •.•11 -4.4M
• 1.88 1.25 1.3* ( 1 1 • l.M 1.25 1.3* t.M* •-•25 -«.*25
•2.23 1.25 1.3* 1.443 (.331 -».»89 42.23 1.25 2.8* 1.443 • .535 -•.112
•2.24 1.25 1.31 *.453 (.546 -*.*91 •2.24 1.25 3.12 (.455 •.583 -.128
12.25 6.11 2.81 1.465 •.557 -*.»93 12.25 6.(1 3.12 (.463 (.6*6 •4.142
12.26 6.12 3.12 8.519 1.383 -*.*64 42.26 6.12 3.12 (.519 (.633 -4.116
12.3* 6.12 3.12 8.785 8.719 *.*66 •2.3* 6.12 6.69 (.785 •.77* (.(IS
12.31 6.12 3.12 8.846 8.75* 1.(96 •2.31 6.12 7.99 (.846 •.837 (.W9
•2.32 7.91 6.69 8.892 •.773 8.119 42.32 7.91 7.99 (.892 •.897 -4.M5
•2.33 11.67 7.99 1.991 1.837 1.134 •2.33 11.67 l*.9i (.991 •.997 -*.M6
12.34 11.67 7.99 1.1*8 (.937 •.171 42.34 11.67 12.21 1.1*8 1.1(6 t.Ml
•2.35 21.31 18.91 1.224 1.(17 1.2*8 •2.35 21. 3( 13.51 1.224 1.228 -*.»*4
•2.36 26.(6 12.21 •1.437 1.126 8.311 •2.36 26. *6 15.33 1.437 1.363 (.(74
t2.37 31.82 13.51 1.698 1.248 l.4S« 42.37 3*. 82 17.15 1.698 1.517 (.181
12.38 32.18 15.33 2.M6 1.383 (.623 42.38 32.18 17.47 2.M6 1.688 (.318
•2.39 33.34 17.13 2.328 1.536 •.791 •2.39 33.54 23.95 2.328 1.863 (.465
12.41 33.63 17.47 2.663 1.7N 1.953 •2.4* 33.63 29.42 2.643 2.1*2 (.361
12.41 44.74 23.95 3.M* 1.883 1.117 •2.41 48.74 51.82 3.W* 2.397 (.6(3
•2. «2 44.82 29.42 3.4*7 2.122 1.285 •2.42 44.82 63.M 3.4*7 2.915 (.492
12. »3 59.91 51.82 3.9M 2.446 1.454 •2.43 59.91 74. (9 3.9M 3.6M (.292
•2.44 69.31 63. M 4.439 2.912 1.327 •2.44 69.31 75.39 4.439 4.275 (.163
•2.45 79.4* 74.W 5.132 3.542 1.59* •2.43 79.44 81.28 5.132 5.(29 (.1*4
•2.46 86.« 78.82 3.927 4.283 1.64* •2.46 96.49 1M.N 5.927 5.841 *.»83
•2.47 87.66 81.28 6.572 .87* 1.698 2.47 87.66 1N.N 6.572 6.591 -*.*19
•2.48 1M.N 1M.N 7.212 5.468 1. 7*3 •2.48 IN.** IM.M 7.212 7.321 -«.1(9
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - NALATHION onB PROTECTANT - C>4jRP»»IfOS "ETHn.
1*roO. of 1Voo. of til 14*1*1
ouicqmes lit •ttnyl AREA • A AREA • B A-B
• 1.86 t.M 1.5( t • •
• 1.87 t.M l.M t.M* (.(11 -0.011
11.88 1.5* 1.3* l.M* (.(23 -*.»25
•2.23 1.5* 2.8* •.531 (.535 -*.»24
•2.24 1.3* 3.12 (.346 (.383 -*.*37
•2.23 2.8* 3.12 1.537 (.6*6 -«.*49
•2.26 3.12 3.12 1.383 (.635 -4.*52
42.3* 3.12 6.69 •.719 (.77( -4*52
42.31 3.12 7.99 •.75* 1.837 -*.M7
•2.32 6.69 7.99 •.773 8.897 -4.124
42.33 7.99 H.91 •.857 8.997 -*.14*
•2.34 7.99 12.21 8.937 1.1*6 -•.169
•2.33 l*.9l 13.31 1.117 1.228 -•.212
•2.36 12.21 15.33 1.126 1.363 -(.238
•2.37 13.51 17.15 1.244 1.517 -•.269
•2.38 15.33 17.47 1.3(3 1.6M -•.3*5
•2.39 17.15 23.95 1.536 1.863 -•.327
•2.4* 17.47 29.42 I.7M 2.1*2 -4.395
•2.41 23.95 51.82 1.813 2.OT -•.514
42.42 29.42 63. M 2.122 2.913 -t.m
42.43 51.(2 74. n 2.444 3.6M -1.162
•2.44 63. M 75.39 2.912 4.273 -1.363
•2.43 74. (9 81.2* 3.542 5.*21 -1.446
•2.46 78.82 IM.M 4.283 5. (41 -1.358
•2.4 7 (1.28 1M.M 4.874 6.391 -1.717
•2.48 IM.M IM.M 3.468 7.321 -1.454
85
•cone j»|-»« i:x*t\- - .
itm.t Viae w^ T«i »ir>
IfflMCnc »:>rtc .-3*m:s* s*k-«smc »:<*<t co***:v»
- « 'M. :„.,
II u 1 M • M 4 • •
ma • M 1.34 • • I
turn i.a 1.9 • 4M 1 • . 1 1 •
U.il i.a 54 •.««] • :•] -4.1M
1 • :.a 2.41 4.433 I.5M -4. .11
42.a 4.4: Ml l.*43 1.44* -4. 1J1
•2.24 4.1? 2.11 1.511 1.425 -4. IM
•2.J4 4.12 Ml 1.7(3 1.723 4.444
42.1! LU 7.11 LM I.MJ i.tw
M.U 7.1l 7.74 1.4* • Ml • Ml
tc.U 11.(7 7.74 1.111 I.M* 4.411
•2 .]« 11.17 in I.IM l.l'l 4. IM
w.33 n.a 1 M l.22« I.MI 4.157
•2.14 24.44 9.45 4.437 1.141 • 2'4
u.n 14.42 I.IM 1.29* • •14
•2 .31 32.14 |J.*7 2. Ml :.in 4.421
•2.31 33.5* u.n 2.121 1.311 4.117
' •< 31.43 21.11 2. 441 1.4*1 1.41*
•2.41 AN 24.11 LM 1.155 1.1*3
42.42 «42 51.24 J. 4*7 2.117 1.2M
42.4] 59.11 42.5* l.Mt 2.441 1.211
•2.4* M.i: '3.92 • •11 LM I.IK
«.«J 71.** 77.4* 5.112 1.9*2 1.154
•2.44 44. « M.M 5.127 • .731 1.144
•2.4 7 17.44 MM 4.572 5.D1 1.211
•2.44 MM 1M.M 7.212 I.MI 1.121
X'CXi *•!• MMJM a*U • 4 44t4 • 1 »-l
I 44 • M • M • • •
• 1.17 • M 1.34 • • •
(I.M 1.34 1.34 • M4 • • • -4.114
42.21 1.54 :34 4.311 (.573 -4.4*1
•2-24 1.34 2.41 1.5*4 4.341 -4.4*2
42.25 2.M 2.31 4.537 4.44* -4.4*4
42.24 1.12 Ml • 341 4.425 -4.4*2
•2. » 1.12 Ml 4.711 4.723 -4.M4
42.11 1.12 7.11 4.734 4.7*4 4.M2
*LU 4.41 7.71 4.77] 4.441 -4. 414
•2.11 7.91 7.71 4.437 LM -4.4*1
Hi* 7.11 • 15 4.117 •,M -4.4*1
• 2.33 14.11 1.44 1.417 1.447 -4 434
42.14 12.21 1.13 1.124 1.141 -4.413
42.17 11.31 11.71 1.2*4 1.H1 -4.412
»2.14 15.11 11.47 1.1*1 LOT 4.M7
•2.11 17.15 13.73 1.514 1.511 4*a
•2.*4 17.47 24.11 1.7M 1.4*1 4.431
»2.«l 23.15 24.11 I.M] 1.133 4.421
•2*2 21.42 31.24 2.122 2.117 4.4*3
42.4] 51.12 42.34 2.**4 2.4*1 -4.233
• 2.4* 41. M 73.12 2.112 ].2*J -4.111
«2.4j 74. 41 7'.44 1.3*2 1.M2 -4.**4
•2.44 71.42 N.M 4.241 4.731 -4.4 71
• 2.4' 11.21 1M.M 4.474 3.351 -4.4*3
•2.*4 1M.M 1M.M 5.*U 4. Ml -4.422
STXHWTIC »!«*M2 CO-WIS*
>no*. of »^04. o' *»t»rl •ai|int
7C«» •SUKyl -,,*M itii • « 8*W • 1 »-|
• I.M 1.34 4.M 4 1 1
41.17 1.54 1.54 4. 41
1
•.4M 4.411
• I.M 1.5* 1.54 4.4a 4.414 4.411
ti.U LM 54 4.333 4.57] -4.414
42.24 1.12 2.41 4.3U • .ill -4.443
42.3 LU 2.11 4.411 1.41* 4.441
U.ii LU 2.31 4. US i.ia 4.111
42.14 4.11 2.11 4.774 4.723 • 4*3
•2.11 7.99 7.11 4.417 4.7*4 4.M9
42.32 7.94 7.71 4.417 4. Ml 1.49*
42.31 11.11 7.74 4.917 I.9M 4.497
42.1* :i.i: 1.93 MM i.n 1.129
42. a U.31 1.4* 1.221 I.MI 1. Ill
42.34 15.31 i.a 1.1U 1.141 1.242
42.37 17.13 ILTl 1.517 1.239 1.237
•2.34 •- 11.47 1.4M 1.377 • 3.2
42.11 a. is 11.73 l.KJ 1.311 1.332
42. »4 n.*i 24.41 2.112 1.4*1 1.454




•2.4] -4 .41 42.34 3.4M 2.4*1 1.127
•2.4* 73.11 71.
«
4. 2a 3.2*J 1.112
42.43 41.24 77.4* 5.4a 1.M2 1.1*4
42.4* ;M.M M 44 5.1*1 4.731 I.MI
42.47 M.M '.M.M 4.591 3.334 1.212
42.*4 :MM :M.M 7.121 4.419 1.232
86
flsoenen C-ll: Stcono Dfnrw Stooaitic Dominance C'ltr-ion for ti«
Suolt Owiod «nrn Tttt ifcicit it ortittr tw 56
<nd lm law or nual to 56
ST0C*«TIC DOINflNC; C0*a«ISON
6ETUE-N NO TREflTltNT ftMD PKOTECTflNT - *)U)TK|0l<
STOCmMTIC MMMME CO"P09!SO
between mo THEflT»£KT OND BDOTECTBxT - o«.ow<ifos emu
Orofl. of PrvO. <>f 10 Trt. «*1» 1>rot>. of PhjO. of No Trt. «et»yl
OUTCOMES No Trt ill QDEA • a OiE« • B ft-B OU'COXES No Trt »f>„l M£fl . SUSP. • B M
12.18 l.« l.M 1 1 i 12. *8 t.M 2.31 1 1 1
»2.*9 t.M t.M 1 1 1 12. *9 t.M 2.36 LM 1.1:8 -i.tii
12.11 1.19 2. 38 1 • 1 12.11 :.19 2.38 I.Mt 1.(39 -1.139
•2.24 1.19 2.36 1.195 1.389 -1.194 (2.26 1.19 2.99 1.195 1.426 -t.234
2.27 1.19 2.36 1.214 1.417 -1.2*3 •2.27 1.19 2.99 1.2*4 1.451 -•.247
•2.21 1.39 2.99 1.214 1.428 -1.214 •2.28 1.39 2.99 1.214 1.478 -1.244
•2.33 1.39 2.99 1.289 1.589 -4.3M •2.33 1.39 3.3* 1.269 1.438 -1.349
12.3* 1.39 2.99 1.3(3 1.418 -1.314 •2.34 1.39 7.69 1.3*3 1.671 -1.348
12.35 1.49 3.3* 1.317 1.648 -1.332 •2.35 1.49 11.68 1.317 1.744 -1.431
12.34 5.15 7.49 1.332 1.681 -1.35* •2.34 5.15 19.15 1.332 1.834 -1.523
•2.37 4.54 11.46 1.371 1.739 -1.349 •2.37 4.54 19.15 1.371 1.998 -1.428
li.li 25.14 19.15 1.452 1.873 -1.421 •2.38 25.14 19.46 1.452 1.237 -1.764
•2.39 25.14 19.15 1.714 1.144 -1.361 •2.39 25.16 27.49 1.7*4 1.432 -1.728
•2.4* 25.26 19.44 1.955 1.256 -4.3M •2.41 25.24 28.72 1.953 1.7*7 -1.732
«2.*1 34.54 27.49 1.2*8 1.451 -1.242 •2.41 34.54 29.13 1.2*8 1.994 -1.784
12.42 34.95 26.72 1.544 1.721 -1.154 •2.42 34.95 29.13 1.544 2.279 -•.713
12. 43 37.15 29.34 1.943 2.1:3 -«.171 •2.43 37.15 41.17 1.943 2.573 -1.432
12.** 37.K 29.34 2.313 2.316 t.M7 •2.44 37.15 61.86 2.313 2.973 -1.442
•2.45 49.73 41.17 2.464 2.599 8.164 •2.45 49.73 42.17 2.484 3.594 -1.911
12.44 41.17 61.64 3.181 3. Ml 1.161 • 2.44 41.17 1M.M 3.181 4.2:4 -1.133
12.47 4*. 17 48.47 3.771 3.614 1.144 • 2.47 61.17 IM.H 3.77t 5.194 -1.424
12.48 1M.M 1M.M 3.872 3.723 1.149 • 2.48 lM.tt IM.M 3.172 5.344 -1.494
STOCHASTIC D0"|N*CE C0"WISO"
BETWEEN OQQTECTSmT . «()LflT«ION WO MOTECTDNT - C-«.Q»DV«IPOS "CWd
1>roo. of >roO. of Mil •»t»»l
OUTCOMES <lU rtiyl (W£0 . a MEO • 8 8-B
•2.M l.M 2.38 1 1 (
•2.(9 1.M 2.38 l.M* 1.118 -4.(16
•2.11 2.36 2.38 l.M( 1.139 -4.(39
•2.24 2.36 2.99 1.3(9 1.426 -4.139
• 2.27 2.38 2.99 1.447 1.451 -t.t»4
•2.28 2.99 2.99 1.424 1.476 -4.149
•2.33 2.99 3.31 1.589 1.438 -4.449
•2.34 2.99 7.69 1.618 1.471 -1.152
•2.35 3.31 11.48 1.648 1.741 -4. 199
•2.34 7.69 19.15 1.481 1.154 -4.173
•2.37 11.68 19.15 1.739 1.991 -4.259
•2.38 19.15 19.44 1.873 1.237 -4.365
•2.39 19.15 27.49 1.(44 1.432 -4.344
•2.41 19.44 26.72 1.254 1.717 -4.451
•2.4! 27.49 29.13 1.451 1.994 -4.544
•2.42 26.72 29.13 1.72* 2.279 -4.559
•2.43 29.34 44.17 2.113 2.573 -4.542
•2.14 29.34 61.84 2.3*4 2.973 -4.671
•2.45 41.17 42.17 2.599 3.394 -4.993
•2.44 41.(4 IM.M LM 4.216 -1.216
•2.47 48.47 :m.m 3.644 5.194 -1.59*
•2.48 :M.M IM.M 3.723 5.344 -1.643
87
s*x-«t:; oQ*:«<t :><*•:&»
.v:j«s •*> lit M MM MW • » MO • 1 a-l
42.44 1 M • M I 1 1
42.41 • M 1.13 1 • i
42. :4 l.ll La • 444 LM -4. IN
« .24 1.11 3.13 LM • • . -4.144
42.27 :.:1 147 • 2** 4.511 -4.314
W.24 i ji J.IT LtM •.43* -4. »2*
M U i.n LV 4.2*1 LM -4.552
«.J* !.» ». i« 4.341 •.444 -4.sn
42.13 t.*1 LIS LAI •.VI -4. 4*3
KJ* 5-13 :3.1S 4.332 1.4*1 -#.477
42.37 4.3* 21.11 * 1 i.ia -•.734
W.14 «.i4 21.11 LM :.»«1 -4.TJI
«.n 2S.lt ?2.H C1M 1.423 -4.V4
w.«4 23.24 14. '2 4.153 1.4*4 -4.441
42. *1 14.3* turn LM 2. 133 -4.1*5
42. .2 14.13 u.v 1.544 2*45 -4. 411
42. .3 17 #3 12. •' I.M 2.7V -4 S«1
42.** 17.43 11.41 2.3:3 LIU -4.711
42. «3 •1.7] fc7. :2 2.44* 1.127 -4.4*3
42. »4 u.a 47. n l.Ul ..114 -1.117
42. .7 inn :M.M 3. '74 LM -:.M1
42. *4 M M MM J.1'2 5.424 -1.134
t-«». o' >-»>. of «• I • 1|»M
•
- .
•4 | MfM »»•*< i a-l
N.M • 44 4.44 • • I
12.41 LM 1.11 • 4 •
42.ll 2.14 La 4 444 4.414 -4. 414
12.24 2.14 La 4 Ji 4.3'« -4.143
42.2' 2.14 1.17 I 4' 4.311 -4.112
42.24 2.11 1.47 • vt • 43* -4.244
42. U 2.11 1.4? 4 M 4.4*1 -4.211
42. J* 2.11 «. |4 4 1 i 4.444 -4.241
•2.J3 3.34 1.73 1 • w 1.121 -4.2-1
42.14 7.41 13.15 • *i 1.4*1 -4. 124
42.17 14. 44 21.11 • m 1.121 -4.141
42.14 11.13 21.11 1 m LM -4.131
42.31 11.13 22.24 I «... 1.421 -4.331
42. »4 IL4I 14.72 1 •« 1.4*4 -4.314
«2.»1 |?.4f 11.44 1 •34 2.131 -4. '41
12. »2 21.72 12.4' 1 '24 2.»43 -4.'»3
12. «1 21. ]» 12.4' 1 4:1 2.7V -4.771
42. «« 21.1* 11.41 2 1. Ill -4.447
»2.»5 »•••' 4'. 12 2 M 1.32' -4.12'
iL4i 41.44 4'. 11 J - ». 114 -1.114
»2.«' 41.47 1M.M 1 ~* * 134 -1.232
»2.»4 144.N IM.M 1 'il 3.424 -1.143
STXXkTIC D»!**C£ CJ*M!S*
irwe«i 94onrra«' - o*jw\tx xm.
>*»*. o' >*!*). Of »!>». : mi;i<i
' «: Vt*rl "usigtnt -J-;: • a a«£a • I »-l
42.44 2.14 1.44 4 1 •
42.41 2.14 3.33 4.414 • 444 LM
42.14 2.34 3.3J 1.421 • •» -4 4*1
42.24 2.11 3.3J MM 4.37* -4.14*
42.27 2.11 3.4' LM 4.311 -4.144
42.21 2.11 3.4' LM •.41* -4.17*
42.33 1.14 3.17 4.424 •.4*1 -4.221
42.1* 7.41 ». 1* LM • .444 -4.227
42.33 14.44 4.73 4.734 •.Vl -4.112
42.34 11.13 15.11 LM 1.441 -4.172
42.37 If. 19 21.11 • 144 1.121 -4.1*4
42.14 It, 4f 2i. n 1.224 1.443 -4.14*
42.31 27. »1 22.24 1..1* 1.423 -4.2*1
42. .4 2L7? 54. -2 1.441 1.4*4 -4.157
42.»1 21.43 31.44 1.174 2.133 -4.177
42.42 21.43 12.47 2.241 2.*43 -4.24*
42..
3
4.47 32.47 2.337 2.7« -4.235
42.4* 41.44 11.41 2.134 3.113 -4.153
42. .3 42.1' 47.12 3.374 3.527 • 4*1
42. «4 144.44 47. J1 ..114 LM • 4*4
W..7 MM MM 3.171 • '* 1.124
42. *4 .44.44 144.44 3.3*4 3.424 • 124
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Sreonc Deor«« Slodistic Do«iiunci Criterion for tit toy
Suslt Pirioa "-r- Tt»t W«i;lt It grflter tW i:
5T0C«S T !C DOnInAmCE COMPARISON
tVUlit <C TJ£PT*1T AnO PROTECTANT - NOlATX
ProD. of ProJ. Of No Trt. "ill
ix/tco<€5 no irt Nli aw • a area b
42.27 i.M I.N 8 8 1
»2.28 I.H l.N 1 8 8
42.29 4.65 1.3* 8 8 8
42.36 *. 1» 1.3» (.Ml 8.8«2 -8.8*1
42.36 4. 14 1.31 8.285 8.891 8.194
2.37 6.1* 1.31 8.326 1.114 8.222
42.38 15.27 6.41 8.368 8.117 8.258
2.39 I7.«J 9.8! 8.528 8.161 8.339
42.** 21.37 11.26 8.695 8.271 8.423
i2.»l 29.62 17.89 8.918 1.36* 8.526
«2.»2 29.6* 17.26 1.133 8.5:2 8.628
42.43 32. 17 28.55 1.58* 8.728 8.776
42.4* 32.17 28.55 1.82* 8.933 8.691
42.45 35.68 21.85 . 2. 1*5 1.139 1.886
42.46 35.85 22.37 2.5* 1.357 1.144
12. «7 37. 18 26.61 2.853 1.577 1.276
42.4* IN.N 1M.M 2.917 1.622 1.295
>T03. 0' Proo. of No Trt. stnvl
OUTCOMES No Tit «*t*yl M£A . a ,JREA • 8 a-B
12.27 4.N 1.36 6 6 6
•2.28 6.88 2.25 6. IN 6.111 -4.616
82.29 6.65 2.25 6.8N 6.637 -8.637
82.34 4.14 2.25 6.N1 6.1*1 -4.6*4
82.36 4.14 6.41 6.285 1.195 6. IN
»2.37 4.14 9.1! 6.326 6.264 1.167
12.3a 15.27 11.26 6.366 6.354 Mil
82.39 17.43 17.89 6.526 4.462 1.658
42.4* 21.57 17.26 6.695 6.633 6.862
•2.41 29.62 26.55 6.916 6.886 6.115
I2.*2 29.68 26.55 1.133 6.964 6.173
»2.43 32.67 21.65 1.S4H 1.217 6.267
42.44 32.67 22.37 1.624 1.435 6.369
42.45 35.66 26.61 2.1*5 1.659 6.466
42.46 35.83 1N.N 2.562 1.925 6.577
42.47 37.48 IN. 64 2.853 2.945 -8.852
42.46 IN. N 1N.N 2.917 3.675 -8.154
ST0CnaS T !C MUM-ONCE COMPARISON
BETyEE* *0 TREA T "E*T AnO c<j»IGAnT
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE CO*XM!S04
BETWEEN P»QTEC tAnT - nAlA'hIOn AND -.••
Proa, of ProO. Of 10 Trt. 1"wifjnt 3ro0. 0' Pro3. of •ill ' uaiflnt
OUTCtXS so Vt. c ti*iqint area • a area • 8 a-B OUTCOMES •ill cuat|jnt 1>rea • a a«£B • i a-8
42.27 4.N 8.N 6 4 8 42.27 6.N 6.N 6 6 6
42.26 4.N 1.62 a 6 1 42.28 6.N 1.62 6 6 6
42.29 8.65 2.15 6.8N 6.422 -4.422 42.29 1.3* 2.15 6.8N 6.822 -8.822
42.34 4.14 2.15 6.N1 4.826 -8.425 42.34 1.3* 2.15 6.N2 6.826 -«.»24
42.36 4.14 2.15 4.263 6.171 4.112 42.36 1.36 2.15 1.691 6.173 -*.*62
42.37 4.14 4.97 6.326 6.193 6.132 42.37 1.3* 4.97 6.1*4 6.195 -6.891
42.36 15.27 7.76 6.368 6.245 8.123 42.3* 6.41 7.7* 8.117 (.245 -6.127
42.39 17.43 9.85 6.521 6.321 6.199 42.39 9.(1 9.85 6.16! (.321 -(.1*6
42.44 21.57 16.24 1.695 6.424 6.273 42.44 11.26 16.24 •.271 (.424 -6.1*9
42.41 29.62 16.39 1.911 4.362 8.326 42.41 17.69 16.39 6.3*4 (.562 -6.19*
42.42 29.66 19.73 1.133 4.715 6.427 42.42 17.26 19.73 6.512 (.7(3 -4.193
42.43 32.87 19.73 '..5*4 1.952 4.532 42.43 24.53 19.73 6.726 (.952 -(.224
42.44 32.67 21.36 1.624 1.149 6.675 42.4* 24.55 24.36 6.933 1.149 -4.216
42.45 35.66 24.62 2.145 1.333 6.792 42.45 21.65 24.62 1.139 1.353 -(.214
42.46 35.63 23.22 2.342 1.561 6.941 42.46 22.37 25.22 1.357 1.561 -«.244
42.47 37.46 1N.N 2.833 1.6*4 1.6*5 42.47 26.61 1N.N 1.377 1.8*6 -4.231
42.4« 1N.N 1N.N 2.917 1.978 6.939 42.46 IN.N IN.N 1.622 1.976 -4.356
STOCHASTIC 00«INA«CE CO-OORISON
»TI«IE«I PROTECTANT
- D4.0»T»IfOS ET-Tl. S7COOSTIC D0"INA*G COMPARISON
KIWBl PROTECTANT - *AO>T»I0* AND PROTECTANT - C-4.0RPYRIFOS *€Tm»..
Proo. of Pros, of "•tiyl : u»ioint
OUTCOMES ••thy! c u»iqint AREA • A AREA • I A-B Pros, of Pro*, of tall tthyl
42.27 1.36 6.N 6 * I 0UTOXS Mil •ttiyl AREA . A AREA . I A-B
•2.2* 2.25 1.82 6.616 6.6M MM 42.27 (N 1.34 4 ( 8
42.29 2.25 2.15 6.837 6.622 6.615
42.26 4.M 2.25 6.6N (.(!( -(.(!(
42.3* 2.25 2.15 6.(41 6.626 6.615 42.29 1.3* 2.23 MM 4.(37 -«.»37
42.36 6.4| 2.15 (.193 6.173 6.622 42.34 1.34 2.25 6.6*2 (.4*1 -*.*39
42.37 9.61 4.97 (.26* 6.193 6.(63 42.36 1.34 6.41 6.(91 (.193 -4.1*4
•2.3* 11.26 7.74 (.33* 6.245 8.1(5 42.37 1.34 9.4! (.1*4 (.264 -41. 153
42.39 17.49 9.65 (.462 (.321 (.141 42.34 6.41 11.26 (.117 (.33* -4.232
42.4* 17.26 16.24 (.633 (.424 6.213 42.39 9.(1 17.69 4.14! (.462 -4.261
•2.4| 24.55 16.39 (.N6 4.342 6.223 42.4* 11.26 17.26 (.271 (.633 -6.362
42.42 24.53 19.73 (.96* 4.7(3 6.255 42.41 17.49 24.33 (.344 i » -6.422
42.43 21.(3 19.73 1.217 4.932 6.263 42.42 17.24 24.33 (.312 (.96* -6.4*4
42. a 22.37 24.36 1.433 1.149 6.246 42.43 24.55 21.43 (. 72( 1.217 -4.469
42.45 26.61 24.42 1.639 1.133 4.346 42.44 24.53 22.37 (.933 1.433 -6.542
42.46 IN.N 23.22 1.923 1.561 4.36* 42.43 21.43 26.61 1.139 1.639 -4.524
42.47 IN.N 1N.N 2.9*3 l.N* 1.897 42.46 22.37 IN.N 1.337 1.923 -4.566
42.4* INN IN.N 3.475 1.974 1.697 42.47 26.61 INN 1.577 2.9*3 -1.326
42.4* INN INN 1.622 3.(73 -1.453
B9
Stoottlic )mi««f I
«_ -«»t^<iT *c Mortcion - c<o*ti:h» <t«t.
*••. f *-*. »t <• M. «4lt
* » fcl «j • atxa . a a«a . I a-1
42)1 1 M I M • • 1
I -4 1 M 1 M • • •
42..1 um i.n • • 1
42. *2 J.V !.U • MJ • m -1 . M5
w..) «.u • V IN IK* -1.122
MM «.« 1.71 • Ml i. Ml -1153
42. «5 i.r :«.)« 1. Ill MM -in?
lt.it i.m :'.») t.a? LIN -1. l»7
42..
7
< 1.21 •.« 1.5*3 -1.221
It.lt MM M M t.i.i 1.51 -1.23*
PBWI »:x*c :3«>« SO
»r*£» <j nm t a<c fji'SftiT
*^»- 0' 5t«. 0» «0 Trt. MIJtM
OlT'OKS » IH. pi .«; • a :ty • I a-i
M.n • M • M • • t
«.»* l.M 111 1 1 l
«.«l 1.2* 5.15 t.MI t.M? -1.M7
42. »2 1.92 1 M I MJ IK) -•.Ml
42. .1 ..11 111 1 IV 1. It] 4. Ill
12. »« • 95 :5.32 IM kta -•.III
•2.«5 1.1? II. 12 1.131 1.313 -1.2«5
«.* 9.91 ll?l t.227 t.313 -1.U7
42..? ia.it :M.M 1W 1.7.7 -*.m
42..I :M.M M M I3»l 1.117 -1.371
9*0«. •' »>••. •' »'«i. *n->..
X'CIKS «e - M «rf».
•2.31 1 M i.n • •
42. »1 t.M 3.W • Mt • Ml
12. .1 1.21 7.9* IM • •
ti.H IV 1 • l.MJ 1.1.1
w.») ..It I..)* 11*2 1.231
12.** ..15 ','..1 t.MI 1.17.
42. »5 117 11.21 • JJ 1.5*1
42. *i l.M MM 1.227 I.7M
lt.ll It. 11 MM 112. 1.711
tt.it IM.M 1M.M • J.I I.IM
s-ooosvc oo«!<**c[ opm:so»
ii«m atu • a atta • I a-i
i2.ii l.M l.M • 1 1
12. »t IM l.U 1 t 1
12. .1 1.77 5.13 • Mt IM7 •KM
fell 5.12 l.M 1 Mt l.MJ + tt
i2.»l 7.9* 111 l.M* 1.14] -t.tTI
12. »* 1.7: 15.32 1.1.1 1.2)1 -t.M 7
12. »5 14. Jl It. 12 1.2)1 111) -1.13)
12. »1 17. »J 11.71 1.17. 151) . -t
12..
7
11.21 :m.m 1.3*5 1.7.7 -t.2»2
12. »t :M.M :m M 1571 1.1:7 -4.1*1
pgotnc »•:<*<: s>*>o'is>
*"05. 0' >"M. o' «»«iy'. cU»HJ»t
ST0O«S^!C D0PIKM3 OXO'St*
irn«tn mdtectwt - M«j)n.iQ« aw motitikt - ootwuns CML
x-^<s •»•-. *i;»i )t£a > a a»y • I
42.31 1.77 IM t •
42. »l 5.12 111 It** INI >
12..: ".?» 5.13 t.M* I.M7 I
«2.»2 1.71 l.M 11*1 IK) •
42. »1 :..)* 111 i.2n 1.1.) 1
«... • :3.K l.)7» 1.2JI 1
12. .5 :l.2l :i.K 15*1 1)13 1
42.^ :M.M :». :t 1.7J1 1.313 •
12..
7
MM :M.M i.7:i 1.7.7 1
12..I :M.M MM I.IM 1.117 1
3U7COC5 Mil *t«Tl atES • o ai* • I a-i
12.31 l.M 177 1 1 t
42. * IM 5.12 t.MI t.MI -t.MI
12.. 1 177 7.14 IN l.M* -1.11*
42.42 5.12 171 t.MI kill -CI*
12. .3 7.1* !».)* IM* 1.231 -1.117
42.44 1.71 17.43 1.1*3 1.37* -1.231
42. .5 14.3* 11.21 1.2)1 13*1 -1.3.1
42.41 17.43 MUM 1)7. 1.7M -1.331
42..
7
1121 IM.M 15*5 1.711 -1.113
«. a IM.M 1M.M 1.371 l.M -:.3«
90
Seconc D»rjr»« Stocmtic DoNininct f>ite
S*«Ol« "trioO Hhfn «01»lurt Content li
and lni thin or p.. to
•ion lor tit
greater tlin 19
STX*6T !C DO«[NflrCE C0*M«IS0n
BE^E* * T»E0T»ENT MO OROTrrjftNT - eflLPJuION
S'OOtOSTlC 0O!Mf*CE C0nM»ISON
BETUESn MC T»£AT»*nt >C DStTECTMT . CtDWYSlfOS *£!>«•.
3ro6. of Oron. 0' HO Trt. <ula >roO. Of >ro5. of No Trt. %t*ri
0UTC«S No Trt Nil 04EA • a o«ta • i M OUTCWES NO Trt "ftnyl o*ea • o 09.es • I 0-8
•2.26 I.N I.M I 9 ( •2.26 I.M (.16 4 • 1
»a.27 LH *.M • 9 9 • 2.27 9.N (.18 ( I.Ml -4.MI
•2.28 (.46 9.18 9 9 9 2.28 (.B6 (.18 4.4** t.M3 -9.M3
«2.J» i.M 1.18 I.M1 4.4*4 -*.m «2.3( 1.(6 1.37 4. Ml t.M7 -4.M6
•2.31 (.46 1.18 1.1*2 *.N6 -4.444 12.3! (.(6 2.56 4.4*2 *.I21 -4.*19
•2.32 1.66 1.37 I.N2 9.M7 -4.N5 •2.32 (.66 2.56 4.M2 *.»4| -4.434
12.33 5.92 2.56 1.911 9.92* -*.*! «2.J3 5.(2 Ml 9.911 1.172 -4.461
12.3* 5.»2 2. 54 (.Ml 9*5* 9.911 12.34 5.(2 7.67 *.*61 1.113 -4.452
•2.35 9.5* Ml 9.111 9.(76 (.(35 12.35 9.54 19.23 1.111 ( M -4.479
•2.36 12.44 7.67 1.2*6 9.117 I.M9 •2.36 12.48 15.59 1.2*6 (.292 -4.446
i2.37 17.5* 11.23 *.3N 9.174 (.123 12.37 17.54 15.39 *.3M (.4(9 •4.1(9
•2.38 31.99 15.59 9.457 9.266 (.191 i2.38 31.99 15.59 *.4S7 (.5*9 -4.492
12.39 31.99 15.59 1-849 9.477 (.412 •2.39 31.99 21.82 (.449 (.764 4.129
12.M 31.99 15.59 1.2*9 (.633 (.576 2.4* 31.99 25. »5 1.219 (.964 4.2*1
12. M 35. 12 2t.S2 1.529 6.789 (.7»( 2.41 35.42 31.34 1.329 1.223 4.3*6
•2.42 34.35 25.45 1.879 (.997 9.842 •2.42 34.33 35.49 1.879 1.536 4.3*3
•2.43 5.39 31.38 2. 263 1.251 1.911 2.43 45.39 42.13 2.263 1.491 4.371
•2.4* 47.49 35.49 2.716 1.565 1.151 2.4* 47.49 54.71 2.716 2.313 4.4*4
•2.*5 3.16 42.13 3.195 1.92* 1.275 •2.45 55.16 54.66 3.193 2.42* 4.375
• 2.46 59.21 54.78 3.7*7 2.341 1.4(6 •2.46 59.24 1M.N 3.747 3.367 4.3M
•2.47 64.49 54.66 4.327 2.839 1.488 •2.47 61.49 144.44 4.327 4.347 -4.42*
•2.48 1M.M 1M.M 4.434 2.932 1.498 •2.44 144. M 1*4.44 4.43* 4.517 -*.M7
STQCmOSTIc DONlNONCE C0MMI9M
BETKEE* 9TOTECTOkT - ««U1T« ION BnO 990TECW - C-O..0WY9IF0S "El
5roo. of Proo. of «li Nttlyl
OUTCIWS 4*1* •ftnrl i-=-:- • a q*ep , . o-B
•2.26 I.M 1.18 I 1 1
•2.27 4.M 4.16 4 4. Ml -4. Ml
•2.28 4.14 4.18 I.4M 4.4*3
-4.M3
•2.31 4.18 1.37 4.4*4 4.M7 -4.M3
•2.31 4.14 2.56 I.M6 4. CI -4.415
•2.32 1.37 2.56 t.M7 1.9*4 -4.433
•2.33 2.56 4.14 4.124 (.172 -4.4*8
•2.34 2.56 7.67 1.434 (.113 -4.463
•2.35 4.14 14.23 4.176 (.191 -4.114
•2.36 7.67 15.59 4.117 1.292 -I.17S
2.37 14.23 15.59 4.174 (.4*9 -4.233
•2.38 15.59 15.59 4.266 (.5*9 -4.243
•2.39 15.59 24.42 4.477 (.76* -4.243
•2.4* 15.59 25.45 4.633 1.964 -4.333
•2.41 24.42 31.34 4.789 1.223 -4.43*
•2.42 25.« 35.49 4.997 1.536 -4.5*4
•2.43 31.34 42.13 1.231 1.891 -4.6*4
•2.4* 35.49 51.78 1.565 2.313 -4.747
•2.45 42.13 34.66 1.921 2.821
-4.9M
•2.46 51.78 1M.M 2.3*1 3.367
-1.K6
•2.47 5*. 66 1M.M 2.839 4.347
-1.5M
•2.44 1N.M 1M.M 2.932 4.517 -1.585
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iMMll C'l*l 5«ro»« Dn'N i ..*»•«!
> ;-n:r l-j'
•*" »' re»«: to ::
!•!•«•:; • »« IS* roc -at':: »:«xc co«»»:s>
mn « ••u'«.< *« im :«*• H'.*^ 5«0'CC'*.' - «*.B•>:> ** 'Jilt*'
>«•••. o' 1>-«. 3' « '-I • • >*03. 0' >-OS. 0' i « -;,."<
- » IHJ. •
• MM . i a*; . | M - «ll <>aa«jM a«*a .»»*;. i 4-1
•2.24 1 M 4.M I • • 2.24 • M I M • • •
•2.27 M 1. It • • • •2.27 4.M 1.14 • • •
«.2« !M «. it LM I.MI -4. Ml •2.2t I :• (.14 • »M •.Ml 4. Ml
•2.34 1 M •. it 4. Ml • W5 -4 M* •2.34 • :• ». 14 • M* • K 4. Ml
«.]•. IK :.U L« I M7 -• M5 •2.3: l.ll :.»3 I.M4 I.M7 -4. Ml
•2.32 1.44 ?.n LN • •. -4.4:1 •2.32 :.37 2.25 «.M7 • 4/4 -4.«:3
«.U 1M j. a • i • Ml -4.434 42.33 2.54 2.21 *.*2« IlM -4.424
M.J« VK .'.» i Ml i « 4M 12. 3« 2.54 tM I B4 • • • -».•?!
tt.n is* t.73 km • . :•: • • • •2.35 VI* 4.73 • •74 • • -*.ta
•2.3* .2.44 4.94 t.w I. :44 m •2.34 7.47 I.M •.i:7 4.144 « r
«.j? ir.ai 12- : i 4.3M • 235 • 444 •2.37 :t.23 12. i: 1.1 7« 1.233 4. Ml
w.31 31.11 12. 1
1
• 437 ». 3»« (.113 ll.it :5.si 12. i: (.244 • 344 -••71
•2.31 3:.11 12.11 • Ml ISM •.Ml •2.31 15.31 12. II 4.477 t 5M -*.*3:
•2.44 31.11 H.23 I.M • .421 4.3M •2.44 15.51 11.25 (.433 • 421 mm
«.•: 33.42 22.13 I.MI •.1:2 t.7'7 »2.»: HlM 22.13 4.7M • • 2 -*.*2J
•2.42 34.33 n.** i.mi i.toi (.131 •2.42 25.45 21.44 •.197 i.Mi -••44
«.«J • 5.31 n.n 2.213 :.3« (.137 • 2.«3 U.M 13. »7 1.251 1.325 -4.»7«
•2.44 4?.t1 31.2* 2.7:1 1.431 l.tU • 2.44 35. »1 31. 2* 1.543 1.434 -•.til
•2.45 55. It »«.« 3.115 2.»*4 .- • 2.45 •2.13 M.N 1.12* 2M4 -4.121
•2.4* 51.24 it.m 3.747 2 .521 i.2:t UN 54.71 51.44 2.3*! 2.321 -4. 1M
•2.47 44.49 MM 4.327 3. (33 :.2K • 2.47 5*. 44 MM 2.431 3.»33 -4.113
•2.44 H.M MM 4.4J* 3.2*3 I.MI •2.44 MM :M.M 2.132 3.243 -4.272
s'x>«s-:c v^.fd :>«m:so»
OUTGOES %fvrl 1 : ua>9<nt i*ii • a aa<A • i a-l
•2.24 • :• 4.M 4 4 •
•2.2' •. n Lit 4. Ml 1 W •.Ml
•2.2J •.:• «. :t • M3 •.Ml ).M2
H.it :.37 111 4.N7 I.M3 • M2
xli: 2.34 :.U I.42I ».M7 1.114
ti.ii 2.54 2.23 4.44* •.•2* 1.(2*
•2. 33 4.:« 2.23 4.172 1*49 «.*24
•2.34 7.47 2.14 «.::3 •.Ml «.*42
•2.13 :«.23 4.73 LlM t.m • Ml
•2.34 :5.51 i.H • 212 1. 141 • .124
•2.37 15.51 12.11 • 441 •.235 ». :74
•2.34 15.51 12.11 • 5*1 • .344 • 2*5
tt.31 21.12 12.11 1.744 • 5M • 252
•<44 25.45 11.23 4.944 (.421 • .331
•2.41 31.31 22.13 1.223 «.tl2 1.411
•2.42 33.41 24.44 :.534 l.**l • .493
•2.43 42.:3 33. «7 1.111 1.323 • 344
«.** 54.71 31.24 2.313 ..434 (.437
•2.43 5*.44 44.41 2.12* 2.*4| urn
•2.44 MM 5:. 41 3.347 2.321 1.131
•2.47 M.M MM 4.347 3.U3 :.3:3
•2.44 MM MM 4.517 l.ltl 1.313
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C—IS: Secone Oeo'ee S:oci«t:r Dwmjnce Criterion for tie
Sieole Beriod men "outurt Content it greater
infl le» tn (n or Mil to 12
STXH«T!C DOMINANCE C0*MISO*i
BETWEEN no TnE0T«£nT MO PnOTECTOnt . aaj)TM|0N
S TOCHftSTIC 00«!NftNCE CXCflNlSON
BETWEEN NO THfl'XNT MO BTOTCCTftxT - COWWlfOS WW.
3rO0. of Bi-03. Of •w frt. ill
OJTC0«ES no trt •*U a«E<i • a a«Eo • B 0-8
• 1.46 t.N 8.88 8 8 8
11. J7 I.M 8.88 8 8 8
• 1.88 1.41 1.68 8 1 1
•2.23 1.48 1.68 8.495 8.594 -8.899
•2.2* '..48 1.68 8.569 8.611 -8.182
•2.25 6.6* 3.11 8.519 8.623 -8.184
•2.26 6.72 3.34 8.579 8.651 -•.•72
12.33 6.72 3.34 1.873 8.897 8.176
il.i* 6.72 3.3* 1.123 8.922 8.281
•2.35 11.96 .77 1.287 8.964 8.2*3
•2.36 11.
%
.77 .1.327 1.812 8.31S
•2.37 12.84 5.(8 1.447 1.859 8.387
•2.38 13.4* 6.69 1.567 1.169 8.458
•2.39 16.24 18.83 1.781 1.176 8.525
•2.** 23.87 14.81 1.864 1.277 8.587
«.»1 36.77 23.38 2.894 1.425 8.678
H.* 36.85 23.61 2.*62 1.659 8.684
»2.*3 36.93 35.39 2.867 1.918 8.949
•2.44 43.76 36.33 3. 288 2.237 8.963
«2.»5 51.82 11.31 3.637 2.6M 1.837
•2.46 61.61 53.41 4.1*8 3.813 1.135
12.47 61.69 56.34 4.751 3.537 1.215
•2.48 188.88 1M.88 4.856 3.632 1.22*
1Voo. Of (>r03. of No Trt. etivl
0UTC0»ES no Trt etnyl MES • - 1 »E8 • B M
11.86 8.8* 1.68 8 8 6
• 1.87 8.88 1.68 8.888 8.813 -8. 613
• 1.88 1.48 1.68 8.8«t 8.828 -8.828
•2.23 1.48 3.11 8.493 8.622 -8.127
•2.2* 1.48 3.3* 8.589 8.653 -47.144
•2.25 6.6* 3.3* 8.519 8.678 -8.158
•2.26 6.72 3.3* 8.579 8.788 -8.129
•2.33 6.72 «.77 1.873 8.933 6.128
•2.3* 6.72 ».77 1.123 8.989 6.13*
• 2.33 11.96 3.88 1.287 1.8*9 6.159
•2.36 11.96 6.69 1.327 1.899 6.228
•2.37 12.84 18.85 1.447 1.166 6.261
•2.38 13.44 14.81 1.567 1.266 6.381
82.39 16.24 23.38 1.781 1.414 6.287
•2.48 23.87 23.6! 1.864 1.648 6.216
•2.41 36.77 23.84 2.894 1.884 6.216
• 2.42 36.8! 36.33 2.462 2.122 6.348
•2.43 36.93 41.31 2.667 2.322 6.343
•2.44 43.76 42.74 3.288 2.894 6.386
•2.45 51.82 33.64 3.637 3.321 6.316
•2.*6 61.61 188.88 4.1*8 3.638 8.298
82.47 61.69 188.88 4.751 4.638 -8.686
•2.44 188. M 1N.N *.S56 3.888 -8.131
STX**TIC. 00"!na*CE C0**O»!SC*
BETWEEN SWTECTIXT . «ftj>r-!0N UnJ) o^TECTftxT - C-.OWY'IPOS «E t »T'.
(too. Of 1>ro0. of Nal< ethyl
OUTCOMES •III Htnyl AREA • fi --'• - • B 0-B
• 1.86 6.86 1.68 6 6 (
• 1.87 6.88 1.66 8.888 6.613 -(.(13
• 1.88 1.68 1.68 8. 868 6.628 -6.828
•2.23 1.66 3.11 6.594 6.622 -8.828
•2.24 1.68 3.34 6.611 6.633 -6.6*2
•2.23 3.11 3.34 6.623 6.676 -4.655
•2.26 3.34 3.34 6.631 6.786 -6.857
•2.33 3.34 4.77 6.697 6.933 -8.856
•2.34 3.34 4.77 6.922 6.989 -8.867
•2.33 4.77 3.88 6.964 1.8*9 -6.665
•2.36 .77 6.69 1.612 1.(99 -8.887
•2.37 5.88 16.83 1.(39 1.166 -8.186
•2.38 6.69 14.81 1.189 1.266 -8.157
»2-39 16.63 23.38 1.176 1.414 -6.236
•2.48 l«.81 23.61 1.277 1.648 -6.371
•2.41 23.38 23.64 1.423 1.6*4 -8.459
K.^e 23.61 36.33 1.659 2.122 -8.464
•2-*3 33.39 41.31 1.918 2.322 -8.684
•2.44 36.33 42.74 2.237 2.694 -8.637
•2.45 41.11 33.64 2.688 3.321 -8.721
•2.*6 53.41 186.88 3.613 3.638 -8.845
•2.*7 36.34 188.88 3.537 4.636 -1.361
•2.46 im.m 188.68 3.632 3.8M -1.375
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.3- itcox :*i-w S-.oci«tt i
t: 14 1 M 1 M • I •
i «• 1 M '« • 1 <
11.
M
»4 « ut • 14 -4.1:4
« .21 .< •I • «13 1.411 -•. n3
a. i* •4 i.a 1.5*1 • .434 « «
42.23 4.4* i.*i • 5.1 1.47} -4. IU
«.» 4.77 i.*i •.371 • in 4.114
•2.13 i.'? M7 1.(73 • M • .'.17
42.3* 4.7? MI l.lU 1.113 i.m
12.33 ii. % 2.17 !.2*7 • 112 • 2-3
•2 34 ll.« 1:1 i.m LM • 343
12.37 :2.4« i.H UMI •.713 • 413
12.3* :J.m 1.41 i.547 :.*3 • V>
tt.n :4.2i :3.31 1.7*1 i.ia • 37l
•2.** 23.1? 21. 17 1.144 1.241 1.442
W.»: *.n tx.u J.M4 1.47] 4.421
I2.i2 14.15 Z-..YI 2.*« 1.U7 • .775
«.«3 14. U n.n LH l.«l • .9*3
W.M • J. 74 n.il 3.2M 2.251 (.1*1
W.i3 3:.« 51. '3 3.417 2.471 4.947
12. *4 41.41 u.»» 4.I4J 3.2*7 I.M
w .4! 41.41 M M «.73i 3.734 : 1:3
2.n MM M N • 154 3.9M • 93*
roc -os-:: »:«"Ci :?*>— St*
- < !»o
, ?:'*<7 - **j'•«i> «•) l|MM
>»«4. 0' »-»» 0' •*u <HbmjM
:xs •4l« < M4J4M *«.» • • 4*t4 • • »-l
tl.M I M I M • • •
• 1.(7 I M •« I • I
I.M I.U 1.74 MM • • I -•.•.4
42.23 :.U 1.74 MM 1.411 -».»*«
12.21 :.U 2.24 1.411 • 454 4.M
«.a Lll t«l 1.423 1.4-3 -* »»i
u. » 3.3* e.«7 •.43: I 413 -4 4*1
• J. 13 3.3* 2.*7 1 117 • n • 42:
42.3* 3.3* M7 • 122 • •« «.*27
12.33 »,77 Ml • .M* • 132 • 132
12.11 .77 3.11
. HI • %2 • CM
•2.37 3.M ».V 1.151 • 113 • 144
it.a 4.41 L4I 1.1*1 1.4*3 • 444
ia.31 n.e 13.31 1. IT* 1.121 1.4*1
12.1* 14.11 21. 17 1.277 1.241 111
42.11 23.31 2:. 31 t.*n 1.173 -4 4*4
•2*2 21.4: 21.31 1.451 1.417 -1.421
12. 13 33. J1 37.21 Mil \.m -4.M4
12. M 34. 1J n.il 2.237 2.251 -4.122
»a.»5 i:.3: 5173 2.4M 2.47* 4 11
«J.*4 U»i 31V 3.1:3 3.247 -4. 11*
12. 11 54.3* IM.M 3.537 3.731 -4.2M
12. H 1M.M 1M.M 3.132 3.1*4 -*.27i
rooosric »:oc :>*»:*>
tc*i* »iofEra»- - oumum *ima *• '."is*'
»*«4. o' >»8e. o' «M1»I
I'CtKS «ttVl .. :.- -*- . . 44£fl • 1 4-1
tl.M l.U 4.M 1 • *
11.17 1.41 1.71 1.1:3 I.M* 1.1:3
ll.M l.U 1.74 1.121 1.1.4 UMI
12.23 111 1.7* 1.422 1.411 -4.114
42. 2i 3.3* 2.24 1.451 • 454 -•.Ml
12.25 3.3* 2.17 1.471 1.471 • MS
12.24 11* 2.17 I H 1.415 1.1:3
42.13 1.77 2.17 1.153 1.174 1.177
•2.3* 1.77 2.17 1.1*1 I.M5 l.»«4
12.13 5.M 2.97 1.4*1 1.912 1.117
42.34 4.41 111 i.»n i.m •. in
»2.37 :l.*5 i.9« :.:44 i.m •.172
12.31 14.11 1.17 1.244 I.M • 223
12.31 23.31 :lll l.Hi 1.121 • 217
12. * 21.41 21.17 1.4*4 1.241 1.1*7
u. • : 21.4* 21.11 I.M* 1.173 L«||
12.*2 34.13 21.51 2. :22 I.U7 • .•34
12.13 il.ll 17.2* 2.522 :.Ri 1.39*
12." 12.71 'Ml 2.H4 2.251 1.413
12.*5 50.4* 51.73 3.121 2.471 1.431
12.*4 MM 511* 3. HI 3.2*7 1.43*
12. 17 M.M .M.M 1.411 3.734 1.1*2
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C-lSl Second Degree StocmUic Do»:nince Criterion for tie i
Siaolt Period trim "oisture Content i» greater fun 12
STOCHASTIC DO«InAnCE C0*A»ISON
8£Ta££l "0 THEATNjNT AND PROTECTANT - *AtATHlON
stochastic dominance comparison
BETWEEN NO T»tflT»£XT (WD PROTECTANT - OtfllOMIUJS "ThYl
Pros, of &T03. of No Trt. ill
OUTCOMES NO fH 'ill BREA a»c; • b a-6
•2.68 I.M I.M 1 6 1
•2.69 I.M l.N 1 6 6
I2.lt 3.57 7.14 I 6 1
12.24 3.57 7.14 6.564 1.168 -6.544
t2.27 3.57 7.14 6.611 1.221 -6.616
12.26 3.9* 6.24 1.64] 1.266 -6.443
12.?} 7.51 15.36 1.695 1.395 -6.766
12. 34 12.75 13.36 6.766 1.421 -6.713
•2.3* 12.75 15.36 1.327 2.167 -6.841
12.35 12.75 15.36 1.422 2.263 -4.646
•2.36 17.99 16.24 1.562 2.473 -6.893
i2.37 17.99 16.24 1.761 2.657 -6.896
«2. 3* 46.33 38.66 1.696 2.794 -4.898
•2.39 44.72 39.96 .2.461 3.266 -6.879
•2.** 1.72 39.96 2.766 3. 56* -6.873
•2.41 4.33 42.49 3.215 4.679 -6.844
•2.42 46.33 2.49 3.678 4.364 -6.424
•2.43 47.79 »«.86 4.142 4.929 -6.767
•2.44 5*. 13 51.61 4.447 5.445 -6.777
•2.45 41. 14 44.74 5.155 5.969 -6.754
•2.46 69.14 46.14 5. 835 6.557 -4.722
•2.47 73.14 76.3* 6.513 7.224 -4.711
»2.4« :M.M 1M.N 6.637 7.353 -4.717
ProD. of ProO. Of No Trt. •rtiyl
OL<TCO"»£S No Trt •etnyl lWEA A ODEA • B a-B
12.66 I.M 7.14 6 6 6
»2.69 I.M 7.14 6.M6 6.634 -6.654
62.11 3.57 7.14 6.6M 6.118 -4.116
•2.26 3.57 6.24 6.364 1.263 -4.741
•2.27 3.57 15.38 6.611 1.347 -4.736
»2.26 3.94 16.81 6.443 1.465 -4.442
•2.29 7.51 16.61 6.493 1.749 -1.414
•2.31 12.73 16.61 6.7M 1.736 -1.629
•2.J4 12.75 16.24 1.327 2. 553 -1.226
•2.35 12.75 18.24 1.422 2.696 -1.246
•2.36 17.99 38.86 1.562 2.918 -1.336
•2.37 17.99 39.96 1.761 3.346 -1.543
•2.1* 46.33 39.96 1.696 3.666 -1.716
•2.39 46.72 42.49 2.461 4.1*3 -1.743
•2.46 46.72 42.49 2.746 4.424 -1.718
•2.41 46.33 46.88 3.215 4.933 -1.746
•2.42 46.33 51.61 3.678 5.424 -1.746
•2.43 47.79 64.76 4.142 3.94* -1.794
•2.44 54.13 68.66 4.667 6.633 -1.963
•2.45 68.64 76.31 5.155 7.263 -2. 1 1
1
12.46 69.14 1M.M 3.833 8.628 -2.193
•2.47 73.64 1M.M 6.513 9.6M -2.4%
12.48 1N.M 1M.M 6.637 9.178 -2.541
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE C0"AA«tSON
KTMEEK PROTECTANT - NAtATHION AND PROTECTANT . C*.ORPYRirOS "ETHYL
>TO0. Of 1>rot>. of Mil •ttlyl
OUTCOMES ill «tt»yl area • a ansa . b 8-6
12.U 6.N 7.14 1 * 6
•2.69 6.M 7.14 I.M* 6.(34 -(.(54
12.14 7.14 7.14 6.444 (.118 -4.116
•2.26 7.14 6.24 1.146 1.263 -4.117
•2.27 7.14 15.38 1.221 1.347 -4.126
•2.28 8.24 16.61 1.216 1.463 -4.2M
•2.29 13.38 16.81 1.395 1.7*9 -4.314
•2.34 13.38 16.61 1.421 1.738 -4.316
•2.34 15.36 18.24 2.167 2.333 -1.316
•2.33 15.36 18.24 2.213 2.69* -4.447
•2.36 18.24 38.16 2.475 2.918 -4.443
•2.37 18.24 39.96 2.657 3.3*6 -4.649
•2.34 38.86 39.96 2.794 3.6*6 -4.412
•2.39 39.96 42.49 3.216 4.1*5 -6.826
•2.46 39.96 42.49 3.SM 4.424 -4.145
•2.41 42.49 46.16 4.679 4.953 -4.876
•2.42 42.49 51.61 4.564 5.424 -4.924
•2.43 46.86 44.76 4.929 5.94* -1.411
•2.44 51.61 68.66 5.445 6.653 -1.24*
•2.45 44.76 76.31 3.9*9 7.263 -1.356
•2.46 46.44 1M.M 6.537 1.(26 -1.471
•2.47 76.34 1M.M 7.224 9.M6 -1.744




, . . . . -, *c .-.:«
s-x-asvc »:<*<< co*m:k>«
KTtf£« none*' - *j'«!i> a* *«MM
>»«0. e' >^». o» •«> ''I Ml (ft
-
•«j hi •aijwrt MM • 1 ft-l
U.M IN • M • • 1
12.41 • M .1 M 1 • 1
M. :• 137 I4.M • Ml . r- -4. *M
12. 2* 157 I M 1.54* 1.723 •1.1*1
xt.V 1.37 i4.« 1.411 l.M* -1.141
U.lt l* 24.% MM 1.411 -1.23*
12.21 21. »4 4.4H 2. in -1.U2
v « :2."3 11.41 4.7M l.l:* -I.3K
12.1* :2."3 21. ** 1.127 1.233 -1.124
M.B .2 n 21. % I.«22 l.«i* -1.91*
12.14 17.11 n.a 1.5*2 LM -2. 141
12.17 :M1 •142 l.ftl 111* -2.1*4
v ;i »*.J3 ••M I.M ».2H l.i*l
12.11 • *. "2 m.M .2.**! • Ml -2.JH
«.M a.?? 4.1* 2.7** 3.117 -2.»ll
•2»: **.ll •*.}• 1.2:5 5.71* -2.141
12. *2 »4.11 5*.!l 1.(71 4.171 -2.341
«.*] »7.71 mm MM (.III !M
12. M 3*.l] U.M *.U7 7.271 -2 Ul
12. «3 u.*« U.M 5.155 7.1*3 -2.714
«.»4 M.I* 71.13 5.413 4.33* -2.711
«.«r 71.4* :M.M 4.5H 1.1* -2.42*
12. »* MM MM *.*J7 9.3K -2.4*1
z>a 4*1* «:$•»! »*U • * HE* • 1 ft-1
• • M 4.M I.M • I 4
12.41 4.M ll. M I I 4
12. 14 7.1* 14.M 4.M* in CM
12.24 7.1* 11 M I.1U 1.723 -1.337
12.27 7.1* 14.14 1.221 I.M* -.371
12.24 4.2* 24.14 1.244 I.WI -4.4.1
42.21 13.14 21. »4 I.H5 2. in -4.742
U.M 13.14 21. *4 urn 2.21* -4.711
42. J» 13. 1* 21. *4 2.147 1.233 -I.M7
*t.a 13.14 21.14 2.241 L4M -1.11J
*2* 14. 2* 21.1* 2.»73 1.4M -1.213
•2.17 14.2« 1.12 2.437 1.114 -1.232
12.1* 14. M 44.M 2.71* ».2J1 -l.**3
12.11 11.14 • « U 12M » 4M -1.324
12. »4 M.% *i.K 1.5M 3.117 -1.337
*2-«l »2.«1 **.!« «471 3.71* -I.4J7
42. »2 «2.»1 34.11 %.m 4.171 -1.473
• 2..] *4.M 51.54 » «1 *.UI -1.7V
»2.»« 51.41 U.M 5 »*5 7.271 -1.42*
42. «3 4« .74 U.49 5.1*1 r.M -1.134
»2.»* U*4 71.45 4.337 4.33* -1.117
»2.«7 74.1* 1M.M 7.22* 1.1* -2.111
42. *4 MM 1M.N 7.EJ 9.34* -2.151
STXXSTIC DOi!«ftCJ 'J*MV.SO>
X.-&1* 940T£rr*iT . CH.MPT41f(K «eTrfr<. IK • ji!SfiNT
x~:n?*s •r.-. mi;*m -*; • o ana i a-l
w.u 7.1* I.M 1 4 4
12.41 7.1* 14. M 1.(3* • Mt 1.15*
til* 7.1* 14. M 1.114 1.1% 1.421
42.2* 1.2* 11. M 1.243 1.723 -I.M*
42.27 13.1* II.% 1.1*7 1.4M -l.«5J
12.21 14.11 21.% l.**3 1.191 -l.»ll
12.21 li.ll 21.** 1.741 2.177
-*-*U
42.11 14.11 21. *i 1.711 2.21* -l.«7*
12.1* .4.2* 21.** 2.331 1.233 -I.7I2
12.13 14.2* 21.% 2.4% !.:* -1.72*
H.H 14.44 21.% 2.114 1.(9* -I.H2
12.17 11.% • 1.12 i.m* 1.91* -4.U1
12.11 11.% •«.« i.*% ».2J1 -4.41)
12.11 *2.*1 MM 4. MS • Mt -4.493
12.** *2.*1 **.!* «.*2* 5.117 -1.711
12.«1 **.M **.* 133 3.714 -4.741
42. »2 31.41 31.11 5*2* 4.171 -1.753
12. »1 U.7* IIS 5.1** i.Ul -1.7*1
W.M U.4* U.M *.*3J 7.271 -1.4)1
12. »5 7LM u.n 7.2*3 7.4*3
-4.U*
12.** :M.M 71.43 4 42* 4.33* -4.52*
12. *7 MM :M.M 1.M4 1.11* -4.121
«.** 1M.M :M.M 1.171 9.3% -4.124
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S*confl J«qr»« Stocuttic DoaiM-ct Critirior, for tit J»n<ury
.. . Ptrioo - .- m»H Ouility Ii Rot id*
STOCHASTIC DOHNflHCE COKPARISOK
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT MO PROTECTANT - «AlATmI0n
STOCHASTIC OOINONtE COKWRISC*
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT AND PROTECTANT - CHU3RPYR1F0S nETHTL
ProO. of Proo. of No Trt.
OUTCOMES No Trt •ill UREA A iSREA . B A-B outcomes No Trt Artnyl 3REA . OREO > B A-B
(1.86 i.M I.N 8 8 8 11.86 8.81 8.88 8 6 •
• 1.87 *.M I.M 8 8 1 11.87 8.8* 8.88 8.88* 6.8M 6.8**
11.88 1.44 I.M 8 8 8 (1.88 8.44 8.8* 8.88* *.8t* 8.88*
12.66 1.44 t.M 8.889 1.8*8 8.889 12.88 8.44 8.68 6.889 8.8M 1.889
12.69 e.44 t.M 8.892 8.888 8.892 12.89 8.44 8.68 6.892 6.8*4 6.866
i&ii 8.86 8.68 8.896 1.888 8.896 12.18 8.88 8.68 6.896 8.616 8.866
•2.23 I.M 8.68 8.214 8.879 8.135 12.23 8.88 2.87 6.214 6.898 6.124
12. 24 too 8.68 8.223 1.885 8.137 12.24 8.88 2.87 6.223 6.119 6.184
•2.25 6.67 2.87 8.229 1.898 8.148 12.25 8.67 2.87 6.229 6.146 6.889
12.26 1.24 2.87 8.238 8.126 8.112 (2.26 1.24 2.87 6.238 6.176 6.862
12.27 1.24 2.87 8.258 8.153 8.896 12.27 1.24 3.47 6.25* 6.2*3 6.845
•2.28 1.57 2.87 8.268 8.176 8.883 (2.28 1.37 5.74 6.26* 6.231 6.829
12.29 2.82 3.47 8.273 8.211 8.867 12.29 2.82 5.74 8.279 6.381 -4.(23
12.38 2.21 3.47 8.299 8.247 8.853 (2.38 2.21 6.34 6.299 6.368 -8.861
12.31 2.21 3.47 8.321 8.281 1.848 (2.31 2.21 8.61 8.321 6.423 -8.182
12.32 2.66 6.34 8.338 8.317 8.831 12.32 2.66 6.61 6.338 6.468 -8.158
i2.33 2.85 8.61 8.371 8.387 -8.815 12.33 2.85 13.16 6.371 6.596 -8.224
12.34 2.85 8.61 1.488 8.473 -8.873 12.34 2.85 15.43 6.46* 6.727 -8.327
i2.35 3.56 13.16 8.428 8.559 -8.131 (2.35 3.56 16.38 6.428 6.661 -8.453
12.36 4.62 15.43 8.464 8.691 -8.227 (2.36 4.62 38.26 6.464 1.864 -8.68!
12.37 5.59 18.38 8.318 8.843 -8.335 (2.37 5.59 38.26 6.516 1.367 -*.857
•2.38 8.38 38.26 8.566 1.828 -8.462 (2.38 8.38 33.13 6.566 1.67* -1.184
•2.39 9.41 38.26 8.658 1.338 -8.681 (2.39 9.4! 42.74 6.656 2.8*1 -1.351
12.4« It. 38 33.13 8.744 1.633 -8.889 (2.48 18.38 42.74 6.744 2.428 -1.665
12.41 15.17 42.74 8.848 1.964 -1.117 (2.4! 15.17 42.74 6.648 2.856 -2.8*8
•2.42 17.78 42.74 8.999 2.392 -1.392 (2.42 17.78 49.67 6.999 3.263 -2.284
•2.43 17.94 46.88 1.195 2.862 -1.667 (2.43 17.94 57.89 1.193 3.63* -2.633
12.44 28.83 49.67 1.396 3.283 -1.927 (2.44 28.83 59.36 1.336 4.343 -2.967
•2.45 35. U 57.89 1.645 3.788 -2.135 (2.45 35.88 62.34 1.645 4.937 -3.292
12.46 35.99 62.34 2.883 4.351 -2. 348 (2.46 35.99 188.88 2.8*3 5.56* -3.558
12.47 44.76 62.94 2.355 4.962 -2.686 (2.47 44.76 188.88 2.355 6.54* -4.165
12.48 1M.M 188. N 2.655 5.383 -2. 728 (2.48 188.88 188.88 2.431 6.716 -4.279
STOCHflSTic M*!n(»nG :o*>q«ison
BETWEEN PROTECTANT
- nAlATWOn <*0 PROTECTANT - CnJWYIIIfOS ETMri
Proo. of Proo. of ill «*tn»l
OUTCOKS fell Nftnyl AREA • A AREA • 8 A-B
11.66 6.8* 8.M * 6 (
11.87 6.88 6.8* 6.8tt I.M* t.*M
11.68 8.88 8.8* 6.88* I.M* 6.8*8
(2.88 8.88 1.68 1.8*8 I.M* 6.8**
(2.89 6.8* 6.68 6.6*t 8.6*4 -8.8*4
(2.1* 6.6* 6.6* 6.8** 8.61*
-*.6l6
(2.23 6.68 2.87 6.679 6.89* -•.•11
(2.24 6.68 2.67 8.8*5 6.119 -•.633
(2.23 2.87 2.87 6.89* 6.14* -•.838
(2.26 2.67 2.87 6.126 6.176 -8.858
12.27 2.87 3.47 6.133 6.2(3 -4.85*
12.28 2.87 5.74 6.176 6.231 -8.853
•2.29 3.47 5.74 6.211 6.3*1 in
12. 3* 3.47 6.34 6.247 8.368
-8.113
12.31 3.47 6.61 6.2*1 6.42J -6.142
12.32 6.34 6.61 6.387 6.466 -4.168
12.33 6.61 13.16 6.3(7 6.596 -8.2*9
12.34 6.61 15.43 6.473 6.727 -8.254
12.33 13.16 16.38 8.339 6.681 -8.323
12.36 15.43 36.26 6.691 1.(64 -8.374
•2.37 16.38 38.26 6.843 1.367
-8.522
*l.lt 3*. 26 33.13 1.82* 1.676 -8.642
12.39 38.26 42.74 1.33* 2. Ml -8.671
•2«6 33.13 42.74 1.633 2.42( -8.795
•2.41 42.74 42.74 1.964 2.636 -8.891
•2.42 42.74 • 9.67 2.392 3.2(3 -8.891
•2.43 46.88 57.89 2.662 3.638 -8.964
12.44 49.6.7 59.36 3.263 4.343
-1.868
12.43 57.81 62.34 3.766 4.937
-1.137
•2.46 62.34 18*. t* 4.331 5.568
-1.21*
•2.47 62.94 18*. M 4.962 6.548 -1.579
•2.48
: 86.86 18*. 8* 3.3(3 7.2K -1.627
1





--»•. of >-O0. 0» • M. hMMM
':xi « h*. nMMJMt 1.... . U1A • 1 4-4
It4 • M LM 1 1 •
i r 1 M id • • •
I1.M lb* 1.15 • M* I.Ml -4. Ml
12. M • 44 ll! • Ml • .432 4.437
V2.*1 1.44 1 • *.** (.433 4. 431
i2.i* I.M LM ii' 1 44* 4.437
«.^J I.M 1.74 l.2:» 1.134 • t'i
M.M 1M uu •.221 1.144 4.4H
•2.23 1(1 1.21 1.221 ». :V 4.475
M 2* uw 1.21 * lit 4.1 74 4.447
•2.27 :.24 1.(2 t.n» 4.143 1.447
W.2t US 2.22 • 24* 4.195 • .444
•2.21 2.K LM 1.271 4.223 I 434
«.» 2.2i 2.44 1. 219 l.2»9 4.434
w.3: 2.2: 3.2* ».32l 4.273 4.4H
12.32 2.44 1.31 1.131 1.211 4.431
12.31 2.13 La 1.371 4.344 • .427
12.1* 2.tS 4.47 l*m 4.344 • *2*
12.33 3.34 5.34 * *a • 424 • 4*2
•2.34 4.42 4.43 1.4(4 4.444 -4.414
12.37 5.39 9.0* *.3i* 4.544 -4.434
12. 3* in ILM 1.5*4 • 443 -4. in
«.n 1.41 I !.*• LO 4. 7«3 -4.454
12.4* ILM 14.73 •.744 1.437 -4.114
•2.4! 15.17 11.47 • >44 1.423 -4.177
12.42 17.71 u.u •.991 I.Jtl -4.2:*
•2.43 I7.M 21.34 1.115 U4I4 -4.219
12.44 21. U 33. *7 1.354 1.474 -*.322
•2.45 33. M 45. U 1.445 2.437 -*.3«
•2.44 33.91 45. H 2.M3 2.4*7 -4.4*5
12.47 44.71 1M.M 2.333 2.93* -4.173
12.4* MM :M.M 2.453 3.4M -4.943
i|j«i a«i • i M» • I
• 1.47 • M 4.13 • • •
• I.M LM 4.13 MM t.MI -•.Ml
•2.M I.M 4.13 LM • 412 -• 132
»2.»1 I.M 4.74 4 M 4.(31 -•.133
•2. 14 Ml 4.74 MM • »• -LM
12. 2J I 44 4.74 (.171 • 13* -4.(31
•2.24 4 4* 1.12 t-445 t. 144 -4.M*
•2.23 2.47 1.21 I ft 4.154 -4.(44
•2.24 2.17 1.21 •.124 4.17* -4*43
•2.27 2.*7 1.42 • 133 4.143 -*.*21
M.24 2.*7 2.22 (.174 4.113 -«.*:1
•2.21 3.47 2.4* (.211 t.221 -«.*:i
12. J* 1.47 2.4* •-2*7 • 249 -*.M2
•2.31 3.47 3.2* (.2(1 •.273 MM
•2.32 4.34 3.5* (.3*7 ».219 MM
•2.33 4.41 3.5* (.3*7 *.344 MM
•2.3* 4.41 4.47 ».473 t.3M 4.(93
•2.33 13.14 5.34 4.531 • .424 4.113
•2.34 15.43 4.43 4.491 • 4M Mil
•2.37 14.1* 9.44 4.445 4.544 ».2H
•2.34 34.24 ILM UM 1.443 • 313
•2.31 14.24 11.4* I.3J* •.743 •.3*7
•2.44 31.13 14.73 1.401 •.137 •.774
• 2.4! 42.74 14.47 1.944 1.123 (.94*
• 2.4* 42.74 14.41 2.SK 1.2*1 1.112
•2.43 44.M 21.3* 2.(42 1.414 1.44*
•2.44 49.47 33. *7 3.211 1.47* 1.4(3
2.43 37.11 45.13 3.7N 2.*37 1.743
•2.44 42.14 43.19 4.J51 2.4*7 1.141
•2.47 42.94 1M.M 4.142 2.93* 2.(11
•2.44 1M.M 1M.M 5.3*1 3.4M 1.7(1
*-oo. of »*oo. of •furl ' «l|4Xt
'COMES rtiyi c«aiq«M i HJ> • - -*.- • j *-t
• 1.(4 LM LM ( 1 •
(1.47 LM «. 13 «.M* MM LM
• I.M LM (.13 MM (.Ml -I.Ml
12. M 1.41 (.13 I.M* • 132 -*.»32
12. *1 • 4* (.74 I.M* • .(31 -4.421
M.M Ml (.74 111 1 *4* -«.*3*
•2.23 2.»7 (.74 1.(9* •.134 -*.***
•2.24 2.(7 1.12 t.lll 1.144 -4.427
•2.23 2.17 1.21 4.144 •.154 -4.414
12.24 2.17 1.21 4.174 (.174 LM
•2.27 3.47 1.42 •.2*5 4.1(1 t.»22
12.21 5.74 2.22 •.231 *. 115 •.US
•2.21 5.74 2.4* t.Kl 1.221 *.*71
•2.3* 4.> 2.44 1.14* • 241 (.111
•2.31 Ml 3.2* (.421 •.275 (.14*
12.32 Ml 3.5* MM •.211 t. 1(1
•2.31 13. .4 3.5* (.514 • .!** (.232
•2.34 15.43 4.47 (.727 I.3M • .1*4
•2.13 It. 3* 5.34 MM 1.424 1.453
12.34 3*. 24 4.43 I.M* I.4M • 543
•2.17 M.M 1.44 1.147 1.5*4 MM
12.3* 3113 lt.fi 1.47* •.4*1 1.(27
12.31 42.74 11.44 2.MI 4.741 1.23*
12.4* 42.74 14.7) 2.421 • 437 1.371
•2.41 42.74 :*.47 2.134 1.(23 I.Ul
12.42 49.47 K.41 3.241 1.2*1 2.*74
12.4] 37. *1 21.34 LM l.4|» 2.413
•2.44 31.34 35.17 4.343 1.474 2.445
12. «5 42.> 45.43 4.137 2.417 2.9**
12.44 MM 43. .1 3.54* 2.4*7 l.*73
•2.47 MM MM 4.5*4 2.13* 3.41*
•2.4* M M MM • <:* 3.4M LM
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C-18: S*conO Dtqr»t Stooutic Oo«irunct Crit»rion for f>t J«nulry
Suolf Atrial Ufien Tr»t ytijit i» lni tn»n op foul to 54
STOCHOSTJC OOOINBHCE C0-OOHIS0N
BETMEEN NO TREATMENT AND PROTECTANT - NALATMION
stochastic ochinpnce cd«m:son
BETUEEn NO TKEflTnevr 0x0 PROTECTANT - CpLORPTRIPOS •STmu
!Voo. of ProO. of MM •HU 1>ro5. of (>roa. Of No Trt. •ftnyl
OUTCOttS No Trt «alj urea > a area • e A-B ouTco«es No Trt Nrtiyl MSA A AREA • 8 M
• 1.66 I.M 8.M 8 8 8 • 1.66 8.N B.N 8 4 6
• 1.87 8.N S.N 8 8 8 • 1.87 4.N 8.N 8.4N 6.6N 8.4N
• 1.88 8.99 8.N 8 8 8 • 1.41 8.99 4.N 4.4N 4.4N 8.6N
•2.23 8.99 8.N 8.349 8.8M 8.349 2.23 8.99 6.62 6.349 S.N4 6.349
•2.24 8.99 8.N 8.359 8.8M 4.339 2.24 8.99 6.62 4.359 4.468 6.294
•2.25 1.55 6.82 8.366 8.8N 8.366 2.25 1.55 6.32 8.366 6.119 4.247
•2.26 2.19 6.82 8.3M 8.861 8.319 2.26 2.19 6.62 6.368 6.181 6.1»
2.38 2.19 6.82 8.475 8.358 8.117 2.34 2.19 9.95 6.475 6.477 -6.642
2.31 2.19 6.82 8.497 8.426 8.871 2.31 2.19 16. 77 4.497 6.577 -4.6M
•2.32 4.53 9.95 8.513 8.477 8.836 2.32 4.53 16.77 4.513 6.763 -4.189
•2.33 5.18 16.77 8.578 8.642 -4.832 2.33 5.18 34.4! 6.576 6.912 -4.342
•2.3* 5.18 16.77 8.621 8.769 -4.144 2.34 5.18 37.23 6.621 1.2:6 -4.595
•2.35 8.87 3».4! .8.672 8.937 -4.265 •2.33 6.87 44.45 6.672 1.546 -4.916
•2.36 7.44 37.23 8.741 1.241 -4.5M 2.36 7.44 44.45 4.741 2.429 -1.266
•2.37 8.81 44.85 8.815 1.613 -8.798 2.37 8.8! 44.45 4.615 2.469 -1.654
•2.38 9.63 44.85 8.895 2.834 -1.159 2.38 9.63 44.45 4.895 2.914 -2.415
•2.39 11.25 44.85 8.992 2.494 -1.543 2.39 11.25 54.N 6.992 3.3S4 -2.359
12.41 11.88 44.85 1.184 2.935 -1.831 2.48 11.88 54.N 1.144 3.894 -2.766
•2.M 17.95 54.N 1.223 3.375 -2.152 2.4! 17.95 74.24 1.223 ».«34 -3.267
•2.42 22.81 54. N 1.482 3.915 -2.513 2.42 22.8! 84.15 1.442 5.132 -3.736
»2.«3 »6.92 78.28 1.653 4.549 -2.856 2.43 46.92 94.18 1.653 (.4314 -4.361
2.*4 68.38 88.15 2.876 5.141 -3.465 2.44 68.38 96.94 2.476 6.625 -4.749
«2.«5 71.5* 98.18 2.679 5.942 -3.264 2.45 71.58 96.94 2.679 7.794 -5.1:5
•2.48 76.85 96.91 3.394 6.843 -3.454 2.46 76.85 1N.N 3.394 8. 763 -5.369
•2.47 79.74 96.98 3.978 7.578 -3.6N 2.47 79.74 1N.N 3.974 9.513 -5.543
•2.48 IN. 88 1N.N 4.552 8.278 -3.725 2.46 1N.N 1N.N 4.552 16.243 -5.691
STOCWS'IC DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETUEEN PROTECTANT - nAlATMON A* PROTECTANT . CHlORPYRIFQS »ETHY>.
Pros, of Proo. of «*1* •ethyl
0UTC0«€S •ill •*'.-< AREA • A AREA • 8 A-B
1.86 4.N 6.N 4 4 6
1.87 8.N 6.N I.8N 4.4N 6.4N
1.86 4.N 6.N 6.644 6.8N 4.6N
2.23 4.N 6.62 8.N4 6.6N 4.4N
2.24 4.N 6.62 6.N4 6.666 -4.464
2.25 6.82 6.82 4.4N 8.119 -4.119
2.26 6.62 6.62 4.461 6.181 -8.119
2.36 6.82 9.95 6.358 6.477 -4.119
2.31 6.62 16.77 6.426 4.577 -4.151
2.32 9.95 16.77 6.4n 4.743 -4.223
2.33 16. 77 34.41 6.662 6.912 -4.314
2.3* 16. 77 37.23 6.769 1.216 -4.447
2.33 34.41 44.43 6.937 1.5U -4.651
2.36 37.23 44.85 1.241 2.429 -4.786
2.37 44.45 u.45 1.613 2.469 -4.656
•2.36 44.43 »*.45 2.434 2.914 -4.456
•2.39 44.43 5*.N 2.*94 3.334 -4.656
•2.44 44.43 54.N 2.933 3.894 -4.956
•2.41 54. N 74.24 3.373 4.434 -1.433
•2.42 54.N M.15 3.915 5.132 -1.217
»2.*3 74.24 94.16 4.549 6.414 -1.545
•2.** N.I5 96.94 5.141 6.623 -1.644
•2-*5 94.14 96.94 5.9*2 7.794 -1.451
•2.*6 96.94 1N.N 6.643 6.763 -1.919
•2.47 96.94 144.N 7.574 9.513 -1.943
•2.44 1N.N 1N.N 6.276 16.243 -1.965
H4)
1**» »* tcu.
r**-:; »:*•«:; ::>Mi:soi 5'X^-IC 0O»I««I :»M!SO«
- « l». f-n^ a*U
• : M • M • M • • •
i n • M • u • 1 •
• I.M 4 w I.JJ 1 M* • Ml -I.M)
W.2J 4.11 4.1) l>M III • 221
•2 2* 4.11 l.«l 1.331 t n MM
ita I.SS 2.1* 1 ** 1.13* in
2.24 J. 11 Ml 1 JM 1. 133 • 227
W.M 2.H til MIS • 2M 1.2)1
2.11 2. :1 5.22 1.117 1.243 • 232
2.12 4.9 i.a Mil i.jm 1.2*1
2.33 * mi LS7I l» 1.144
2.3* ' ».» • 42! 1 .. 1. |7»
«.a 1.17 1 ** •.4:2 • 34* I.I 12
2.1* .. 11.91 .1.7.; MM I.M7
«.]) i.e. 12.31 115 1 M I.M
« J* ).U 11
V
1.115 • US l.l'.l
2.11 ::.2S I4.M 1.1V l.lll -1.127
2.** II.M 21. 33 » LIS -1 15*
•2.41 .'.15 j«.a I.22J I.J72 -4.IH
•2*2 21.1! n.i* ; «« Kill -4. 2:
1
•2.41 *4.K i« 42 1.(33 2.14J -1.5:1
•2.4* MM 75.27 LM 2.731 -4.4(4
•2*5 T..y» M.33 2.171 3.4« -I.II3
M.»i '4.15 12. 7( 3.194 .217 -LM*
•2*7 • • MM 1.17* l.lll -1.1*1
•2*4 M II :M.M 4.352 11m -I.M*
•3*1 111 'tBMJM B«W • » Ml* • 1 4-1
• :.*4 • M I M 1 I •
i.l' I.M • 11 1 I •
i.M I.M 1 .11 I Ml I Ml -4.M)
i2.2J I.M I.JJ 1 Ml 1 -1.12*
12.21 I M 1.17 1 Ml 1.121 -4.12)
12. ?5 I 12 2. II 1 Ml LI* -4.IJ4
2.24 1 42 2.11 1.441 1.131 -4.*1l
I2.il .12 2.11 LSI MM Mil
•2.31 4.12 5.22 I 124 1.243 1.1C
12.12 1.13 4.34 1.177 1.1*1 1.171
2.33 i(.n 4.34 1.442 I 14* MM
• 2.1* i(.n 1.24 1.711 1.4*7 1.122
•2.13 Jl.
:
11. a 1.117 • 3*1 4.317
2.14 r.2i 11.3* I.2H 14** • 317
12.17 M.I3 12.3: :.4H • 741 • 154
•2.11 i.»5 11.17 2*3* 1.443 1.111
•2.11 41.13 » M 2.114 1.1:1 1.474
•2. »l 11. 2:. 11 2.113 1.131 1.771
•2.41 S. M 21.22 1.173 M72 2.1*4
2.42 3*. M 41.94 1.113 1.41* 2.1*1
•2.H 74.24 41.12 • 3*1 2. :4J 2.>4
11.44 M. 13 73.27 11*1 2.7J1 2.442
2.43 M.I* 14.31 V9*2 3.492 2.43*
2.44 94. M 12.74 4. Ml 1.217 2.544
• 2.17 94.1* :M.M 7.374 4.til 2.432
•2. U IM.M .M.M 1.271 3.(41 2. 41*
STOMST'.c »:»*C C&tXH'.S*
•••.-. -*-
• 1.17 LM I.M LM* LM* 4.4M
turn I.M I.M I.M* LM* LM*
2.23 I.M 4.12 I.M* L4M LM*
•2.24 LM 4.12 I.M* IK* -I.M*
•2.23 4.12 4.12 LM* 1.111 -4.111
•2.24 4.12 4.42 I.Kl l.lll -4.111
•2 .1* 4.42 1.13 1.33* 1.477 -4.111
2.11 4.42 14.77 1.424 L577 -4.151
•2.12 1.15 14.77 i.4n 1.7*3 -4.223
•2.11 14. 77 3*. 41 1.4*2 4.112 -4.31*
•2.14 14.77 37.2J 4.741 LM -•.47
•2.13 3*.4I 44.15 4.137 1.5M -4.431
•2.34 37.23 4*.«5 1.241 2.»21 -*.7M
•2.17 44.
r
44. e 1.(13 2.4(1 -4.154
•2.31 44.(5 44. IS 2-*34 2.111 -4.134
•2.11 44.15 54. M 2.414 3.33* -LIS*
•2.4* 44. e 54.
M
2.133 3.M -4.154
•2.41 34. M 71.2* 3. 373 4.43* -1.153
•2.42 3*.M M.1S J. IIS 5.132 -1.2:7
•2.43 71.2* 11 4.5*1 4.114 -1.5*3
•2.44 M. 13 94. M 3.141 4.123 -1.4*4
•2.43 M.1* 94.9* 5.142 ?.m -l.tSl
•2.44 94.M IM.M 4.M3 I *4J -l.lll
•2.47 «.» M M 7.37* 1.313 -1.143
•2.44 IM.M ;M.M L27| 1*243 -I.K3
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S*cwM DtgrM S'.oontic Do«irnrct Criterion for im Itmtry
Unit Period untn Tr»t uticit is lm \nu\ or ecul to 56
STXHftS-nc DOlNflNCS CCKOODISON
Bsnem no thepticst pad fupi&nt
STOCHASTIC DOKINWCE COMPARISON
:--;•:< PROTECTANT - NALATHION AND RJRISfWT
>roo. of Pros, of Mo Trt. cu»igtnt >roD. of ProO. of Mil 1 :u»ig»nt
(wco-es •to Trt. i: uiig«nt 1*ZA 0*£A B A-B OUTCOMES «*ll 1:iougtnt A9EA • P. 1HEP. B H
• 1.66 8.M I.M 8 8 8 • 1.S6 8.88 8.88 8 8 1
• 1.87 I.M (.33 8 8 8 (1.87 4.64 8.33 1 8 1
• l.W 6.99 8.33 8.888 8.8*3 -8.883 • 1.88 8.M 8.33 8.8*8 8.883 -8.8*3
•2.23 (.99 8.33 8.349 8.12* 8.229 (2.23 8.88 8.33 8.8** 8.12* -8.12*
(2.24 1.99 1.47 8.339 8.123 8.236 (2.24 8.84 1.47 8.8M 8.123 -8.123
•2.23 1.55 2.18 8.366 1.134 8.232 (2.23 6.82 2.18 4.644 8.134 -8.134
•2.26 2.19 2.11 8.388 8.133 8.227 (2.26 6.82 2.18 8.861 8.153 -8.891
•2.36 2.19 2.11 8.473 8.244 8.231 (2.38 6.82 2.18 8.338 8.244 8.114
•2.31 2.19 5.22 8.497 8.265 8.232 •2.31 6.62 5.22 8.426 8.263 8.161
•2.32 6.53 6.36 8.513 8.384 8.289 •2.32 9.95 6.36 8.477 8.384 8.173
•2.33 5.11 6.36 8.578 8.384 8.186 •2.33 16.77 6.36 8.642 8.384 6.216
•2.3* 5.1t 9.26 8.621 8.447 8.174 •2.34 16.77 9.26 8.769 8.447 6.322
•2.35 6.87 11.48 8.672 6.546 8.132 •2.35 38.4! 18.48 8.937 8.348 6.397
•2.36 7.44 11.54 •8.741 8.644 8.897 •2.36 37.23 11.5* 1.241 8.64* 6.597
•2.37 8.(1 12.51 8.815 8.768 8.836 (2.37 44.85 12.51 1.613 8.76* 6.834
•2.38 9.63 13.37 8.895 8.883 8.811 (2.38 a. 85 13.37 2.834 8.685 1.169
•2.39 11.25 !4.4» 8.992 1.818 -8.827 (2.39 44.85 14.N 2.494 1.816 1.476
•2.48 11.88 21.33 1.184 1.158 -8.834 •2.48 44.85 21.33 2.933 1.158 1.776
(2.41 17.95 24.22 1.223 1.372 -8.149 (2.41 54.88 24.22 3.375 1.372 2.8*4
•2.42 22.81 49.94 1.482 1.614 -8.211 (2.42 54.88 49.94 3.913 1.614 2.3*1
•2.43 »4.92 64.82 1.653 2.163 -8.518 (2.43 78.28 64.82 4.389 2.163 2.346
•2.44 81.31 75.27 2.876 2.739 -8.664 (2.44 88.15 73.27 5.14! 2.739 2.4*2
•2.*5 71.5* 88.53 2.679 3.492 -8.813 (2.45 98.18 88.53 5.942 3.492 2.458
•2.46 76.85 82.76 3.39* 4.297 -8.984 • 2.46 96.98 82.76 6.843 4.297 2.546
• 2.47 79.74 188. N 3.971 4.918 -8.948 •2.47 96.98 188.88 7.37* 4.916 2.652
•2.46 1M.H 1M.M 4.532 5.648 -1.896 •2.48 188. H 188.81 8.278 5.648 2.63*
STOCHflS-IC D0«!nAnCE CC-WISON
BE^JN 09QT£CT*<T - O-0»PY*|C0S •*JW.
>roo. of ;>roo. of «etiy! -uiigjnt
O-JTCO-ES Miyl I : 'ja::int oxa > A Mt« B 0-B
11.86 8.88 6.44 6 6 1
• 1.87 8.88 8.33 6.6M 6.M* 8.M*
• 1.88 8.8* 8.33 6.8M 6.M3 -*.M3
•2.23 6.82 1.33 B.Mt 6.12* -8.12*
•2.24 6.82 1.47 8.868 8.123 -8.855
•2.23 6.82 2.18 8.119 8.134 -8.615
2.26 6.82 2.16 6.181 6. 133 6.826
•2.38 9.95 2.16 6.4 77 6.244 6.233
•2.31 16.77 5.22 6.577 6.263 6.312
•2.32 16.77 6.36 6.783 6.384 8.398
•2.33 38.41 6.36 8.912 6.384 6.328
•2.34 37.23 9.26 1.216 6.447 6.769
•2.35 44.83 16.4* l.'.M 6.34* 1.844
•2.36 44.85 1I.54 2.629 6.644 1.343
•2.37 44.85 12.51 2.469 6.76* 1.71*
•2.38 44.83 13.37 2.918 6.685 2.823
•2.39 34. H I8.M 3.338 1.618 2.332
»2.4« 54. M 21.33 3.69* 1.138 2.732
•2.41 7*. 2* 24.22 4.43* 1.372 3.659
•2.42 88.15 49.94 5.132 1.614 3.319
•2.43 98.16 64.82 6.814 2.163 3.651
•2.44 96.98 75.27 6.823 2.739 4.666
*2.«5 96.98 86.33 7.794 3.492 4.382
•2.46 1M.N 82.76 8.763 4.297 4.466
•2.47 MM 1N.M 9.313 4.918 4.593
•2.»8 MM MM 16.243 3.644 4.393
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(•cvc :»t-r» S;oc-«>' M C'ltfriO" >ar t>» J«%
. , f. .
Ml 10 *
5-K-«t;: Ha|«ACt OOM'SOi
W .44 1 M 1 M i 1 4
•2.44 I.N 1 N i 1 4
• « 2.M i 1 4
•2. 24 1.54 lm 4.253 LM -4.443
•2.27 5. LM 4.247 I.J54 -4 441
> • 2.44 4.211 4.373 -4 49*
•2.13 2.n t« 4m 4.M4 -4.457
•2.14 i.n LM 1.57 4.547 -4.434
•2.33 1.14 '.44 i a* I VI -4.4*3
•2.34 4.24 2.44 1 .5:1 1.5*4 ii
v.v i.ij LM 1.543 4.54* • 44:
Xi.it ixn n.39 4.474 4.1:4 1.442
•2.39 :3. '4 25.59 J.II3 LM -4.457
•2.M l*.3t 23.39 4.932 i.:2l -4.174
•2.*! 14.73 Ml«4 LM i.ll* -4. 249
*i.*i 11. 17 1*4 :.244 1.744 -4.*92
11.41 22.71 It, 4| :.3:5 2:9] -4.479
•2.** 21. n MM :.7«j 2.594 -4.454
•2*5 11. u 31.24 1.171 3.443 -:.4U
•2*4 54.24 ILil 2.327 J. 513 •:.:M
«.*7 51.1: 41.42 2.4)9 .119 •LM
•c.M :M M :m.m 2.9*5 >ii* -1.319
\ZO*l •o M .. ft-l
• 2.44 • 44 2.44 4 4 I
•2.44 1 44 2.44 I 444 I I k -4.4:4
12.14 1.54 2.44 I 444 1 41* -4.41*
12.24 1.54 2.44 4 233 4.17* -4.1:4
•2.27 1.54 2.44 4.247 4.194 -4.121
•2.24 2.77 2.44 4.211 4*49 -4.124
• 2.13 2.77 2.44 4 *21 4.324 -4.491
• 2.1* 2.77 2.44 • •37 4.5*1 -4.44*
•2.33 1.14 *.ll 1*44 4.342 -4.477
•2.34 4.24 25.51 1.5.1 1.443 -4.443
•2.37 9.41 23.59 1 545 4.795 -4.214
•2.14 11.74 23.59 in Lid -4.«17
•2.19 IXN M.M 4.1:5 1.171 -4.334
•2.M i*.l: MM 4.932 1.774 -4.42*
»2.*l 19.73 M.M 1.493 2.141 -1.443
U.xi 22.17 •I.«l 1.249 2.577 -1.249
*i.H 22.74 31.24 1.315 2.994 -l.»73
»2.»« 22.71 11.42 1.7*1 1.542 -1.744
«.*5 15.41 41.42 1.974 «.::4 -2.1*4
•2.** 54.24 144.44 2.127 ».7J* -2.*44
»2.«7 54.1: 144.44 2.119 5.7:5 -2.494
12. *4 :h 44 IMlM 2.9« 5.443 -2.944
S'OOOSTic »I>*CE C0**MIS0»1
*"«<•• 940 : £C'<*' - "ftJMO" *4) 9«T£C TS"T - C-«J)W!<« MWfc
MUMS «*!< •,,,,; MC4 • 4 44£A • 1 - ,
•2.44 4.44 2.44 4 4 4
•2.49 1.44 2.44 1.444 4.414 -4.414
•2. 14 2.44 LM • 444 4.434 -4.434
•2.24 2.14 2.44 LJM 4.37* -4.114
•2.27 2.44 2.44 1.154 1 .394 -4.434
•2.21 2.44 2.44 4.173 l.*49 -4.43*
•2.13 2.M 2.44 I.M4 4.524 -4.434
•2.1* 2.44 2.44 4.347 1.5*1 -4.114
•2.13 LM LM 4.321 1.542 -4.434
•2.14 2.44 23.59 4.3*4 4.443 -4.433
•2.17 *. 14 25.59 4.34* 4.795 -4.231
•2.14 23.39 23.59 4.4.4 1.113 -4.499
•2.19 23.59 M.M 4.172 1.371 -4. .99
•2.M 23.39 M.M 1.121 1.774 -4.4M
*2.»: M>M M.M 1.144 2.141 -4.797
*i.H MM MM 1.744 2.377 -4.797
*2.*3 MM 5:. 24 2.191 2.994 -4.797
•2." MM 41.42 2.594 3.342 -4.94*
•2-*5 3:. 24 41.42 1.441 *.1I4 -1.113
•2*4 41.42 :44.44 1.3:5 *.73* -1.224
•2.«7 41.42 44 44 ».1!9 3.7:5 -1.394
M.M :44.44 •4 44 .22* 5.1*3 -1.441
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AoxnCn C-19: Stcono D»jr*i S:ocu»tie Dominance Crittrion for ti» January
Saaola Ptriod »-•" T tit mi jit it qr»at»r tun X
and ni (nan or roual to 'A
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE C0KKJ91SON
BETWEEN NO TDCflTlClT AND PjHISMT
STOCHASTIC DO«lNA<E C0*O»IS(X
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - nALATHIQN AnO Rj»I6AnT
Oi-oa. of PrOD. of No Trt. gugant Proo. Of Proo. of •all :tm;ant
OUTCOMES No Trt. c u»igant »&£A • A a?£fi • B A-B ouTomes a. a ' ..;.-•. A»EA • 11 1»*E» • B A-B
12.18 (.N J.N 8 8 8 12.48 *.t* 8.44 8 * 4
«.w • II 2.*8 • 8 8 •2.49 8.44 2.88 * * (
t2.ll 1.56 2.M i Mi 8.819 -4.819 82.11 2.48 2.88 8.844 8.819 -4.(19
«2. 26 1.56 2.M 8.255 8.359 -4.144 42.26 2.48 2.48 8.344 8.359 -4.8:9
42.27 1.56 3.29 1.267 8.375 -4.188 42.27 2.48 3.29 8.356 8.375 -4.819
12.28 2.77 3.29 1.281 *.4*4 -8.12*. 42.28 2.88 3.29 8.375 8.444 -4.83*
•2.33 2.77 3.29 8.429 8.58* -8.151 42.33 2.88 3.29 8.486 8.584 -e.*94
•2.3* 2.77 3.98 ».457 8.613 -8.157 42.34 2.88 3.98 8.547 8.613 -(.1*6
•2.25 3.38 4.86 8.484 8.652 -4.168 42.35 2.88 4.86 8.528 8. 632 -4.123
12.34 6.26 8.15 8.5:8 8.711 -4.183 42.36 2.88 8.15 8.548 8.781 -4.152
42.37 9.13 12.68 8. 565 8.762 -4.197 42.37 4.16 12.68 8.564 8.762 -4.198
t2.38 13.79 12.68 8.678 8.921 -8.243 42.38 25.59 12.68 8.616 8.921 -4.3*4
42.39 13.71 13.29 8.815 1.847 -4.232 42.39 25.39 13.29 8.872 1.847 -4.173
42.4* !».31 21.67 8.952 1.188 -4.228 42.41 25.59 21.67 1.128 1.1ft* -4.852
42.41 19.75 24.89 1.195 1.397 -4.342 42.41 44.48 24.49 1.364 1.397 -*.*13
12.42 22.17 24.7* 1.289 1.633 -8.344 42.42 48.48 24.78 1.744 1.633 •.147
42.43 22.78 24.7* 1.515 1.885 -4.37* 42.43 44.48 24.78 2.193 1.885 8.3(8
12.M 22.78 36.53 1.7*3 2.132 -8.389 42.44 48.48 36.53 2.598 2.132 8.466
42.45 35.63 62.55 1.971 2.497 -4.527 42.45 51.28 62.55 3.843 2.497 8.5*6
42.46 51.28 63.16 2.327 3.123 -4.796 42.46 61.62 63.16 3.515 3.123 8.392
42.47 SI. 81 1N.N 2.819 3.742 -4.923 42.47 61.62 1N.N 4.119 3.742 •.377
42.48 1M.M 1M.M 2.9*5 3.912 -1.847 42.48 184. 84 184. N 4.224 3.912 (.312
STXHAST1C DOHINANCE C0«*O«IS0N
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - C-tO»»«l cOS "ETHYL
1>TOD. of Proo. Of «»tnyl 1: iaigant
OUTOXES ttnyl ' : uaiqant 1MB A AREA • I A-B
12. (8 2.88 8.N ( ( 6
42.(9 2.(8 2.84 8.816 (.844 6.616
12.11 2.(8 2.88 8.(34 8.(19 8.616
42.26 2.88 2.88 8.374 (.339 6.615
42.27 2.88 3.29 8.39* (.375 6.615
42.28 2.88 3.29 (.4*9 (.4*4 6.(44
42.33 2.88 3.29 (.524 t.5ftt > (66
42.3* 2.88 3.98 (.541 (.613 -•.•73
42.35 4.16 4.86 8.562 (.632 -«.*9l
42.36 23.59 8.15 8.6(3 (.7(1 -4.698
42.37 25.59 12.68 (.793 (.762 8.633
42.38 25.59 12.68 1.115 (.921 6.194
42.39 44.48 13.29 1.371 l.»47 6.324
42.4* 44.48 21.67 1.776 1.18* 6.593
42.41 44.48 24.89 2.181 1.397 6.764
42.42 44.48 24.78 2.577 1.633 6.944
42.43 51.24 24.7* 2.994 1.863 1.163
42.44 61.62 36.53 3.542 2.132 1.376
42.45 61.62 62.55 4.118 2.497 1.621
42.46 1M.M 63.16 4.734 3.123 1.612
42.47 1*4.44 1(4.84 5.715 3.742 1.973






H-Ai* <C 7»U'»t«jT k« M0'U'*n - >LO«Btllf« "T-TV
*»•. of >>»•. of *» -M 4 . >-T>». Of »»••. Of «* m. Wi.
-
«e •-( •4 1 Mt* • a »*a • I »-( - <«> h* *««.: MU • « 4«U • 1 »-(
w.2> • M • M • • • 42.27 • M :.i« ( ( •
> • • M • M • • • •2.21 ( M 4.1* ( M4 ( Ml -4.M1
•2.21 • 15 1. I« t • • •2.21 (.43 4.1* ( M* ( M* -* M4
•2.3* 1.27 1.14 I.Ml •,M 1.Mi •2.34 1.27 4.1« 4. Ml (.415 -(.M3
•2.34 1.17 1.14 • 444 •,M • M4 •2.34 1.27 22.24 • M* (.5:5 -(.«7
•2.37 ue U14 1. ill (.Hi • •:( •2.37 1.27 .« (.111 ( '34 -4.437
•2.3* X37 22.21 l.n* • •) •.(ii •2.34 3.J7 24.42 (.11* (.141 -4.447
•2.31 3.17 22.21 1.14! • 324 -*. Ul •2.31 3.(7 33.42 ft 141 1.2*3 -1.4U
«.«( 4.34 24. W (. >•* (.1*4 -4.334 •2*( 4.3* 3X*2 I.1M 1.371 -1.3*1
•2.4! ::.33 33.42 (.241 1.433 -(.371 «.«1 11.33 33.42 (.241 1.113 -1.4U
«.« 33.42 (3*4 l.MJ -(.7J3 U.*Z 11.(7 11.42 (.3*4 I. :4* -I.C4
M.4J :».13 11. *i (.** L3M -l.MJ *2.»3 14.fl .41 MM 2.342 -2.443
«.• 14.n n.4i (.4*4 :.433 •:. ;M • 2.** l«.13 41 (.4*4 2.144 -2-32*
•2*3 :..«3 .41 • *.?13 LlH -l.]7« »2.»3 14.43 31.34 1.713 3.334 -2.533
•2.44 :?.*3 .41 («5 ).» -1.3*4 »2.*t IT.M 1M.M (.135 3.7*4 -i.rm
«.? iJ.H 31.54 1.122 2.131 -1.444 •2-»7 23.(1 1M.M 1.122 «.724 -3.4*3
M.M M M :M.M 1.143 2.117 •1.433 (1.41 1M.N IM.M 1.143 4.M -3.733
•x-«- IMuMtl :o*«»:si>< S-X-*ftSTI m» ,.'*<£ :>**viis»
KMI-i « •".»•*» t a* c^:s*i t KT»€£ » MPKNM - «*J>7«!0. o*A Cl"16*«
>*oo. o' >>-oo. of «0 M. "iai;u<( 5>-oj. of s>»w. of 4*1. : i«!;««t
»rca«e$ •w 'rl. MigtM 5«ts • a Wfi • 1 »-l OUTOKS MU aai;<nt ivjt • a Mia • i a-i
•2.27 (M t.M I ( • •2.27 4.M i.M ( ( (
M.M • M :.i« ( ( • •2.21 t.M 1.1* ( i (
•2.21 1.13 :.17 • M* (.(:» -*.(!» •2.21 1.1* 1.17 (Ml (.(i« -(.(:«
•2.3* 1.27 1.17 (.Ml (.C7 -4.(14 •2.34 1.14 1.11 ( M2 (.C.7 -*.*:!
•2.3* 1.27 1.17 (.4U (.132 -(.44* •2.34 1.14 1.17 1 M • IV -(.(72
•2.37 :.V 5.11 (.1(1 (.172 -4.(71 •2.37 I.I* 3.41 (.Ml 1.172 -4. Ml
•CM 3.37 ft, II (.i:« (.22( -4.11* •2.31 22. 2( ft.ll (.1(3 l.22( -*. 123
n.n 5.17 1. 13 1.141 (.2*4 -4.1»3 • 2.31 22.21 (.13 1.324 (.2M (.434
•2.44 4.3* 11.41 (.141 (.371 -4. 171 M.4J .41 11. 44 (.3*4 (.371 (.in
•2.*! 11.53 11.42 (.241 (.04 -4.223 2.»1 33. »2 11.12 1.433 (.444 (.3*4
K.H 11.17 13.73 (.3*4 1.575 -4.227 ti.*i 33.42 13.75 I.M3 4.373 (.3M
•2.41 :».13 13.73 • «% ft.Ml • 234 V2-*3 33.42 13.75 1.5*1 (.7*7 4.754
•2.44 i».i3 13.24 I.WI (.444 -4.231 •2.4* 33.42 13.24 1.435 (.444 (.«!
•2.43 14.(3 14.21 i.ris 1.(37 -(.2*2 2*3 34.42 11.21 2.141 1.437 1.133
•2.4* IT.H 23.21 (.TO 1.2*1 -(.2*» •2.»4 3*.»2 23.21 2.55* 1.2M 1.33*
•2.47 23. 41 MM 1.122 1.427 -4. 345 •2.47 31.54 MM 2.13* U*B 1.5*3
•2.44 MM MM l.:4J 1.397 -(.434 i2.*( 1M.M IM.M 2.117 1.517 !.»*•
;•!:•««•:: »:•**•:• :imi:s»
•TWEDi Mnrnrra*:' - OOlPTIiros «rwr. inC f^lb»*7 5
T0O*S T !C DOItfK* 0>««*!SW
iwa» ottTTQrrpjrr - oAjirxKx a*c ovTEaaon - c>*j)»»»(: ris *r-n
»**». of »»o«. of ^«»Tl ailtitt
• »• **t«t: 'miitttt s«j • a a*£a • i a-l
•2.27 • (M ( ( I
•2.24 ft.H 1.14 (Ml (M* (.Ml
•2.21 4.1* 1.17 (M* (.(:« (.(>(
•2.3* 4.1* 1.17 (.(15 (.(17 (.*n
•2.34 22.21 1.17 •.SIS (.132 (.343
•2.37 22.2* 3.6: *.73« (.172 (.544
•2.3* 24.42 4. It (.Hi t.lii (.713
•2.31 13.42 (.13 1.2*5 (.2* (.133
«.»• U.*l 11.(1 1.571 •.371 1.24*
»2.»l 13.42 11.42 1.113 (.444 l.»27
•2.42 31*2 1175 2.144 (.375 1.3*1
»2.«3 34.42 :3.73 2.3*2 (.747 1. 433
•2.4* 34.42 13.2* 2.144 (.4*4 2.M2
•2*3 31.34 14.2* 3.33* 1.(37 2.313
•2.44 :M.M 2X21 3.744 I.2M 2.3*4
•2-W MM IM.M .724 l.*27 3.2W
•2 «* IM.M IM.M < 1*4 1.317 3.211
araxs U.l •^•"yl a«a • a a«ta • i a-l
•2.27 *.*• 1.14 t ( (
•2.21 (M i. ;« (.(*• (Ml -(.Ml
•2.21 1.14 4.14 (M* (M* -(.M*
•2.3* 1.14 4.M (M£ (.(93 -*.«3
•2.34 1.14 22.21 (.M* (.315 -1.413
•2.37 1.14 22.21 (.(11 (.73* -».4*4
•2.3* 22.2* 21.42 (.1*3 (.1*1 -«.*st
w.n 22. 2( 3X42 (.324 1.2*3 MM
•2*4 24.42 1X42 (.34* 1.571 -1.(31
«.«! 33.42 1X42 (.133 1.113 -l.Ml
U.iZ 33.42 31.42 l.MJ 2.14* -I.Ml
•2.»3 33.42 14.42 1.3*1 2.3*2 -l.Ml
•2.44 3X42 J*.*2 1.433 2.144 -1.131
«.»3 31.42 31.5* 2.1(1 3.33* •ft,Ml
•2.44 34.42 .MM 2.55* 3.7*4 -l.lV
42.47 31.54 IM.M 2.13* «.72ft -1.7%
•2.44 MM IM.M 2.117 • (14 -i.m
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S«cone Decree S'.odntic Dominance Criterion for tit Jimijry
Suole Perioc W>»n «oi»ture Content 11 -HI THjn or Eoiu! t
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE CO«OA«ISON
BETWEEN "<0 TD£flT«£NT 8*0 PDOTECTANT - NAlATHION
STKHASTIC DOMINANCE CCWWISO"
BETWE-N NO T*EAT»£HT M P«T£CTft«.T - CfJIW»«I r0S "Tr«»L
Proa, of Proo. of No Trt. tali
OUTCOMES to T rt N*U 3HEA a*£A • 8 A-B
•2.33 I.M I.M 1 1 1
•2.41 I.N I.N I 1 1
•2.41 I.S I.N I 1 1
•2.42 5.72 I.N 1.115 I.IN 1.115
•2.43 11.28 I.N 1.172 I.IN 1.172
•2.44 11.88 I.N 1.175 I.NI 1.175
•2.45 17.52 I.N 1.233 I.N* 1.233
2.46 23.6* I.N 8.468 » m 1.468
12.47 25.12 I.N I.7N I.NI I.7N
12.41 1M.N 1M.M 1.742 I.MI 1.742
a b oirrcoxs --:- • a --.-
2.33 I.N I.N 1 • 1
12.41 I.N I.N I.M I.M I.NI
12.41 1.52 I.N I.NI 1 **) I.NI
12.42 5.72 I.M 1.115 I eN 8.115
•2.43 11.28 I.N 1.172 1 ** 1.172
12.44 11.
M
I.N 1.175 1 m 1.175
2.45 17.52 I.N 1.233 • ** 1.233
2.46 23.61 1N.N 1.468 1 *<* 1.468
2.47 25.12 1N.N I.7N 1 9M -I.2M
2.48 1N.N 1N.N 1.742 I :u -I.4U
STOCHASTIC D0"I»AnCE C0WW1ISON
BETWEEN "0 T»£flT«£xT (WO FU«16«HT
2.33 I.N I.N 1 1 1
2.41 I.N 1.52 1 1 1
2.41 1.52 3.33 I.IN 1.115 -1.115
2.42 5.72 8.43 MIS 1.155 -1.139
2.43 11.28 3.11 1.172 1.139 -1.167
2.44 11.81 12.34 1.175 1.231 -1.854
2.45 17.52 13.12 1.233 1.353 -1.166
2.46 23.61 21.54 8.468 1.549 -8. HI
2.47 25.12 188. H I.7N 1.758 -1.851
2.48 1N.N 1N.N 1.742 1.921 -1.178
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE CC*PA«!S0«
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - nAlATHIOn AnO F1MGMT
Proo. of Prop, of N»



































BE tw£En PROTECTANT - CH.0ROYRl c0S "EThyi.
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE CD*A«IS0N
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - NALATX10N ANO PROTECTANT - OUtmiRI "ETHn.
OOTCC-ES N^lyl wtqtnt a»EA . a area . b a-B
2.39 I.N I.N i 1 1
2.4| I.N 1.52 I.N* I.NI I.IN
2.41 I.N 3.93 I.IN 1.115 -1.115
2.42 I.N 8.49 I.NI 1.155 -1.155
2.43 I.N 9.11 I.IN 1.133 H.133
2.44 I.N 12.34 I.NI 1.231 -8.231
2 »5 I.N 13.82 I.NI 1.339 -8.333
2.46 1N.N 21.54 I.NI 1.543 -1.543
2.47 1N.N 1N.N I.3N I.738 1.231
•2.48 1N.N 1N.N 1.15* 1.321 1.231
OUTCOMES •ili «ttnrl flDEo • a
2.33 I.N I.N i
2.41 I.N I.N I.NI
2.41 I.N I.N I.NI
2.42 I.N I.N I.NI
2.43 I.N I.N I.NI
2.44 I.N I.N I.NI
2.45 I.N I.N I.NI
2.46 I.N 1N.N I.NI
2.47 I.N 1N.N I.NI
2.48 1N.N 1N.N I.Nt
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S*r»<e )*r-M >ioc-.> • • »-»« 'or <•>» :*+*',
t . . . , « . . > ... r- , #
i-oc^:: 9»i«x£ co*o«:s9i
'^Xi « ta • • uta . a mu . i H X'C«S ««> M d MX* • 4 44U • 1 4-1
42.2* • M 1 M 1 • i a.a I.M 1 M I I 1
42.27 1 M 1 M 1 • • •2.27 I M • M • • Mt I *M
W.M • 13 I M • 1 I •2.21 IB I M • 4M I.M* • M*
W J* I.B • M ia •,M da •2. J* 1.33 D 1 M* I.IM I *M
•2.1: 4 33 1 M tai 1 4M .at •2.U 4.B 7.21 I 1:2 4. 41* I.MI
W.12 ;.:3 H I • :« I *M • i • •2.32 I.U 7.21 (.•!« 4*45 -t.m
w.ii 1.43 r.a tai l.l;J • 1:5 •2.33 I.U a* • 424 4.154 -*. 12*
•2.H I.U r.a ia • Mi « n •2.34 1.43 11.5* 1 4*3 4.212 -4.2*7
•2 33 t« 1 13* I.Kl 1.131 -4.M7 •2.33 2.44 2*. 11 I.M1 1*2) -4.144
•2.14 3.2* :15* in *.n* -l.2*4 •2.14 5.2* 11.5* I.IM 4.413 -4.5*5
•2 J* ».I5 n.u i. in ».]% -.2*7 •2.37 4.43 11. J* 4.121 4.112 -I.MI
w.j* ta n.s* i. in 1.3*1 -4.JV a>a 1.5* 11.5* l.lll I.2M -I.M*
•2.31 I.U 31.5* 1.32* l.lll -1.717 •2.31 1.5* «:.U 4.12* 1.421 -1.5*1
•2.4* 1.5* 31.5* ••.:i 1.5:1 -I.M7 •2.M 1.5* 41.44 4.«:i 2.2J1 -1.421
•2.41 i«,a •I.U kSU I.MI -1.317 a>«i i».n 4*. 13 4.5:2 2.434 -2.:**
•2.42 II: u,a in I. ilk -1.47* •2.42 II: a.a 4.454 1.1*3 -2.*M
•2.4.) M.19 »*.n llu 2.7*2 -Mil a. 4i 24.73 57.24 4.4** 1.4*5 -2.4*2
•2.44 21.11 •i.w '..Ml 1.22 •1.1*1 «.« 21. U a.*i 1.411 «.2:4 -1.127
•2.43 14. *» a.a tat 1712 -2.341 »i«j 14. *i a.4i 1.1*2 .422 -l.»**
11.41 M.4I a.«i 1.7*7 *.1*3 -2.337 (2.44 «« ** IM.M 1.7*7 5*24 -1.471
•2.47 32. 12 44.41 2. 1*3 ».M7 -€. 71* •2.47 52.12 IM.M 2.141 4.4* -4.221
•2.4* ;M.M :M.M 2.272 • Ml -2.721 a.a IM.M IM.M 2.272 4.574 -*.1*3
5tp«s-:: 5»:«*e :>««!s.>
i *€ S40TECTOXT - PtSWII-TS •rr-fi.
OTOXS «*.* *rt^yl *Vfi • a a*E* • 1 a-i
12.24 I.M I.M 1 I 1
42.27 I.M I.M 1 I.M* I.MI
K.H I.M I.M I.M* I.M* I.M*
42. J* I.M 1.44 I.M* I.M* I.M*
•2.11 I.M 7.21 I.M* III -l.l:l
»2.12 :.•* 7.21 I.M* i.tts -«.*43
42.11 7.21 13.5* (.113 1.134 -4.143
42.1* 7.21 13.54 I.M4 1.212 -».2»*
12.13 ixa 2*. 41 (.131 1.427 -4.244
42.14 11.54 31.3* 1.21* 1.433 -*.3*l
42.17 2*. 11 31.5* 1.314 1.112 -4.514
42.1* 31.51 31.5* I.5U 1.2M -*.7*3
42.11 31.5* 41.44 l.lll I.42J -4.7*5
(2.** 31.5* 41.4* l.SU 2.231 -4.724
•2.41 • 1.4* a.
«
1.1*1 2.434 -4. 7*7
«2.*2 41.44 41.91 2.324 3.: 43 -1.42*
42.4J 44.15 57.21 2.742 3.4*3 •4. 141
•2.4* 41. 11 44.41 3.232 4.211 -*.M4
42.45 57.2* 44.41 3.7B • 422 -:.«*
12.44 44.4| IM.M 4.3*3 5.424 -I.I22
42.47 44.41 :MM 4.117 4.4*4 -1.311
42. a :M.M 1M.M 4. HI 4.574 -1.577
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Stccmd D«arw Stocuitic Do»imic» Criterion for ti« Jiniury
Suolt a«rioc • t- • i .-t Content 11 -ri:t- ti«n 1(
ind lm tnin or rcuil to 11
ST0O«ST IC 00»lNflHK COfWISON
BETWEEN *] T»3ir«ENT (WD P'JKISAHT
5T0CHOSTIC DONINO-CE OWWISON
BETWEEN PN0TECTa«T - KtflTHIOM MO Fu«l6fWT
3roD. of ProD. Of No Trt. 1-mgjnt >H>0. Of »roO. of <Ul4 1EarifMt
0UTCO«ES •40 Trt. ' B«£A . A 9«£fl . B 0-8 (WTCO»£S UU fuaigjnt »*Efl • 8 iME» • 1 B-8
12.24 I.N I.N 1 1 1 •2.26 I.N I.N 1 1 I
»2.27 I.N 1.33 1 1 I •2.27 I.N 1.35 1 1 1
12.28 1.33 1.33 I. IN I.N3 H.N3 12.28 IN 1.33 IN* I.N3 -4.N3
2.31 ».33 1.33 I.IM l.lll -I.N3 •2.34 I.N 1.33 I.IN l.lll -1.111
•2.31 1.35 1.39 1.112 1.115 -I.N3 •2.31 I.N 1.39 I.4N 1.115 -1.115
2.32 1.13 2.43 1.114 1.123 -l.lll •2.32 LM 2.43 I.NI 1.125 -I.I23
2.33 1.63 2.43 1.128 1.136 -I.I27 •2.33 7.29 2.43 1.113 1.156 -1.1*3
12. M 1.65 4.16 1.143 1.164 -1.133 •2.34 7.29 4.16 I.M6 I.IM I.N6
12.35 2.86 4.94 1.161 1.122 -1.161 •2.35 13.5* 4.94 1.159 1.122 1.137
2.36 3.21 7.37 I.IN 1.171 -l.lll •2.36 13.5* 7.37 1.29* 1.171 1.123
•2.37 6.85 11.19 1.129 1.226 -1.197 •2.37 21.83 11.89 1.396 1.226 1.169
12.34 9.58 11.49 1.191 1.324 -1.134 •2.38 39.58 11.49 1.583 1.324 1.239
•2.39 9.58 11.49 '1.321 1.466 -1.146 •2.39 39.58 11.49 1.118 1.466 1.652
2.»l 9.58 15.44 1.416 1.571 -1.155 lr .4 39.58 13.** 1.513 1.571 1.9*3
«.*1 14.39 18.31 8.512 1.725 -1.214 •2.41 41.66 11.31 1.919 1.725 1.18*
12.42 18.81 24.24 1.656 I.9M -1.253 2.42 41.66 24. 24 2.326 I.9M 1.418
2.43 24.73 28.11 1.14* 1.151 -1.317 2.43 48.93 28.11 2.7*2 1.151 1.592
•2. a 29.13 33.43 1.191 1.432 -1.341 •2.44 49.99 33.43 3.232 1.432 1.8N
2.45 36.46 43.46 1.382 1.766 -1.413 •2.45 57.28 43.46 3.732 1.786 1.9*6
•2.46 44.48 51.11 1.747 2.221 -1.473 12.46 61.41 51.11 4.3*5 2.221 2.18*
•2.47 52.12 1N.N 2.183 2.721 -1.538 •2.47 61.4! IN.N 4.197 2.721 2.173
12.40 !M.M 1M.II 2.272 2.891 -1.621 12.48 1N.N 1N.N 4.999 2.891 2.1M
STOCHASTIC OOllNftMCE C0"°«!SON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - CH.900t«IFOS KThTL
Voo. of *roS. of •rtiyl i :win»nt
OUTCOMES »tnyl miqint 1>*E0 • a IHEfl • B a-B
12.26 I.N I.N 1 I 1
•2.27 I.N 1.35 INI I.IN • IN
•2.28 I.N 1.35 INI I.N3 -I.N3
•2.31 1.14 1.33 I.IN l.lll -l.lll
2.31 7.29 1.39 l.lll 1.115 -I.N*
12.32 7.29 2.43 1.165 1.123 1.4*1
12.33 13.54 2.43 1.156 1.156 l.lll
2.3* 13.54 4.16 1.292 • Ml 1.212
2.35 21.83 4.94 1.427 1.122 1.315
2.36 39.58 7.37 1.633 1.171 1.46*
2.37 39.58 11.89 1.932 1.226 1.7*6
XZ.H 39.58 11.49 1.268 1.324 1.96*
2.39 41.66 11.49 1.823 l.*66 1.357
2.41 41.66 15.44 2.239 1.571 1.668
2.41 48.95 18.31 2.656 1.723 1.931
2.42 49.99 24.24 3.145 I.9N 2.237
2.43 57.26 28.11 3.6*3 1.131 2.495
2.44 61.41 35.43 4.218 1.432 2.786
12.45 61.41 43.46 4.822 1.786 3.136
•2.46 IN.N 51.11 5.426 2.221 3.2*6
12.47 M.U 1N.N 6.446 2.721 3.685
2.48 IN.N IN.N 6.576 2.191 3.685
1"
.....
5-x-os-:: »,<*< mm ..
MM j« »«JJ*irai' - :«J»*»»«: C 3S »T-y.
•axes - •« . MM ....;. , *-•
ti. m L« • M 1 • •
• M LM • • •
II.M • < M • • •
•2.21 • . M LM • M* i.m
•2.24 1 • M «li LM • M
•2.23 ' 5* LM • M* • .4*1
•2.24 Lit k«a t.H7 •.137
42.11 Ml r.fl • 5*4 (.411 -4.4U
«.J4 2.:1 '.» 4.4*2 LOS -LH1
•2.13 2.42 :«.M Mfl • 41 -•.in
ti.it 2.42 19.M • 41* 1.111 -•.241
•2.17 1.21 :3.M • 4*4 1.H1 -*.1*J
m.m 4.1* AN •*.7:1 1.2:1 -*.5**
m.ii 4.31 «.M LM 1.349 -*.4*4
•2 * il.M 23.M 1M USM -4.49*
42.*l 14. * 42.5* lm 1.741 4W
•2.42 I&.V 42.5* I.M i.m '
•2.41 17.11 47.5* 1.271 2.441 -1.142
•2.44 11. H 47.5* LM 1.M1 -1.431
•2.43 is.u 35. M !.7]| 3.344
-i.Hi
•2.44 47.42 CM i.m MM -e.tn
42.47 •I.M 47.5* 2.542 . m -2.2:4
•2.44 MM :M.M Lit] .«• -2.2*7
j.-cxs «o M •km: mu . • mu • I »-l
11.14 • M LM • • •
11.17 LM • M 1 ft • M* LM
• :.M 1.1* • * • M* lm • M*
•2.21 l.ll 7 3* • m • M* • m
42.24 I.M 7 3* 1.4*1 1 1 ' 1.124
•2.23 '..71 7 3* *.4*1 1.131 LM
42.24 2.11 7 3* (.423 i.m • .224
•2.11 2.11 13 M 1.3*4 • . "3* -•.144
42.14 2.11 13 * • .4*2 1.141 -•.241
42.13 2.12 13.M (.421 r* -•.421
42.14 2.42 13.M • 43* 1.2M -«.3»2
•2.17 3.2* :5.M 1.4*4 1.134 -•.444
•2.11 4.34 23. M 1.711 1.3M -1.711
42.11 4.31 42.3* (.742 1.7M -1.1*4
•2.44 11. 42 42. 3* • •21 2.173 -LMI
42.41 14.44 42.3* •.Vt 2.4*1 -1.472
•2.42 14.V 47.3» I.M 1.123 -1.132
•2.41 17.11 55. H 1.271 3.3*4 -2.2M
•2.44 3».24 42.31 1.4)4 4.1*2 -2.M7
• 2.43 33.4* 47.3* 1.711 4.4a -2.121
•2.44 4 7.42 1M.M 2.t13 IN -3.24*
•2.47 4*.M MM 2.342 4.121 -1.741
•2.4* 1M.M 1M.M 2.4*1 4.491 LM
njo«r:c woe :o*m!son
*-w. of >~v>. o' •4 1 «*tVrl
--«;
«*:« 4»t-Yl -*- » » .- • 1 a-l
• I.M I.M LM • 1 I
• 1.17 LM LM I *M LM I.M*
II.
U
I.M I.M LM I.M* LM
•2.21 I.M 7.31 I M* • Mt LM
•2.24 I.M 7.31 •.Mt 1.173 -•.•75
•2.23 7.5* 7.5* LM 1. 131 -4.111
•2.24 7.3* 7.5* 1.147 i.m -4.131
•2.11 7.5* I3.M •.4:9 1.73* -4.111
•2.14 7.3* I3.N 1.473 I.KJ -4. 1U
•2.13 13.M 13.M 1.741 UM -4.211
42.14 13.M 15.N 1.911 I.M -4.211
42.17 I3.M :5.M 1.141 1.13* -4.241
•2.1* 13.4* 23. M 1.2:9 1.5M -4.211
42.11 :3.M 42.5* 1.349 !.73* -1.341
•2.4* 23. M 42.5* 1.319 2.1*3 -•.454
•2.41 42.31 42.5* 1.741 2.4*1 -4. Ill
•2.42 42.5* 47.5* 2.194 3.(23 -4.431
•2.43 47.5* 55. M 2.441 3.54* -4.1*4
•2.44 47.5* 42.5* 3. Ml 4.142 -4.934
12 43 33. M 47.5* 3.5*4 I.4U -:. Ml
•2.44 47.31 MM 4. 11* 5.142 -1.221
•2.47 47.5* 1M.M 4.773 4.121 -1.5*7





t Critr-ion for tl
Content II ;rtiH
stochastic dovonce co«xn!5» ST0C-«STIC DOXIXKE CMXMISON
between -•:::•- - «_--> two • ^
>roo. of ^roo. of No Trt. c ualjint 1Voo. of Proo. of U\l : u»10»nt
WTCOXS No Trt. 1jiioint AKfi » a HEP. • i »-e ouTcwes N*U ':uiig«nt a»Efl > a MEfl'. B a-B
• 1.86 8.8* S.N 8 8 8 81.16 8.N 8.N * 8 t
11.87 6.68 8.37 8 8 8 81.61 8.8* 8.37 8 8 (
11.84 1.18 8.37 8. 888 8. 883 8.8M 11.88 8.N 8.37 8.8*8 8.M3 -8.N3
•2.23 1.11 8.37 8.398 8.133 8.237 •2.23 8.88 8.37 8.8** (.133 -*.1J3
•2.24 1.11 1.62 8.481 8.137 8.264 •2.24 8.M 1.62 8.8** 8.137 -*). 137
•2.25 1.73 2.M 8.489 8.149 8.26* 82.25 7.5* 2.88 S.8M 8.149 -•.149
•2.26 2.19 2.88 8.423 8.168 •.257 •2.26 7.5* 2.88 t.»67 8.168 -*. 1M
•2.33 2.19 2.88 8.386 8.321 8.265 •2.33 7.58 2.88 (.619 (.321 (.298
•2.34 2.19 3.33 8.682 8.336 8.266 12.34 7.58 3.33 (.675 (.336 8.339
i2.35 2.82 3.33 8.629 8.378 8.251 •2.35 15.N 3.33 (.769 (.378 8.391
12.36 2.82 3.79 8.638 8.411 8.24( •2.36 15.M 3.79 (.919 8.411 8.5*7
12.37 3.28 3.16 8.686 8.449 8.237 •2.37 15.M 5.16 1.069 (.449 8.628
•2.38 4.38 5.98 8.719 8.581 8.218 •2.38 15.M 3.98 1.219 (.Ml 8.716
•2.39 6.39 18.37 •8.762 8.56* 6.263 82.39 1S.N 18.57 1.369 (.56( 8.889
•2.4* 11.12 18.23 8.828 8.665 8.163 (2.4* 25. 88 18.25 1.519 6.665 8.853
•2.41 16.46 18.74 8.928 8.848 8.888 •2.41 42.5* 18.74 1.769 6.848 6.921
•2.42 16.92 19.17 1.893 1.835 8.858 •2.42 42.5* 19.17 2.194 1.(35 1.156
•2.43 17.38 31.
U
1.279 1.246 8.833 12.43 47.5* 31.63 2.661 1.246 1.415
•2.44 38.26 37.14 1.436 1.53J -«.*97 •2.44 7.5* 37.14 3.889 1.533 1.536
•2.45 33.68 38.22 1.738 1.9*4 -8.166 •2.45 53. M 58.22 3.564 1.984 1.666
•2.46 47.62 38.68 2.895 2.486 -8.311 •2.46 67.5* 58.68 4.114 2.4*6 1.7*7
•2.47 48.88 188.88 2.562 2.983 -8.341 •2.47 67.5* 188.M 4.775 2.983 1.672
•2.48 1M.8« 188.88 2.643 3.873 -8.43* •2.48 188.88 1N.M 4.898 3.(73 1.817
STOOASHC XWlNflNCE C0-OQ9:st>«
BETWEEN BTOTETroxT - CHJWYIICOS HT-YL 1*0 •j«!6fl*T
iTQt. Of "TOO. of •ftivl 'uaigjnt
0UTC0NES •»f>y!
-uiiqint ~<ti • aw » b a-B
• 1.66 6.N 6.6* * 6 (
• 1.87 (.M 8.37 8.M* 8.8W • •**
• 1.88 6.6* 8.37 *.»** 6.6*3
-i.W
•2.23 7.5* 8.37 8.8*8 6.133 -•.133
•2.24 7.5* 1.62 6.675 8.137 -*.»62
•2.23 7.5( 2.68 8.131 8.149 -4.116
•2.26 7.5( 2.88 6.199 6.166 6.631
•2.33 15.N 2.88 6.73* 8.321 8.429
•2.34 IS.** 3.33 (.663 6.336 6.526
•2.35 IS.** 3.33 l.*5* 6.376 6.672
•2.36 1S.N 3.79 1.2M 6.411 6.769
•2.37 1S.N 3.16 1.33* 6.449 6.961
•2.38 25. M 3.96 1.5M 6.5*1 6.999
•2.39 42.5* 18.57 1.75* 8.56* 1.19*
•2.4* 42.5* 18.25 2.175 6.663 1.51*
•2.4| 42.5* 18.74 2.6M 6.646 1.732
•2.42 47.5* 19.17 3.623 1.633 1.99*
•2.43 33. t* 31.63 3.546 1.246 2.3*1
•2.44 62.5* 37.14 4.*42 1.533 2.511
•2.45 67.5* 3*. 22 4.666 1.9*4 2.763
•2.46 !•*.** 5*. 6* 3.J4J 2.4*6 2.936
•2.47 18*.N IM.M 6.323 2.9*3 3.42*
•2.4* 1N.H 1M.M 6.493 3- #73 3.42*
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.0- tar f>« .»».
.. .
s-x-os-:: • »« S> pop«s>:c »:<*<« cx>u:n<
. 1 „ • j< mo'u?*' *< > IPMI4 «0 TKJ>T«<»' 0* - • :-.:»i«:'3s *i
»*•». 0' >^». 0» X> '-I. •i . >-01. o' *-o». o' *» '<•». «
- >0 ''! •«• 4-1 XTOWS » M •*•.,: M(l • 1W • 1 *H
•2.M 1 M • M • 1 1 12. H 1 M (.23 1 • I
W.»1 • M • M • I • 12.11 IN (21 • Ml • ». •4. 4*7
> • • .it (.23 1 t 1 •2. t* • 11 4.23 I M* • :i) * <
w .(1 (.a HM L« -» 235 i2.2* *.(1 4.23 1.7** 1.123 -4 131
•2.27 4.M *.a 1.4*2 1.441 -4.2*7 •2.27 .(1 12.54 • 142 Lin -tin
M.« (.K (.a • i*« :.:a -4.211 12.21 (.14 24. M I ** 1.24* -I.**:
«.n • 12.
»
4 in 1.244 -*.2'3 12.21 11.53 24. M 4113 1.334 -4.C3
W.* i2.il 12.5* i.tss 1.221 -4.2T 12.J4 12.11 24. M • 133 LSI -4.(14
w.i* :2.:l K.a :.5«5 1 114 -4.2H 12. J» I2.ll r. 34 1.3«3 2.33* -:.M1
«.B It. II :2.3* lih :.V1 -4.21J i2. n 12. II 27.54 1.417 2.7(1 -1.12*
«.* «.« II 5* 1.711 2.444 -4.217 12.14 12.1! *4.T5 1.711 1. .4* -1.113
12.17 :2.li i'.» :.H7 2.141 -*.»*« •2.37 12.11 4.73 1.117 1.3V -1.(73
MM Z7.il •4.7? Ml 2.347 -4.534 12.14 27.17 4.73 2.1:1 i.m -1.1**
w.31 21. H •4-5 2.134 3. 1 7* -4.42« 12.11 21. 1* 34.23 2.B1 ..3*7 -2.2:*
•2.** 21.3* 4.73 L9T] J. 5*2 -4.1*1 12. ! 21.1* 34.23 2.371 .HI -i.*'i
«.: 12. : 54. a i. in *.:5l :.l:l i2. •: 12.1* 34.23 2.111 5.1V -2.7V
«.»2 32. : 54. a 1241 4,714 -:.«3J 12. »2 K.H U.73 1.2*1 (.23* -2. HI
«.] *4.ti 54.n LM 5.274 MK 12. • 1 4.71 71.23 1.342 (IV -LIU
•2.** *t>« (1?3 ma 5.115 -1.44* 12. •• J.l: 71.25 • .111 7.(7( -1.1*5
•2.«3 51.22 ':.» 4.4U (.41 -2.44* 12. «5 31.22 n.54 .41 1.1:7 -1.43*
12. *i (3.-: ':.n 5.153 7. Ill -2. 12* 12. ** (3.71 MM 3. 433 1.112 -.117
«.»? n.v ".54 5.(11 7.IM -2.141 12.«7 73.27 MM 3.(11 HIV -*.173
W.*4 MM MM 3.427 l.lll -2.:4* It4| 1M.N 1M.M 5.127 11.2*2 •4.413
rr«-:[ »>:<*<£ :>*»•:»
, . . rwr . *aj»--:> x> s^^tnfrr - mjw •
*-oj. o' *-r>. o'
:
-r-s «*!« •,!-,. M£S • a M£a • i M
12.44 I.N (.23 1 1 I
12.41 I.M (.23 t.Mt 1.4*7 -1.1*7
tt.ll (.23 (.23 INI l.lll -l.lll
•2.2* 4.25 (.23 ..422 1.123 -4.111
•2.27 (.23 12.54 1.4*1 1.172 -l.lll
•2.21 (.23 2«\H 1..23 1.21* -1.151
•2.21 '.2.54 21.4* 1.2*1 1.331 -1.1*2
«.3» 12.31 2I.M 1.221 1.31* -1.133
12.1* 12.31 27.54 1.414 2.53* -1.711
•2.J3 12.54 27.54 1.V1 2.7(1 -l.lll
•2.14 27.51 •1.73 2.4*4 Lift -1.111
•2.17 27.51 4.73 2.1*1 3.3V -1.211
V.U »4.'5 4.75 2.547 1.151 -1.111
•2.11 U.79 54.23 1.17* .547 -1.111
•2.*! *4. "3 54.23 3.5*2 .HI -1.1*7
12. ! 54.23 54.23 4.191 5.(V -1.3*1
•2*2 54.23 (J. 73 . 7'.* (.23* -1.5*1
«.! 34.23 71.23 5.27* (.IV -:.(:(
•2.** il.73 71.23 3.113 7.(7* -1.711
«2.*5 71.23 n.si (.41 1.117 -1.1*1
•2.** 71.23 1*1. N 7. Ill 1.1V -l.lll
M.*7 n.si MM 7.44* 11.172 -2.1V
12. ** MM M M l.lll il. HZ -2.211
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C-2*: 5«cono Dtjr** 5:o
.. < 5tri<XJ
htinivt Cnierion for f>t Jjnmry
nun Conunt is sriitir ti»n 12
S TOM«STIC M»!>*>C£ C0*O«IS0N s-K'iOSTic w»isa<-: co*fl«is*
>ro0. Of 0<-05. of to fct. 1: u»iq«nt Ii-OS. of 1roo. of •- li : uaigint
OUTCOMES >B Irt. 1: u»ig»nt at£A • a hea • s 0-8 OUTCOtS •4 1 1 ; uai;int 34£A • B P.4EA • 8 a-6
12.U t.M l.N 1 8 8 •2.M 8.N (.** 6 6 *
12.W 6.6* 6.25 1 8 8 •2.89 8.6* 6.25 6 6 6
(2.1 ( ».69 6.25 LM 1.836 -8.836 (2.18 6.25 6.25 l>M 6.836 -6.836
(2.26 .69 6.23 1.766 1.878 -*.3l2 (2.26 6.25 6.25 l.»22 1.676 -8.856
12.27 «.69 8.«2 8.882 1.123 -8.323 (2.27 6.23 8.*2 1.869 1.125 -4.836
12.28 6.84 1*.67 8.8** 1.281 -*.357 (2.26 6.25 1*.67 1.125 1.2*1 -6.676
(2.29 11.55 15.92 8.935 1.396 -*.*6l (2.29 12.5* 15.92 1.2U 1.396 -8.168
(2.3* 12.18 15.92 8.955 l.*23 -*.*68 (2.38 12.5* 15.92 1.229 l.»23 -8.194
•2. J* 12.18 15.92 1.5*5 2.195 -8.658 (2.3* 12.5* 15.92 1.636 2.195 -8.359
•2.33 12.18 17.17 1.637 2.31* -8.678 (2.35 12.5* 17.17 1.929 2.3:* -8.345
(2.36 12.81 17.17 1.789 2.529 -8.7*8 (2.36 27.5* 17.17 2.*66 2.529 -8.»*3
•2.37 12.81 31.17 1.917 2.781 -*.74* (2.37 27.5* 38.17 2.361 2.781 -8.3*6
12. 14 27.17 32.3* 2.813 2.927 -8.91* (2.34 8.73 32.3* 2.567 2.927 -8.368
(2.39 29.3* 32.3* '2.353 3.331 -8.979 (2.39 «8.73 32.3* 3.176 3.331 -*.!55
(2.** 29.3* 36.76 2.573 3.57* -1.881 (2.»8 *8.75 36.76 3.5*2 3.57* -6.632
(2.M 32.1* 36.76 2.939 .833 -I.M4 82.41 56.23 36.76 *. 151 4.431 6.116
•2.42 32.1* »5.*1 3.261 8.48)1 -1.1*8 82.42 56.25 »5.»1 ».71* 4.4*1 6.313
(2. '3 8.79 53.15 3.582 .855 -1.273 82.4] 56.25 53.15 5.276 • .655 6.421
(2.** *8.ll 61.81 .831 5.**8 -1.4*9 (2.** 63.75 68.61 5.895 5.*** 1.433
*2.«5 39.22 67.31 *.*63 5.987 -1.52* (2.«5 71.25 67.36 t.»69 3.987 6.*42
(2.*6 65.71 75.72 5.855 6.668 -1.685 (2.46 71.25 75.72 7.161 6.661 6.521
(2.»7 73.27 1M.M 5.699 7.*82 -1.783 (2.*7 77.5* 1M.N 7.84* t.m (.477
(2.*8 1M.M 1M.M 5.827 7.572 -1.7*5 12.41 :**.** IN.** 8.611 7.572 4.»39
S70CHOS7IC D0«I«*NCS CO*M1S0n
BtnrfEE*: PROTECT*! - (XD80MIFQS "TT^
1JroO. of OroO. of ••tnyl Cuaiqtnt
rco«es *ttH)rl f uaiqant >«£R • Q 0.4EA • B ft-B
(2.84 6.25 *.»* ( • *
(2.89 6.23 6.25 8.6*7 t.M* 6.8*7
(2.1* 6.23 6.25 6.163 1.156 6.6*7
(2.26 6.23 6.25 1.125 1.(78 *.**7
(2.27 12.54) 8.*2 1.172 1.125 1.147
(2.28 i t* M.67 1.28* 1.2*1 1.64*
(2.29 2*. 6* 15.92 1.55* 1.396 6.155
(2.31 2*.** 15.92 1.56* l.*23 1. 16!
(2.3* 27.5* 15.92 2.55* 2.195 8.359
(2.33 27.5* 17.17 2.76! 2.31* 6.4*6
(2.36 *4.75 17.17 3.1*4 2.529 6.575
(2.37 4.73 36.17 3.592 2.7*1 6.891
(2.34 »4.75 32.3* 3.95* 2.927 l.*3*
(2.39 56.25 32.3* .567 3.331 1.236
(2.** 56.25 36.76 «.9«9 3.57* 1.413
(2.*1 36.25 36. 76 3.692 ».13J 1.659
(2.*2 63.75 «5.»l 6.23* 4.4*1 1.653
(2.*3 71.25 53.15 6.692 .853 2.637
(2.** 71.23 66.81 7.676 5.*»8 2.236
(2.»5 77.5* 67.3* 8.317 5.9*7 2.33*
(2.*6 1M.M 73.72 9.(92 6.66* 2.48
(2.«7 1M.M :**.** 1*.*72 7.»*2 2.67*
(2.*4 1*(.N 1M.H : 1.2*2 7.572 2.67*
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<->• 5ioc-««t.c Jwuvi >'. If 19" for
Ar-i« +-r MM ..i l| « »»« 5»»ci
• » n;«»- *« Jtc'ic-a*' - «uithii»
s'ocxwtic mumx c^wtis*
»ro». o' 10
MO • "<U I
1 • • M • 44 1 • •
1. u 1 M • N 1 • 1
42.
M
IN 1 M • M4 •,M • Mt
K.N • M I M • Mi • *M • M4
42. il 4.4* l.M kM •,M • M4
12.23 1M • M 4.171 • 4M 1.171
12.2* t.u I M 4.443 • M • M3
«.a 1M • * i M4 •,M • Mt
12.2* • 42 • n 4.W7 1 — 1.M7
«-27 • 12 ».a ' I •.443 (.113
12.21 ua »••'. 4.112 • .445 1.117
«.n l.M 1.17 •.127 LM kill
12.31 l.M •.17 4. 1«* •-•25 •.122
M.3I l.M •.17 •.143 1.13J 1.131
12.32 1.41 • 17 •.171 4.4*4 (.131
»e.u 2.** •.17 •.2:1 < r 4.154
•2.3* t«i «.|7 4.23* • .•59 kill
12.33 2.9* l.*5 «.2H • •41 •.111
•2.3* 2.M U4S 4.244 •.MJ • 2*5
12.37 3.4* 2.43 •.::? 4.W7 «.22t
12.34 ..-1 2.32 1.354 (.117 • .231
«.31 4.9* 2.(1 t •»• 1.1*1 4.2*3
12.44 4.42 1.11 4*5* 1.147 • 217
42.41 14.42 4.9* •.5l« 1.111 4.315
42. *2 12.35 1.25 1.42* 1.244 1.352
12.43 12.57 17.(1 1.734 •.PI I.3M
12.44 J*. 23 21.
U
1.141 • 521 4.341
K.4S W.9 n.« 1.211 4.7*4 4.444
12.4* 54.91 31.22 1.417 1.1*2 4.575
12.47 51.12 *9- Jl 2.114 :.»2t 4.494
42.44 :M.M IM.M 2*51 1.757 4.742
rants *» M HHftyl A«•!>*£• • 1 4-4
tl.M • M • M 1 • •
• :.17 • M 1 M Mi • Mt ». 4tt
11.44 • M • .44 • .Mt • M • 4M
12.44 • M I M • 4M • 4M • Ml
«2.M • M • M 1 44t • Mt • 4M
fell 1.44 • M • 4M • M4 I 4M
12.23 1.44 • M 4.479 • 444 LOT
42.24 1.44 t.21 4. MS • Ml • 445
•2.25 • 41 • 29 4 494 • ** • 4M
42.24 • 12 It 4.M7 • 4M 4.4V
42.27 • 42 •.17 I.1M 1.1:3 4. Ml
42.24 1.24 4.17 4.112 •.421 I.MI
12.21 l.M 4.17 4.127 4.132 • 494
42. 3* l.M 1.17 4.144 4. Ml 4. 1M
42.31 l.M 1.17 4.145 4.441 4. Ill
42.32 2.44 4.47 4.179 • 434 4.123
42.33 2.44 1.45 4.214 4.M7 4. .43
42.34 2.44 1.45 4.234 4. Ml 4.153
42.35 2.91 2.43 4.251 4.494 4.143
42.34 2.9« 2.32 4.2M 4.114 4.172
42.37 3.9« 2.41 1.317 4.139 1 t
42.31 4.74 3.14 (.354 4.145 4.141
42.31 4.94 4.94 • 444 4.117 4.217
42.44 4.42 9.25 1.45* 4.247 4.117
42.41 14.42 9.5* 4.514 4.339 4.153
42.42 12.33 21.53 4.42t 4.4J4 4.145
42.43 12.57 29.42 4.754 1.494 4.444
42.44 34.25 21.42 4. Ml 1.141 -4.4V
42.45 44.57 31.51 1.211 1.29 -4.M3
42.44 54.94 1M.M 1.417 1.431 -4.433
42.47 51.12 1M.M 2.114 2.431 -4.514
i2. a 1MM :M.M 2.243 2.1M -4.597
s'XMtric m»:«m3 co*a»:s»
KT>G<l StOTtCTMT - »*L»Tt«:Oi 0(0 340TEC TM7 - OtOMYIIFOS
»n>9. o' »TO. 0' Mil •«nT |
JTC9CS M 4 •fthTl MEA . a atw • 1 o-l
• l.M • M t.M 1 • 1
41.17 • M • M • Mt I.4M LOT
tl.M 4.M l.M I.4M 4.4M I.4M
42.M 4 M t.M • Mt • Mt I.4M
12.41 4.M • M • Mt 4.4M 4.4M
42.11 • M • M I.M4 • 4M I.4M
•2.23 • M • M I.M4 •.Ml • 4M
•2.24 t.M 1.29 • 4M 4.4M • 4M
42.23 1 M 1.29 I.4M I.M2 -I.M2
42.24 • 29 (.17 I.4M • M4 4M
•2.27 1.29 1.17 4.443 4.4.5 -4.412
42.21 1.17 1.17 • MS 4.421 •4.411
42.29 1.17 1.17 • 4:4 4.432 -4.41*
42.31 4.17 • 17 4.425 1.4*1 -4.414
42.31 4.17 1.17 4.433 1.4*9 -4.114
42.32 4.17 • 17 4.4*4 4.434 -4.414
42.33 4.17 1.45 4.431 l.M? -4.41*
42.3* 4.17 1.43 1.439 4. Ml -4.422
42.35 1.43 2.43 LIU • 194 -4.421
42.34 1.45 2.32 • 443 1. 114 -1.433
42.37 2.43 2.41 4.497 1.131 -4 4*2
12.31 2.32 3.11 4.117 1.145 -4.4*4
42.31 2.41 4.94 4.14) 4.117 -4.437
42.44 3.11 1.23 1147 4.2*7 -4. ;m
•2.41 4.9* I.J* 4.191 4.331 -4.1*1
•2.42 1.25 21.13 4.241 • «5* -4. 1M
42.43 17.41 29.*2 1 » • 494 -4.32*
42.
u
21.13 21.42 4.521 4.141 -4.132
42.«5 21.42 31.31 4.74 1.233 -4.547
12.44 31.22 MM 1.M2 1.431
-4.4M
12.«7 41.3: M M 1.424 2.431
-LOT
12.44 MM :M.M 1.757 3.3M -:.5«3
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Ooomdn C-25: itcoK D«qr»« Stoeintic Ooainjnct Crittricm for tie «»rcn
Suolt Ptriod Wie* Hheit Suihty Is Not Siwcihrt
STOCHASTIC D0«[NANCE CO**". I SON
BETWEEN NO TREATlCNT AND fU»!GflNT
Von. of OroO. of No Trt. 1: uai;int
TCONES •to Trt. 1 . .1': 1IDEA • 94EA • B ft-B
11.44 I.M I.M 8 8 8
(1.87 I.M 8.26 8 8 8
ii. as 8.84 8.26 8.888 8.882 -8.882
ta.M t.M 8.26 8.8*8 8.835 -4.435
2.69 t.M 8.52 8.888 8.857 -8.857
•2.11 1.61 8.52 8. 888 8.862 -8.862
•2.23 LSI 8.52 8.879 8.132 -8.852
2.24 1.61 8.52 8.883 8.137 -8.851
12.23 I.M 8.74 8.898 8.141 -8.851
2.26 8.82 8.74 8.897 8.158 -8.833
•2.27 1.82 1.28 8.186 8.157 -8.832
»2.28 1.26 1.46 8.112 1.166 -8.853
2.29 1.86 1.46 8.127 8.184 -8.837
2.36 1.86 1.46' 8.146 8.199 -4.453
*2.31 1.88 1.72 8.163 8.214 -8.849
12.32 2.46 1.72 8.179 8.227 -8.846
2.33 2.46 1.72 8.218 8.248 -8.839
2.34 2.46 2.17 8.234 8.263 -4.831
12.35 2.98 2.69 8.259 8.287 -4.428
2.36 2.98 3.41 8.288 8.314 -8.826
»2.37 3.94 4.67 8.317 8.348 -8.831
12.38 4.76 5.42 8.336 8.395 -8.839
•2.39 4.98 6.13 8.484 8.4*9 -8.845
2.44 5.42 11.36 8.454 8.518 -4.857
2.41 11.62 12.94 8.514 1.614 -8.184
(2.42 12.33 13.17 8.628 8.743 -4.123
2.43 12.57 24.98 8.756 8.888 -4.132
2.44 34.25 32.82 8.869 1.112 -4.243
2.45 48.57 41.48 1.211 1.432 -4.221
•2.46 58.98 41.71 1.617 1.847 -4.234
2.47 51.12 1*4. N 2.116 2.256 -4.144
•2.48 1M.M 184.88 2.458 2.926 -4.467
°TO0. of Proo. of Hill ''uaigint
rcocs 41. -j:jim S«6 . a ssta 8 tn
• 1.86 8.84 8.8* 8 8 8
• 1.87 8.84 8.26 8 a 8
• 1.88 4.4* 8.26 8.884 8.842 -4.442
•2.88 4.4* 8.26 4.444 8.455 -4.455
•2.89 8.8* 8.52 8.8*8 8.457 -4.857
•2.18 8.4* 8.52 8.8*4 4.462 -4.462
42.23 4.4* 6.52 8.4*4 8.132 -4.132
•2.24 8.4* 8.52 8.8** 6.137 -4.137
2.25 8.8* 8.74 8.84* 8.141 -4.141
•2.26 8.29 8.74 8.8*8 8.154 -4.154
•2.27 8.29 1.24 8.643 8.137 -4.154
•2.28 8.67 1.46 4.445 6.166 -4.161
•2.29 8.87 1.46 4.416 4.164 -4.169
•2.38 8.87 1.46 4.425 4.199 -4.175
•2.31 8.87 1.72 4.433 4.214 -4.168
•2.32 8.87 1.72 4.444 4.227 -8.187
•2.33 8.87 1.72 4.451 4.248 -4.197
•2.34 8.87 2.17 8.459 6.265 -4.246
•2.35 1.45 2.69 8.866 4.287 -4.219
•2.36 1.45 3.44 8.663 1.314 -4.231
•2.37 2.83 4.67 6.897 8.348 -4.251
•2.38 2.32 5.42 6.117 8.395 -4.277
•2.39 2.61 6.13 6.141 4.449 -4.3*6
•2.48 3.19 14.36 1.167 4.514 -4.343
82.41 6.94 12.94 6.199 4.614 -4.415
•2.42 9.25 13.17 6.266 4.743 -4.475
•2.43 17.61 24.94 8.374 4.864 -4.518
•2.44 21.93 32.42 8.528 1.112 -4.564
•2.45 29.42 41.48 4.746 1.432 -4.665
•2.46 39.22 41.71 1.442 1.647 -4.645
2.47 49.31 184.84 1.426 2.256 -4.834
•2.48 IN. 88 188.88 1.757 2.926 -1.169
STOCHASTIC MdlNOjCE COMMiSON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - CHJJRPYRIFOS *EThTI AND RJIIGftNT
Oroo. of °roo. of «ttNyl -M ..-'
OUTCOXS "ttnyl 1 a»E» • a a*£A • 8 A-B
11.86 6.44 8.84 4 8 8
• 1.87 4.4* 4.26 8.844 8.84* 8.84*
• 1.88 4.44 8.26 4.444 8.842 -4.4*2
•2.88 8.84 8.26 8.84* 8.835 -4.455
•2.89 4.44 8.52 8.4*4 8.837 -4.457
•2.16 4.44 6.52 8.844 8.862 -4.*62
•2.23 4.4* 8.52 8.444 8.132 -4.132
•2.24 4.29 8.52 8.44* 6.137 -4.137
2.25 8.29 8.74 8.4*2 8.141 -4.138
2.26 8.87 8.74 4.4*6 8.154 -4.144
2.27 8.87 1.24 4.415 4.157 -4.143
2.26 8.87 1.46 4.421 1.166 -4.145
2.29 8.87 1.46 8.432 4.164 -4.153
2.34 8.87 1.46 4.441 4.199 -4.159
2.31 8.87 1.72 4.449 4.214 -4.164
2.32 8.87 1.72 4.436 4.227 -4.171
2.33 1.45 1.72 6.467 4.244 -4.141
2.34 1.43 2.17 8.441 8.265 -4.164
2.33 2.43 2.69 64% 8.267 -4.191
2.36 2.32 3.46 4.116 8.314 -4.194
2.37 2.61 4.67 8.139 8.346 -4.249
2.36 3.19 5.42 4.165 8.393 -4.229
2.39 6.94 6.13 4.197 1.449 -4.232
2.44 9.23 14.36 6267 8.311 -4.244
2.41 9.54 12.94 4.339 8.614 -4.253
2.42 21.93 13.17 8.454 8.743 -4.289
2.43 29.42 24.94 8.696 8.866 -4.192
2.44 29.42 32.42 4.961 1. 112 -4.152
2.45 39.31 41.44 1.253 1.432 -4.178
2.46 144.44 41.71 1.63* 1.647 -8.197
2.47 144.84 144.44 2.63* 2.256 6.374
2.46 144.44 144.44 3.344 2.926 8.3'4
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• tat**** 'e- ««• •***
Ian i««f« f mil u 3*
•£'*£» <C 'W*iT AC MOTT*rt -n X3»»i:il r»*r.
«W-:W
11.11 • M I M • 1 1
• I M t.M • I 1
M.M • M • M 1 I •
M.U • M 1 M I *M I.M* • m
•2.24 I M I M 1 M* I Ml • *M
•2.23 IN • M IM 1 «M • M
•2.24 l.»4 I.U • M •,M • M*
•CJJ • M I.I? • #17 I *1 Ml
U.il • •> I.U • *4l t.M* <M
u u lh I.I? (.(Si • *u •4.(17
•2.33 3.17 uu I ( 1 (4? III
•2.3* IV I.U l |«t • <- 1.1*7
•2.33 mi ?.? (. :(t i. .« 1.175
•2.34 «.ii ?.? i.za 1.127 1.1*2
•2.37 4.11 ?.?• MN 1. 1 3* •.in
•2.34 5.75 3.* im 1.1-2 (.154
«.n 4.51 • a » us 1.2*4 *.|79
•2.4* r.«j 1.41 l.»5l 1 * 1.2*1
«.! i< -i ii.
a
1.523 urn 1.215
•2.42 17.31 14.51 1.(1] 1.411 1.25*
•2.43 45.17 «.«j 1.443 1.371 l.2t*
•2.4* - • 57. 21 i.?n 1.9*3 I.U*
•2.*3 -3.M 44.52 1.115 1.514 I.J75
lc'.«* 74.44 75.24 2.42* 2.2*1 •.427
•2.47 71.19 74.43 3.2*1 2.713 1.434
•2.4* :M.M >M.N 3. "1 J. 335 •.434
*04. C' >»<>*. o' •n In. -
x-:xi * tn MU • « MEl • 1 4-1
11.
M
IM 1 M I • I
• 1.17 I M • M I *M • (M I.M*
• :.U IM I.M 1 M* 1 M* I.M*
•2.23 I M I M 1 M* I Ml I M*
•2.24 I M I.U I Ml I.M* • M*
•2.25 IM I M* • *M CM
•2.24 • ** I. It I Ml I II -I 1.1
»2. M I ** l.l? I 13' k*J9 CM
•2.31 • 4* 1.1? 1 »*1 t.*7| -*.*u
•2.32 3.17 1. 1? 1.(31 I.M7 -1*34
•2.33 3.17 ?? 1. Ill (.1*1 I M*
•2.3* 3.17 2.2* (.1*1 (.123 *.tl?
•2.33 4.91 2.2* 1. :M I 1*4 (.•33
•2.3* .11 3.34 • 221 1.141 (.Ml
•2.37 ».l: «.a 1.271 1 2*2 i.*n
•2.31 5.75 1.4* • 32* 1.244 (.Ml
•2.31 4.51 11.2? • 343 > » (.(43
•2.41 7.«3 14.91 *.»3! 1.415 (.(34
•2.41 l*.7l 44.43 (.323 1.341 -l.«33
•2.42 17.31 57.2* (.473 1.143 -4.292
•2.43 • 3.17 44. 32 (.143 1.315 -4.731
•2-4* U.H. 44.32 1.277 2.212 -4.134
•2«3 73.3* 71.43 1.115 2.117 -:.M2
•2. »4 74.*4 1M.M 2.421 3.443 um
•2.»7 71.91 :M.M 3.2*1 4.433 -1.232
•2.*! 1M.M MM 3.774 5.143 -1.343
raoos^c w.fcz :o*«i!soi
«-*•>• »vnia«"7 - «tjiniti> m> PioTtnorfr - ot-owiriifos •ttmyi.
X"XS •*. M£A • a a***. • i
• 1.44 4.M I.M 1 • •
• 1.47 I M I.M I M* I M* I.M*
• I.U I.M I M t.M* 1. M* *.*M
U.il I.M I.M 1 *M I Mt • Ml
•2.24 I.M 1.12 t.M* I.M* 1 M*
•2.23 I.M 1.12 I M* I.M* -t.M*
•2.24 1.12 1.12 I M* III -*.(!(
42.34 1.12 1.12 l.(*1 1.(47 -*.•:•
ten 1.12 1.12 1*44 *.(7( -*.(!•
•2.32 1.12 1.12 • •44 I.M7 -4. IK
•2.33 1.12 2.24 1*42 (.1(1 -4.111
•2.3* 1.12 2.24 4.(1* (.123 -4.(31
•2.33 2.24 2.24 (.1(3 •.144 CM
•2.34 2.24 3.34 (.127 1.144 CM
•2.37 2.24 4.44 1.151 1.2*2 -I.IV
•2.34 3.34 1.44 •.172 (.244 -•.•74
•2.31 4.4( 11.22 (.2*4 (.3(2 -4.M7
•2.4* 3.44 .».11 *.25* • .413 -•. :4*
•2.4) 1 1 . 22 44.4J • 3*4 (.341 -•.25*
•2.42 14.51 57. 21 (.411 •.943 -•.5*4
•2.43 4*. 43 44.52 •-371 1.315 -1.1:4
•2.44 57.24 44.52 *.1*3 2.212 -1.241
•2.43 44. V 74.43 1.314 2.497 -1.341
•2.44 -3.24 M M 2.2*1 3.443 -1.442
•2.47 71.43 1M.M 2.743 4.433 -1.444
•2.4* MM :M.M 3.331 5.143 -1.424
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C-2S: Second Degree Stockist ic Do»iwce Criterion for tie »irci
mo t Period unen Tut Meignt it Ins tn«n or eou»l to 56
STOCHASTIC. DOhInAnCE C3>*MIS0N
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT AnO P^ISBHT
STOCHASTIC W»IN»C£ COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT • «)U>TH!Cm ;si ;>j«isamt
>T06. of t>rt)0. 0^ No Trt. 1 : 'jai;ar.t >roo. Of Jroo. of «*li cungint
0UTC0«E5 NO Trt. 1'<iaia«nt AREA • A AREA • B A-B OUTCOMES lit fu»ig«nt 1JRSA A AREA • | A-B
• 1.86 I.M t.M 1 1 8 • 1.86 8.M I.M 1 1 8
• 1.87 I.M 1.58 1 1 1 • 1.87 8.M LSI 1 1 1
ti.sa I.M 1.58 t.M! I.MS -8.885 • 1.88 8.M 1.58 I.Mt t.MS -I.M5
•2.23 t.M 1.58 I.M* 1.212 -8.212 •2.23 8.M 1.58 I.Mt 8.212 -8.212
•2.24 t.M 1.58 I.Mt 8.218 -8.218 •2.24 8.M 1.38 I.Mt 8.218 -8.218
•2.23 t.M 1.46 t.Mt 8.222 -8.222 12.23 8.M 1.46 I.MI 1.222 -1.222
•2.26 1.84 1.46 t.Mt 8.233 -8.233 •2.26 1.12 1.46 I.8M 1.235 -8.23S
•2.38 t.84 1.46 t.137 8.298 -8.262 12.38 1.12 1.46 8.849 1.298 -1.258
•2.31 8.84 2.84 8.845 1.313 -8.268 2.31 1.12 2. 84 8.868 1.313 -8.253
12.32 3.97 2.84 8.851 1.334 -8.283 •2.32 1.12 2.84 1.868 8.334 -8.266
•2.33 3.97 2.84 t. ltl 1.378 -8.269 •2.33 1.12 2.84 8.882 8.378 -1.288
•2.3* 3.97 3.71 a. 1*1 1.398 -8.258 •2.34 1.12 3.71 8.894 1.391 -8.3*5
•2.35 4.91 3.7k t.lM 1.433 -8.253 •2.35 2.24 3.71 8.185 1.435 -8.331
•2.36 4.91 3.71 t.229 1.473 -8.243 •2.36 2.24 3.71 1.127 1.473 -8.343
•2.37 .91 5.16 1.278 1.518 -8.231 •2.37 2.24 5.16 1.158 1.511 -8.368
•2.38 5.75 6.61 1.328 8.361 -8.234 •2.38 3.36 6.61 8.172 1.561 -8.389
•2.39 6.59 7.48 1.345 8.627 -8.242 •2.39 4.48 7.48 8.286 1.627 -8.422
•2.«» 7.43 13.24 1.451 8.782 -8.251 •2.48 5.68 13.24 8.258 1.782 -1.452
12.41 14.78 17.61 8.525 8.833 -8.389 •2.41 11.22 17.6: 8.386 8.835 -1.528
•2.42 17.31 43. IS 8.673 1.811 -8.338 •2.42 14.59 43.85 8.419 1.111 -8.592
•2.43 45.97 58.12 1.863 1.484 -8.621 •2.43 41.43 58.12 8.579 1.484 -8.985
•2.** 61.74 69.42 1.277 2.887 -8.738 •2.44 37.28 69.42 8.943 2.M7 -1.864
•2.45 73.3* 75.24 1.893 2.782 -8.887 •2.45 68.32 73.24 1.516 2.782 -1.186
•2.46 76.46 78.44 2.628 3.454 -8.826 82. 46 75.26 78.44 2.281 3.4S4 -1.253
•2.47 78.99 1M.M 3.281 4.842 -8.841 •2.47 78.63 1M.M 2.765 4.842 -1.277
•2.48 1M.M 1M.N 3.778 4.772 -8.995 •2.48 1N.M 1M.M 3.339 4.772 -1.433
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - CHJDRPYRIFOS ETHYL
1>rob. of Pros, of Metnyl 1 ; uatg*nt
OUTCOMES »ttnr l 1 uaistnt AREA • A AREA • B A-B
• 1.86 8.M 8.N 1 8 1
• 1.87 I.M 1.58 I.8M I.8M I.MI
• 1.88 I.M 1.58 I.M8 8. MS -8.885
•2.23 8.M 1.58 I.Mt 8.212 -4.212
•2.24 1.12 1.58 I.M8 8.218 -8.218
•2.25 1.12 1.46 IMS 8.222 -8.214
•2.26 1.12 1.46 8.818 8.235 -8.217
•2.38 1.12 1.46 8.867 1.298 -8.231
•2.31 1.12 2.84 8.878 8.313 -8.233
•2.32 1.12 2.84 8.M7 1.334 -8.248
•2.33 2.24 2.84 8.111 1.371 -8.269
•2.34 2.24 3.71 8.123 1.398 -8.275
•2.35 2.24 3.71 t.146 8.433 -8.298
•2.36 3.36 3.71 8.168 1.473 -8.385
•2.37 4.48 5.16 8.282 1.518 -8.3M
•2.38 5.68 6.61 8.246 8.561 -8.313
•2.39 11.22 7.48 8.382 8.627 -8.323
2.48 14.59 13.24 8.413 8.782 -8.288
•2.41 41.43 17.61 8.561 8.833 -8.274
•2.42 57.28 43.85 8.965 1.111 -8.846
•2.43 68.52 58.12 1.593 1.484 a. in
•2.44 68.52 69.42 2.212 2.M7 8.284
•2.45 78.63 75.24 2.897 2.782 1.195
•2.46 1M.M 78.44 3.683 3.454 t.229
•2.47 1M.M 1N.M 4.433 4.842 1.391
•2.48 1M.M 1M.M 5. 163 4.772 8.391
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X1C3CS <W Vt ...Ml MM . 4 44tl • 4 4-4
ta.M 1M I 44 1 4 •
•2 41 1 4* • 44 4 444 I 444 • 444
42.14 2.44 4 44 1 444 I 444 • 444
•2.24 2.44 2.15 4 3*4 • 444 4 3*4
42.27 2.44 2.15 4.134 4.414 1 3*4
42.24 1.41 2.15 4.175 • •
•
4. Ill
•2.33 1.41 3.23 4.572 4.151 4*22
42. J* 1.41 3.23 4.441 4.1U 4.427
42.J3 • 54 5.44 4.4*4 4.2:5 4.»l:
42.14 54 5. 44 4.411 4.274 4*2:
42.17 1.11 5.*4 4.723 4.3:: i ...
42.14 1.11 4.34 4.127 4.371 144|
42.11 4.11 14.44 4. Ml 4»*J l.*4*
•2*4 1.44 15.14 4. in 4.53* 4.»17
•2.*1 :4.«4 14. 2» 1.441 4.745 4.3'4
42. »2 11.43 :4.2* 1.2*2 4.444 4.177
42.41 24. »* 12.17 U44I l.Ut 4. ..2
•2.** 24.** 51.25 1.4*7 1.33* 4.211
42. »5 32.3* 44.31 1.431 1.1*4 -4.415
42. *4 43. .2 MM 2.174 2.534 -4.173
42.47 4X11 MM 2.713 1.514 -4.713
»2.*4 IN. 44 144.44 2.1*4 1.714 -4.714
s-x-os-:: woe. :o*xmis»
* U\i *W«yI « * - . - -•W a-l
42.41 4.M IN • 1 •
•2.41 1.44 1.44 4.444 • 44* 1.4*4
42.11 • 44 • 44 4.444 4 W* 4.4**
42.24 IN 2.15 1 444 • Mi -4.43*
42.27 • M 2.15 4.444 • Ml -4.43*
•2.21 2.15 2.15 4.444 1 a -*.43*
»2.il 2. 15 1.21 lid 4 151 -4.43*
•2.3* 2.!5 1.11 4.117 4 m -4.434
•2.33 3.23 5.*4 4:54 I 1
1
-4.43*
42.14 3.2J 3.»4 ' * I 271 -4.433
42.17 5.*4 5.»4 1.2:5 I 3:: -4.231
•2.34 5. a 4.34 4.241 4 PI -*.««
42.31 5*4 14.44 1.334 4 **5 -*.*«
•2.*4 4.34 13.14 4.313 • 33* -(.4*4
• 2.*1 :4.94 14.2* 4*54 1 r. -4.717
H.*i 15.14 :4.2* 4.543 • v« -4.717
H.*l 17.12 12.17 4.711 1 «;* -4.717
•2.** 17.12 ».2S 4.413 1 n -«.9*»
«2.*3 12. 17 U.U 1.444 1*4 -1.115
•2*4 51.23 :«.** 1.3*1 2 V -1.22*
»2.*7 73.11 :M.M 1.171 3 5J* -1.514
•2*4 :m.m 144.44 2. 411 3 'M -1.441
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C-27: S«cone Oejr** S'.oontic Do»iwict Cnttrion 'or tit »«ro
.... p -t- ...- .-t- Tut -#.:-• it ;-»»-.t- titn Si
ind Imi ti«n or eauil to 26
STX-«ST!C DQ»IN*NCE COKOfttlSON
BETWEEN NO TftATCNT AND FUHISANT
STOCHftSTIC KXINONCE COMPARISON
BETYEEn PROTECTANT - nAUIThIOn AND RjaIoAkT
Proo. of Pr-os. of Mo Trt. 1: u»!8,int
OUTCOMES NO Trt. 'uliqjnt ;«S • A AREA • 8 8-8
(2.84 8.M 8.M 8 8 8
15.M 6.8* 8.93 8 i •
(2.:* 2.M 8.93 8.888 8.846 -8.8*6
•2.26 2.M 8.93 8.348 8.168 8.161
12.27 2.88 2.68 8.356 8.167 6.198
•2.28 3.69 2.68 8.373 8.198 6.183
is.a 3.69 2.68 8.572 8.329 6.243
(2.34 3.69 3.44 8.689 8.335 6.254
•2.35 4.56 5.13 8.646 8.398 6.237
•2.36 4.56 7.73 8.691 8.441 8.25*
•2.37 8.:9 9.46 8.725 8.499 6.226
•2.3a 8.!9 9.44 8.827 8.618 6.2:6
•2.39 8.19 18.38 8.989 8.712 8.197
•2.4* 9.N 15.49 8.991 8.815 (.176
•2.M !6.4» 18.83 1.881 8.978 6.111
•2.42 19.63 19.67 1.242 1.155 6.867
•2.43 28.** 19.67 1.442 1.355 8.887
•2.4* 28.44 33.93 1.647 1.532 8.895
(2.45 32.54 68.32 1.851 1.891 -8.848
•2.46 63.12 61.16 2.176 2.494 -8.318
12.47 63.93 1M.88 2.795 3.894 -6.299
•2.48 :H.H 1N.88 2.984 3.264 -6.366
Proo. of Proo. of «4li :uaigtnt
OUTCOMES Hill 1: uiig«r>t I3R£A • a MEB . t 8-8
42.M 8.8* 6.9* 1 8 6
•2.89 8.84 8.93 ( 8 6
(2.18 8.8* 6.93 6.8*4 6.8*4 -4.1*8
•2.26 6.84 6.93 8.8M 8.168 -6.166
•2.27 ».« 2.66 *.»** (.167 -6.167
62.28 2.15 2.66 1.6*4 6.19* -6.19*
•2.33 2.15 2.66 4.113 6.129 -4.214
• 2.34 2.15 3.44 6.137 6.333 -6.219
•2.35 3.23 5.13 6.158 6.398 -*.212
•2.36 3.23 7.75 6.196 6.441 -*.25l
•2.37 5.46 9.46 6.215 6.499 -*.285
•2.38 5.48 9.46 6.281 6.618 -4.334
•2.39 5.48 16.34 6.118 6.712 -6.374
(2.4* 6.56 15.49 6.191 6.813 -6.422
•2.41 16.86 16.83 6.458 6.976 -.312
(2.42 15.16 19.67 6.365 1.153 -*.59*
(2.43 17.12 19.67 8.719 1.133 -(.636
(2.44 17.32 33.93 6.891 1.532 -4.659
(2.45 32.37 61.12 1.(66 1.891 -*.825
(2.46 59.23 61.16 1.189 2.494 -1.183
(2.47 75.36 188. M 1.978 1.694 -1.124
•2.48 1M.M 18*. N 2.898 3.264 -1.166
stochastic dominance lo«po8is»
BETWEEN PeOTSCTflriT . O4.0RPYB1F0S CMH AND FI*! BANT
»roo. of Proo. Of <"»tnyl 'jh'-i".:
outcomes ft-iyl uaigtnt AREA • ores B a-B
•2.M (.(• I.M * 8 6
(2.89 8.M t.93 *.»M 6.6M 8.6M
82.11 (.M (.93 l.»M 6. Me -6.M8
12.26 2.15 (.93 1.8M 8.16* -*.16(
(2.27 2.15 2.6* 8.(16 (.167 -6.15*
(2.28 2.15 2.6( 6.(35 (.19( -4.155
(2.13 3.23 2.6( 8.151 •.329 -(.179
(2.34 3.23 3.44 (.1(3 (.333 -(.172
(2.33 5.48 5.15 (.213 (.39( -(.173
(2.36 5.48 7.73 1,271 6.441 H.171
(2.37 5.48 9.46 (.in 6.499 -6.168
12. U 6.56 9.46 (.179 6.618 -6.238
(2.39 16.86 K.3* (.443 6.712 -(.267
(2.46 15.16 15.49 (.554 6. 813 -•.261
(2.41 16.24 18.U (.7(3 6.97* -*.263
12.42 16.24 19.67 (.864 1.153 -«.29(
(2.43 32.37 19.67 1.(3* 1.133 -(.323
12.44 59.23 13.93 1.354 1.332 -(.198
(2.45 66.11 6*. 12 1.946 1.691 6.633
(2.46 IMM 61.16 2.53* 2.494 6.853
(2.47 16*.M IM.M 3.53* 3.694 6.436
(2.44 IM.M IM.M 3.7M 3.264 6.436
1 1




x*:o*S » hi «*:•










•2.42 5. "I 1.41
«. •« ?.o





• • 1 •2.27 • M I.M • I •
1 • • 2.21 1 M • M • M • M kM
• • • «.21 '.. |4 I M • Ml kM • Ml
m> • Ml kM «.» l.l« • M kM • M • Mi!
1 w • Ml I.M •2.14 1. !• • M • Ml • Ml • Ml
i.m IM i.m •2.17 :.i4 I.M I.MI • M I.MI
i.iu IM i. M 12.31 2.21 I.M kin • M kM
1. :2l I Ml LW 12. n 2.21 2.42 • .124 I.M 1.121
1.M • Ml l.i*l •2.44 1.42 1.41 1.141 1 124 1.124
1. 141 I.M I.IU Mt.ll 5.24 5.45 kill 1.(53 • 121
1.22 III i.2i» •2.42 5.71 5.45 1.222 IM 1.127
4.211 4.434 4.217 •2.4] 7.52 4.44 1.211 I.lfc4 i.m
1.1*1 kill i.m • 2.44 7.X l.4| • 144 ka i.m
l.**4 Lia 1.27* •2.45 I.4J :i.7i 1 4*4 1.1:5 I .21
1 524 LU 1.2% «2.*4 I.M MM • 521 I 5*1 • 125
kill 1.1:3 I.JM It. II 11.17 :M.M klW 1.44J •kM
in 4.14 7 1.141 »2.a MM IM.M 4.454 1.4SJ -4.W7
PKMTK M»:*»c? cd*m:s*
KMDl <€ •0> T "»>' 1>«0 fU"ISM'
57och«t!c Km\*nci :o*miso«
ti'*l* pkjtJC'mt - **jiNio a*c f ^:s*7
>-o». „t >ro». o' •o frt. Jr,J. o' >>-os. o'
"" M : *e Irt, -MI|1M at£a • a »xj . »-l OJ7CD<£5 m< MMM
•2.27 I.M 4.M 4 I 1 12.27 4.M 4.M
•2.21 I.M 4.51 I 1 1 •2.24 4.M 4.31
•2.21 1.14 4.31 I.M I.M kM •2.21 4.M 4.31
•2.M :.:4 4.51 kM I.M7 -4.M5 •2.14 4.M 1.5!
•2.34 :.14 4.51 I.M 1.1*2 1.114 •2.11 4.M 1.51
•2.17 1.14 1.42 I.MI 1.4*7 1.1** •2.17 4.M I.M
•2.11 2.21 Ml 1.141 1.157 1.4*4 • 2.14 I.M 2.41
•2.11 2.24 2.5* 4.121 1.171 4.4*4 »2.n 4.M 2.5*
•2.4* 1.42 1.44 kin 1.141 4.4*5 •2.44 I.M 4.**
•2.41 5.24 4.1! I. :ll 4.117 1.415 •2.41 2.42 4.9:
•2.42 3. '4 I.M 1.222 4.2:1 4. Ml •2.42 1.41 I.M
•2.41 '52 I.M 4.211 4.142 -4.4*1 •2.41 5.43 I.M
•2.44 7.52 11.74 4.144 1.4** -4.471 • 2.44 3.45 11.74
•2.45 4.41 Ik II 1.4*4 1.5*7 -4.14* •2.43 1.44 12.11
•2.44 1.44 21.14 4.521 1.141 -4.1*1 •2.44 1.44 24.44
12.4? IkH MM 1.124 4.471 -4.244 •2.47 14.71 IM.M
• 2.44 MM :m.m 1. 154 :.4*1 -4.144 •2.44 IM.M MM
«W.| <M
IM I.M7 -I.M7
• M 1.4*2 -1.1*2
• M 1.4*7 -4.4*7
I.M 1.457 -4.437
I.M 4.471 -4.171






4.212 4. HI -4.«17
4.1:5 4.471 -4.537
4.*»7 1.4*1 -4.495
•ftf - ;-i.;»o»i:is •t-t<. umj .-jiii*'
5tod«st:c do*!*mc? :dnx>«:i»
DOMTIlfJS -:•-'.
>n). o# *<». o' •»•-. 44JMJ
•--«- WMl .- »«ca . s ••.- • 1 a-i
•2.27 4.M 4.M 1 4 4
•2.24 I M 4.31 I.M kM I.M
•2.21 kM 4.31 I.M I.M -I.M
•2.14 I M 4.51 I.M I.M7 -4.M7
•2.14 in 4.31 I.MI 1.4*2 -4.4*2
•2.17 I.M ..42 I.M 4.4*7 -4.4*7
•2.14 I M 2.41 I M 4.437 -4.437
•2.J1 2.42 2.5* I.M 4.474 -4.474
»2.»4 1.41 4.»* 1.42* 4.141 -4.471
•2.41 3.43 4.11 4.433 4. 117 -4.111
•2.42 3.43 I.M 1.413 4.211 -4.12*
•2.41 4.44 IM kM 4.1*2 -4.171
•2.44 4.44 • • kM 4.**« -4.2:4
•2.45 14.71 12.14 4.1:5 4.5*7 -4.212
•2.44 M M 21. U 4.541 4.441 -4.144
•2.*? M M MM 1.44J 4.471 4.411
•2.41 :M.M MM I.M 1.4*1 1.411
3UTOX5 Mil •ft^yl *£fl . a My • i
•2.27 I.M • M 4 •
•2.24 I.M 4.M 4.4M kM 4.
•2.21 I.M 4.M kM kM
•2. 14 I.M 4.M I.MI kM 1
•2.14 I.M 4.M I.M kM t
•2.17 I.M 4.M I.M I.MI •
•2.11 I.M I.M kM kM 4.
•2.11 I.M 2.»2 I.MI kM 1
•2. *4 4 M 1.4J kM 1.424 •
42.41 2.42 3.45 I.M 4.433 -4.
•2.42 1.41 5.45 4.414 4.413 k
•2.41 5.45 1.14 1 451 4.14* k
•2.44 5.45 4.*4 kill 4.214 -4.
•2.45 1.14 :4.7I kM 4.1:3 -4.
•2.44 1.44 1M.M 1.212 4.341 -4.
•2.47 14.71 MM 1.1:3 1.44J
•2.44 MM :M.M 4.147 ua
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C-23: 5econe Dtoree 5:oci«tic Doeimnce Criterion for tie «irc
3uo!e Perioc wter. «cis:ur« Content is '.«» Tiir. c Eoul!
5TXHOS*!C 00»InAnCE C0"«»IS0N
BETWEEN NO THEflToENT And PWECTANT - nAUITmIOn
CtTTCOXS «*> T rt Mil OUEA > a D»EA • B A-B
• 2.39 1.44 1.84 1 1 I
•2.»4 l.M 4.84 I 1 (
12.41 2.43 2.71 1 1 4
•2.42 «.*6 5.44 4.424 I.K7 -4.447
•2.43 It. 1* 14.5! i.»61 •.Ml -4.824
•2.44 12.17 17.21 1.162 1.226 -4.454
•2.45 16.23 22.62 4.284 8.398 •1.114
•2.46 24.34 33.43 4.446 8.624 -4. 178
•2.47 26.37 36.13 1.585 1.952 -4.267
«2.»4 1M.M 1M.M 4.734 1.413 -4.284
S'OCHOSTIC OOnInANCE C0*MIS0*
BETWEEN MO !«EflT«£«T ANJ POQTECTAnT - C*.0W«l e0S PETM*.
Pros, of ProO. of *> Trt.
OUTCOMES Ho Trt








































99. 761 -99. 523
99.955 -99.911
STXHflST!C OWINQNCE :3*M!S0n
BETWEEN HO T9£flT«E«T AND J.JdISflNT
ST0O«ST!C DOMINANCE C0»ARISOn
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - KflLflTHIOti AhD ru»I»KT
9roS. of ftroo. of Ho Trt. Fueigint
OUTCOMES Ho Trt. *H1((M 0*EA B%l . B
Of Mil e (l»l'
12.39 (.44 4.N 4 ( I
•2.44 4.84 2.K ( ( (
t2.4! 2.(3 5.79 (.444 (.(21 -4.421
42.42 4.46 12. 1( (.824 (.(79 -4.459
42.43 '.(.14 14.21 (.461 (.244 -4.139
•2.44 12.17 24.44 (.162 4.342 -4.188
•2.45 16.23 28.41 (.284 (.542 -4.258
•2.44 24.34 34.51 1.4«4 (.826 -8.388
•2.47 26.37 149.44 8.685 1.125 -4.444
•2.48 144.44 1(4.44 4.734 1.295 -4.565
C-JTC04ES •all « uaintnt AREA • ft -i- • 8 ft-B
•2.39 t.M 8.(4 ( ( 8
•2.44 (.84 2.11 ( 8 (
•2.41 2.74 5.79 (.444 (.121 -4.(21
•2.42 5.44 12.11 4.(27 (.(79 -8.(52
•2.43 14.51 14.24 4.881 (.2M -4.119
•2.44 17.2! 24. 44 8.226 (.3*2 -4.116
•2.45 22.62 28.41 8.398 (.542 -4.14*
•2.46 33.43 38.51 8.624 (.826 -4.242
•2.47 36.13 144.44 8.952 1.125 -4.173
42.48 144.44 144.44 1.(13 1.295 -4.282
STXHftSTIC DOMINANCE C0KOO4IS0H
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - DtlMPYNlPOS *£TWl
STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE OXWISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - HXATHION AND PROTECTANT - COkWIFOS CMA
PrOO. Of ProO. Of Nftlyl •" 111 iq
























































Proo. Of ProO. of •ill •ethyl
OUTCWS Mill etnyl AREA • A AREA . B ft-B
•2.39 8.(4 2.74 ( 4 8
•2.44 (.44 5.44 (.444 4.427 -4.427
42.41 2.78 14.51 1.444 (.481 -4.481
•2.42 5.44 17.21 4.827 8.226 -4.199
•2.43 14.51 22.62 4.881 8.398 -4.317
•2.44 17.21 33.43 8.226 8.624 -4.394
•2.45 22.62 36.13 8.398 1.959 -8.561
•2.46 33.43 144.(4 8.624 1.324 -4.696
•2.47 36.13 144.44 8.952 2. 344 -1.348
•2.48 144.44 1(4.N 1.813 2.478 -1.457
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:-M: S«c«« >;-»* Sioc-j»i. . •
s-x-os-:: *j»i«4»e! co-miwi
. i « •«*<<! a* sc- - *.
Il<i':: M*l4*0 C9*MIJ0»
KTrf£« < ••£*•<«! a* MOUC'M' - C-OMM:- • •
>-04. o' >m. o< «o 'M.
aica • a s«a • l
•2.24 IN I M I 1 t
•2.27 • M 1 M 1 • I
«. 1 (1 Ml IM INI i m
42.34 1.47 l»U l.l'.l I.*I5 -t.H*
«.3: 1.47 I.U t.i:4 t.*2l -4.NS
•2 32 US 1.(1 ill i.ia -4 Ml
M.JJ LSI I.U im i.ijj 1 Ml
•2.34 LSI I.U 1.153 i.ui 1.1:4
MB t«l I.U I Hi • <• 1*23
•2.14 2.43 i.is • IV I 14* 1 421
42.17 3.14 L*l 1. Ill l.l'l • Ill
•2 1* 1.94 2.47 IM 1. IM • 1*4
•2.31 3.94 2.47- i. m *. 13* 1 *
•2.4* 3.94 j.»» ran 1 154 I.MI
42.41 LH LIT (.IK t. ill I .*93
•2.42 II. SI 9.17 1.3*4 • J*5 *. 122
«.o iT.a :(,.»* I «« • . J*3 1. ill
•2.44 21.31 21.34 • &V* 1* 1. 151
•2.45 ji.u 29. M *.|7* 1.7*7 (.1(1
•2.44 44.2* 37.*2 1.24* •.997 •.au
•2.4' s*.3i S*.U '..'11 I.M i.i'j
•c.4| MM MM 1.132 :.»»4 • 144
:>-oo. o' i>-M. »' *0 M. •-.
xrnxs 10 M jttfl MU • « MW • 1 a-l
•2.24 I.M I.U 1 1 1
•2.27 I.M I.U I 4.M5 -*.M3
12.21 1 11 I.U I.M* I I 1 -III
•«.j* 1.47 I.U MM 1.123 -114
•2.31 1.47 I.U l.lli I • -4.1:5
• 2.32 1.51 I.U I 1 4 I.U* I I •
12.13 1.51 1.15 I 111 M*l -4. MS
•2.1* 1.51 :.U 1.153 IN -4 Ml
•2.33 2.43 2.47 I.MI I Ml -4.1:2
12.34 2.43 2.47 • IV 1.115 -4 1:1
12.37 3.V 2.47 1.111 1.124 4.1:3
• 2.34 3.*4 2.47 1.144 1.144 I Ml
12.31 3.94 4.17 4.in (.in • »i
•2.44 3.94 10 I.2J1 1.241 -I.M2
•2.4: I.M :4.*4 1.271 1.1*4 -I.MI
•2.42 11.51 24.34 1.344 ISM -1.114
•2.43 17.25 21. M 1 442 1.714 -1.222
•2.44 2:.5J 37.12 I.4S4 1.914 -4.3J1
12. «5 31.15 54.44 1.171 1.144 -1.494
• 2.44 44.21 MM 1.241 1.171 -1.411
•2.4 7 54.31 1M.M 1.7J3 2.151 -1.117
• 2.44 MM IM.M 1.132 3.121 -1.1U
sto*t:c »'.<*€ csoMis*.
x-:»s •*.* *»•.-.. ;*y • a ana • i a-i
•2.24 I.M I.U I I I
•2.27 I.M I.U • 1.4*3 -I.M3
•2.21 I.U I.U I.M* III! -«.•:•
•2.31 I.U I.U I.IIS 1.123 -*.*!(
42. 11 I.U I.U 1.121 I.Ul -4 •:•
•2.32 I.U I.U 1 423 1.134 -*•:*
•2.13 I.U I.U 1.133 (.Ml -III
•2.3* I.U I.U * I'- l.*U -l.«21
•2.15 I.U 2.47 ll** 1 «M -1.133
•2.34 I.U 2.47 I.M4 1.113 -I.MI
•2.37 2.47 2.47 1.171 1.124 -*-»*4
•2.11 2.47 2.47 1. M 1.144 -4**4
•2.11 2.47 4.17 1.114 4.179 -1*44
12.4* 2.47 1.47 (.19 1.241 -4. Ml
•2.41 4.1
7
14.14 (.Ml 1.341 -4.13'
•2.42 1.(7 24 34 4.245 1 5M -4.233
•2 41 14.44 21. M (.3*1 1.7*4 -4.344
•2.44 21.34 37.12 1.5*4 1.994 -*.49*
•2.45 21. M 51. M 1.717 1.14* -4 454
• 2.44 37.R :M.M 1.917 1.17* -*.I72
42.47 51.44 MM 1.344 2.45* -1.49*
•2.44 :M.M MM 1.444 3*2* -1.374
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S*conc D»or*« Stocnjitic Oo«iMnc« Criterion for
:-•: I Period Mnfn "Oltturt Content it ortittr
jnd .«» tn»n or Mull to 11
STOCHASTIC DOInAnCE C3HWIS0*
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT AND FUMGANT
s tochpstic wxjnoce co*a«:son
between protectant - i«lathion and fu«isa*t
>roo. of »TO0. of No Trt. •umgint 3roo. of >roS. Of «4li 1 : u»ig»nt
OUTGOES no fct. •'ui:qint UREA • a AREA • B a-b »jTa»es U\t 1 : u«lS*nt SREA « A IH£fl • B A-B
12.26 t.M I.N 1 ( ( •2.26 9.99 9.99 ( 9 (
•2.27 i.n ».*6 ( 1 ( •2.27 9.99 (.48 ( 9 9
• 2.28 •.7 l.*6 9.949 (.(** -(.((* (2.29 9.62 9.48 (.9(9 9.94* -(.94*
12.31 1.47 l.*6 t.lll (.(16 -(.(95 •2.39 9.62 9.48 9.913 4.916 -9. MI
•2.31 (.47 6.9* (.116 (.(29 -(.9(5 •2.31 9.62 8.94 9.921 (.929 (.999
12.32 1.31 6.9* 1.919 (.(26 9. (99 • 2.32 9.62 9.9* 9.925 (.928 -9.442
•2.3J LSI 6.9* t.136 (.939 -(.Ml •2.33 9.62 (.9* 9.933 (.939 -9.496
•2.3* 1.51 1.91 9.953 (.(9 (.99* •2.3* 9.62 1.99 9.939 (.9*9 -4.499
•2.35 2.43 3.29 6.966 (.968 (.999 (2.35 1.65 3.29 9.9*6 9.969 -9.422
•2.36 2.43 .23 1.(92 (.1(1 -9.(96 •2.36 1.63 *.23 9.96* 9.191 -4.437
•2.37 3.9* «.92 (.111 (.132 -9.(22 •2.37 2.47 ».92 9.978 9.132 -9.95*
12.38 3.9* ».92 (.1*6 (.177 -(.(39 •2.36 2.47 .92 9.199 9.177 -9.976
•2.39 3.9* ».9e (.199 (.2*3 -4.(»* • 2.39 2.47 4.92 9.13* 9.2*3 -9.119
•2.4* 3.9* 9.*2 (.239 (.292 -9. (S3 •2.49 2.47 9.42 9.139 9.292 -9.13*
»2.*1 >.M 13.69 (.276 (.366 -9.196 »2.*1 6.17 13.69 9.183 (.366 -4.24*
K.M 11.56 24.6* (.366 (.523 -9.157 •2.»2 9.87 29.6* 9.2*5 (.523 -4.279
»2.»3 17.25 25.15 (.*« (.739 -9.2*9 42. *3 16.9* 25.15 9.3*3 (.739 -9.366
•2.** 21.53 33.92 (.65* (.961 -9.327 •2.** 29.36 33.92 9.59* 9.991 -9.478
•2.«5 39. »5 «1.3* (.679 1.311 -9.»*2 92.93 29.99 91.34 9.797 1.311 -9.69*
•2.46 »8.2» 31.99 1.269 1.725 -9.*65 •2.*6 37.92 51.99 9.997 1.725 -9.726
•2.47 56.39 1N.N 1.733 2.233 -9.591 •2.47 59.69 199.99 1.369 2.233 -9.673
• 2.48 1M.H 1M.M 1.632 2.4(3 -9. 572 •2.46 199.99 199. 9( l.**6 2.*93 -9.957
STOCHASTIC WXIWNCE COMPARISON
BETWEEN PROTECTANT - CHJJRPYRIFOS TTHYL
*oo. of Aroo. of ftnyl c u»l0,«nt
OUTCOMES «tt»vl Fu»ig4nt AREA • A AREA • B A-B
•2.26 4.62 4.(9 9 9 4
•2.27 9.62 4.48 4.995 (.999 4.4(5
(2.28 9.62 B.*8 9.919 9.99* (.446
•2.39 (.62 4.48 9.925 9.916 (.499
•2.31 (.62 9.94 9.931 (.929 (.911
•2.32 (.62 9.9* 9.936 (.928 4.449
•2.33 1.65 9.9* 9.9*3 9.939 4.99*
•2.3* 1.85 1.94 9.962 9.9*9 9.913
•2.33 2.47 3.29 9.989 (.969 9.913
•2.36 2.47 *.il 9.195 9.191 (.99*
•2.37 2.47 .92 9.12* 9.132 -9.999
•2.34 2.47 «.92 9.1*6 9.177 -9.931
•2.39 6.17 .92 9.179 (.2*3 -9.96*
12.41 9.87 9.*2 9.2*1 (.292 -9.951
»2.*1 16.9* 13.69 9.3*9 (.396 -9.9*7
tZ.Ki 29.31 29.6* 9.599 (.523 -9.(23
•2.43 29. N 23.15 9.79* (.739 -(.926
•2.4* 37.92 33.92 9.99* 9.981 (.(12
•2.45 59.69 1.3* 1.36* 1.311 (.(52
•2.46 199. 44 31.99 1.879 1.725 (.1*3
•2.47 1(4.44 149.49 2.159 2.233 9.616
•2.41 144. 99 199. N 3.929 2.*93 (.616
L21
•co« :»;-»• 5".oo»%liC V^i^j-rt :-itr<-io» '»»• ti* «*<r"
s-i-«s-;c m»i«*o :a*o*:»MR <C MM* ' *• »*0'K'a»)T *.
»^«. o< »»«•. o' «• IH. «*!•
xecws *p •-< til Mia . a »*U • 1 »-|
•i.k I M I M t t (
• 1.17 * M 1 M • ( (
n.M I M • m 1 ( (
ti.u 1 M I.M 1 ( (
•2.24 ( M I M l I (
u.n • M • M • 1 (
*L« 111 (.42 • • (
•2.3J ft.ll ft,N LM ftM + I1
•2.34 • 42 i u it* (,M •4.(17
•2.33 ft.il 4.42 t.nt l.|77 •4.(11
•2.3* (.U ft,M *.M* (.MS -* (2:
•2.37 :.24 1.4* III MO -4.(21
U.M :.i« 1.4* (.4*2 (.id -(.(27
•2.31 i.a* 1.(4 (.« i»ui -(.(31
it* 3.V 3.2( 1. 1(7 1. 141 -(.(D
•2.41 1.55 r.a (.1*7 (.17? -(.*2(
•2.42 *
•
1.2* (.2«2 1.2*1 -(.M7
MO 11.7? 1(.(* (.33* Lia (.(13
•2 « a.K 21. it (.431 .an -•.«•
It 49 21.1* 27. M (.7(1 (.7U -4.CJ
•2.4* »a.n ji.j* I.MI i.ru (.M7
•2.47 44. 17 »«.u :.»25 1.371 (.4*1






















































































(Trf-I »«0TECTa>iT - •OUITi.lOn MO »(0TtC7fl«7 - COMYdHS "CTlflfl.
• 1.44 1 M (M 1 ( •
• 1.17 I.M I.M I.M* ftM I.M*
tl.U I.M J M ftM I.M* l.*M
•2.23 (.44 (M I.M* I.M* 1 *M
•2.24 I.M (.42 ftM I.M* I.M*
•2.23 (M 4.42 I.M* I.M4 CM
•2.24 (.42 (.42 I.M* 1.114 -4 11*
•2.3J (42 (.42 1*4* (.(74 -*.(!«
•2.3* (.42 4.42 (.*44 (.Mt
-*.l'.4
42.33 4.12 1.4* *.*n I.IM -4.114
ti.ii (.(2 1.4* (.MS 1.1*7 -t.ta
•2.37 1.4* 1.4* (.»13 1.123 -*.*3*
•2.a 1.14 3.24 (.1(1 1.131 CM
•2.31 1.4* 7.3* (.124 1.172 -4.1*4
•2.41 3.21 1.2* ft, |4| 1.244 -*.)•*
•2.41 7.31 1*2 1. 173 • 321 -*.lU
•2.42 1.2* 21.32 (2*1 I »:• -(.111
•2.43 11.(4 27. II 4.3J1 1.433 -«.3I*
•2.44 21.32 27. M 4.5*1 I.M* -*.**2
12.«5 27. M •1. 4 (.713 I.IK -*.*U
•2*4 31.34 1M.M (.113 1.5**
-*.51l
•2.47 44.34 1M.M 1.371 2.54*
-I. 145
•2.4* :MM :M.M 1.441 2.73* •1.273
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Ot^rt* Stocmtic Do»irnnc« Criterion for di «jrci
1» Btrioe Hn»n Kouturt Content ll qr«lt»r tn«n 11
tnd Ittl fun or rou«l to 12
STOCHflSMC D0«!Nf*C£ COKWHISON
BETWEEN NO TREATMENT ONI) RjftlGMT
»ro0. of >roo. of NO Trt. : u»Hint &roo. of Proo. Of •Uli 1:u»igant
OUTCCKES to Trt. 'vnqtM B9EA • a a«EA 8 0-B 0U7C0«€5 «li i:ai|aat fl»£0 • a iJ«£A • 8 O-B
11.16 I.M t.N t 1 1 • 1.86 8.18 I.M 8 1 I
11.(7 I.M t.65 t 1 1 • 1.87 I.N t.65 1 1 1
11. S3 I.M 1.65 I.Mt t.N6 -1.446 • 1.68 8.84 1.65 I.8M I.M6 -1.446
•2.23 I.M 1.65 I.MI 1.237 -.237 •2.23 8.48 1.65 I.Mt 1.237 -4.237
•2.24 1.44 t.65 I.MI 1.243 -t.243 •2.24 I.M t.65 I.Mt 4.243 -4.243
•2.25 I.M 1.29 t.NI 1.248 -1.248 • 2.25 i.M 1.29 I.MI 1.248 -4.248
•2.26 t.62 1.29 I.Mt 1.26* -4.261 • 2.26 8.82 1.29 I.MI 1.264 -4.264
•2.33 (.62 1.29 1.143 1.354 -4.349 •2.33 1.82 1.29 1.164 1.334 -4.294
•2.3* t.62 1.29 1.854 4.36* -8.314 •2.34 1.82 1.29 1.166 1.364 -8.298
•2.35 t.62 1.29 1.138 1.381 -8.323 •2.35 1.82 1.29 8.177 1.388 -4.384
•2.36 t.62 1.93 I.K4 1.393 -8.329 •2.36 1.82 1.93 8.U5 8.393 -4.3M
•2.37 1.24 2.S8 1.174 1.412 -8. 343 •2.37 1.64 2.58 1.893 8.412 -1.319
•2.38 1.24 3.89 4.482 1.438 -8.356 2.38 1.64 3.89 8.119 1.438 -4.329
•2.39 1.24 6.29 1.195 1.477 -8.382 •2.39 1.64 6.28 8.126 1.477 -4.331
•2.41 3.97 11.24 1. 1*7 1.5*1 -8.433 2.48 3.28 11.24 1.142 1.541 -4.398
•2.41 9.35 11.81 t.147 t.652 -8.586 • 2.41 7.38 11.88 1.173 1.652 -4.477
•2*2 1».17 12.52 t.242 1.771 -8.529 • 2.42 8.24 12.52 1.249 1.771 -4.522
•2.43 11.79 25.62 1.354 1.949 -8.553 •2.43 18.14 23.62 1.339 1.949 -4.578
•2.44 25. 12 31.37 J. 451 1.139 -8.688 •2.44 21.32 31.37 1.541 1.139 -4.638
•2.45 29.94 43.17 t.781 1.453 -8.752 •2.45 27.88 43.17 1.715 1.453 -4.739
12.46 43.55 43.81 1.N1 1.883 -8.884 •2.46 39.36 43.61 1.993 1.885 -8.891
• 2.47 44.17 lM.tt 1.428 2.314 -8.887 • 2.47 48.38 IM.M 1.379 2.314 -4.935
•2.48 :*».« lte.tt !.5t3 2.484 -4.981 •2.48 IM.lt 1N.M 1.461 2.484 -1.823
STOCHASTIC DOKINfiNCE COMMISSI
B£TW£CN OKOTECTBNT - CH.0HPTIIIFOS "ETHYL OM) runI6«NT
Drot). Of °roo. Of Htnyl 1: u»lljlnt
nco»Es •ttny! : uaiq*nt »«Efl • a aR£A > B a-B
• 1.86 8.M 8.N 1 1 1
1.87 I.M 1.63 I.Mt I.MI I.MI
• 1.88 l.tl 1.63 I.MI 8.116 -I.M6
•2.23 8.M 1.63 I.4M 1.237 -4.237
•2.24 1.82 1.65 I.MI 4.243 -4.243
•2.25 1.82 1.29 I.M6 4.244 -4.242
•2.26 1.82 1.29 1.114 1.261 -4.246
•2.33 8.82 1.29 1.174 1.334 -4.281
•2.34 8.82 1.29 1.184 1.364 -8.284
•2.33 1.64 1.29 1.191 I.3M -1.294
•2.36 1.64 1.93 4.147 1.393 -4.287
•2.37 1.64 2.58 1.123 4.412 -4.289
•2.38 3.28 3.89 1.139 4.434 -8.299
•2.39 7.38 6.28 1.172 1.477 -4.345
•2.44 8.21 11.24 4.246 4.344 -4.294
•2.41 9.82 11.88 4.321 4.632 -4.324
•2.42 21.32 12.52 4.411 4.771 -4.333
•2.43 27.88 23.62 4.633 1.949 -4.236
•2.44 27.88 31.37 1.944 1.139 -4.236
•2.43 41.18 43.17 1.162 1.453 -4.271
•2.46 IM.M 43.81 1.584 1.843 -4.341
•2.47 IM.M IM.M 2.564 2.314 1.251
•2.48 IM.M IM.M 2.734 2.444 1.234
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»' I M (M 1 1 •
wn • M 1 M < • •
• i 4.23 1 M • • 4
•2.24 4.23 • M 1.422 • *M 1.422
*t.r i.« I « UM 1 M* 1.441
w.it 1. 1« 1.43 1.123 I.M* 1.123
•2.21 ts.ii 1.(3 UN (*3l 1.113
U.M is. n i.«s utn • 434 1.2:3
M.J» 13. 11 113 2.111 • 2*« 1.773
•2.13 13. J1 1.13 2. IB (.27] 1.441
•2.14 :3.J1 J. 13 2.327 4.XI J. 443
•2.17 :s. n J. 13 2.441 4.144 2.121
w.u 24.33 7.7* 2.334 4.141 2.247
•2. 11 r.n 11. S3- l.W 1.4ft 2.«ll
•2 44 v.* 11.33 LIM 1.372 2.517
«.: ».y. IS.41 1.491 4.714 2.713
•2.42 *.]: IS. 41 1.73* 1.474 2.444
•2.4] M.a 14. 7( «.«37 \.m 1.411
•2.4* 54.51 42.32 4.su 1.141 1.153
•2.45 14.21 34.11 4.m 1.744 1.221
•2.44 44.94 41.34 5.513 1. 1** 1.212
•2.47 •4.M 43. »l 4.172 2.447 1.123
w.u MM IN.M 4.21* 2.934 1.111
x:;*s •4? Trt MM A4U • 4 4<U • 1 4-1
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As of December 1987, Kansas producers held over 75 million bushels
of wheat in farm storage while 342 million bushels were stored in
elevators. The quantity of grain in storage has increased over the
past several years, primarily because production has increased more
than demand in the market. Because of this, concern about the
maintenance of the quality in stored grain has grown. In particular,
the affect of insect activity on grain quality when grain is stored for
long periods of time has become a major concern. Therefore, the
purpose of this study is to analyze the decisions the producer must
make regarding control of insects in stored grain. The decision made
must be one that will be economical in terms of treatment cost, control
of insects in grain, and potential discounts for damaged grain.
Basically, three data sets were combined in order to study the
selection of treatment strategies. The first data set was from a study
of on-farm storage where 79 bins were monitored. Samples were taken
from bins every two months. Over time, the number of bins sampled
decreased because of grain movement. The samples were analyzed for
wheat quality, insect infestation and types of treatments used. The
farmers strategies were grouped into four types of treatment methods.
Essentially, the farm samples provided data on treatment methods used
by the producers, insect counts, and the dates the samples were
collected.
The second data set included samples collected by elevator
operators from wheat that was marketed by producers in the area. Those
samples were analyzed for wheat quality conditions and insect counts.
It was found that test weight and moisture content were a signifi.
contributor to the producer receiving a discount. This data provided
the information needed to calculate the discounts likely for insect
damage
.
The third data set included the cost of the treatments used in
this analysis. The costs were gathered from interviewing 49 grain
elevators, cooperatives and agricultural services.
A second degree stochastic dominance criterion was used to compare
different treatment strategies. Strategies were compared for four
different marketing points and several different wheat qualities.
Minimum/No treatment and malathion methods were most frequently found
to remain in the efficient set for each of the four sample periods
examined in this study. In more than half of the comparisons, both
minimum/no treatment and malathion methods were in the efficient set
which means they would be selected by risk averse individuals. In
addition, even though fumigation was used by more producers in the
field, it was selected to remain in the efficient set only 25 percent
of the time.
Several limitations were discussed when evaluating which treatment
method the producer would select to use on his stored grain. First,
producers may treat stored grain because of a history of insect
infestation on their particular farm. In this case, producers would
apply a treatment because they expect to have problems from past
experiences. On the other hand, producers that do not have a history
of insect problems in their stored grain may not apply a treatment.
Essentially, without gathering historical data on each bin sampled or
carefully monitoring bins with similar conditions, this factor could
not be appropriately added into this analysis.
Secondly, it was assumed that consistent discounts were charged to
different producers by country elevators, terminal elevators, and even
within the elevators themselves. It was discovered by interviews and
the data sample available, that this assumption may not be entirely
appropriate. Because of this, the producer may have other decisions to
make in addition to his selection of a treatment to use to reduce the
probability of receiving a lower net income. These decisions may
include the choice of an elevator for delivery of his grain and
comparison of transportation costs to possible discounts when selecting
a market for his grain.

